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This report addresses the serious problem of increasing
health costs in Minnesota, The alarming increases in health
costs in recent months combined with their inevitable affect
on every Minnesotan ~ere responsible for the creation of the
Special Senate Subcommittee on Health Costs. The Subcommittee
unique in itself, having both Senat~ and public members, over
a period of nine months conducted hearings and compiled exten
sive information from questionnaires, on-site visits, and
staff investigations. The findings and recommendations of
this work are the subject of this report.

During the course of the Subcommittee's work some abuses
were discovered and there are several areas where definite
improvements can be made to provide quality health care at
a reduced cost. However, it can be said on the average that
health care in the State is of high quality, delivered by
competent, well-qualified professionals. Minnesota is in
addition fortunate in having medical centers of the stature
of the Mayo Clinic and the University of Minnesota. There
remains, however, major problems in many rural areas of the
State where health care} because of availability and costs,
is nearly unobtainable ...
Th~ work of the Health Costs Subcommittee represents the first
coordinated attempt to investigate health costs in this state,
and it is the Subcommittee's belief that the effort has provided
a sound basis for the recommendations contained in the report
as well as for future monitoring of health care problems.

The approximate cost of this report is $3500. This includes
legislators' and public members' per diems, travel expenses,
postage and printing costs. Staff salaries for two individuals
were paid by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation through the
Ci tiz'eils Conference on State LegislatU)?;~.
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PART ONE: INTRODUCTION

I~ THE PURPOSE OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE

The ~lestions of health care costs, quality,and availability

have been the subject of increasing public and legislative concern

in Tecent years. Minnesota is fortunate to have a good health

care delivery system. However, for many Minnesotans, obtaining

adcqu3.tc health care rE:ma.iils as a problem which l'equires attention.

There' are many reasons for this. Health care technology has made

major strides in recent decades, but much remains to be done.

The distribution of health manpov.rer remains as a sel~ious ba.rrieT

to making health care available to many people in Minnesota.

For many people, the problem is primarily one of the high cost

of health care. The latter problem affects all segments of

society. It is especially acute for the aged, the working poor

and the uninsured, but even those with access to health insurance

and government health programs are affected by it.

Because of the great importance of the problems of health

care costs and because of the widespread public concern about

1



rising costs, the Senate Health, Welfare and Corrections

Committee decided to establish a special Senate subcommittee

to undertake a study of health care co~ts. The membership of

the subcommittee included five senators and five public memb~rs.

The public members were appointed to the subcommittee to

provide a representation of diverse public interests and

public concerns.

Because of the pervasive nature of the problem of high

health care costs, the subcommittee chose to focus its atten-

tion almo~t exclusively on that problem. This is not to say

_,that the-'oth-eT' l1eal'thcare -problems--are not important. or that

they should not be dealt with. They do deserve attention, but

the time constraints facing the subcommittee foYced it to

concentrate on its priority concern - health care costs.

This subcommittee, therefore, set two goals for its work.

The first was to obtain and analyze data reldting to health

care costs. The second was to become acquainted with and

analyze possible ways for reducin~ costs as a barrier to
-

adequate health care. It was to these ends that the subcom-

mittee devoted its nine months of hearings and meetings.

II: PROCEDURES USED BY THE SUBCOMMITTEE

The subcommittee selected several components of the health

industry on which to focus its primary attention. The sub-

committee held hearings on each of the areas which it had

selected to examine. At these hearings, the ~ubcomitteee

heard speakers discussing the health cost segment under con-

sideration, analyzing its effect on overall health care costs,

and suggesting possible ways to lower costs or reduce the rate

1.
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f '. +1 . 10_ 11lL atlon. The subcommittee also corisidered background

material on the various components of health care costs

which was submitted to it by its staff and other individuals.

In the hospital cost are~, the subcommittee also relied on

questionnaires and site visits to increase its knowledge and

understanding of particular problems. (Since hospitals consti-

tute the largest portion of health care costs and since

hospital costs are ~ising and ha~e been rising at a very

rapid rate, the subcommittee devoted more attention to the

area of hospital costs than it did to costs in some other

segments of the health care industry.)

III. OVERVIEW OF HEALTH CARE COSTS

It is not the purpose of this report to set forth volu~

minous statistics 011 health care costs. This information is

available in the subcommittee files and in many other studies

. and reports which have been published. The primary purpose

of this report is to analyze the causes for the high costs

of health care In the State and to examine possible legisla

tive action which can betaken to counteract the high cost

of health care.

However, a brief overview of the nature and scope of the

problem will provide a f~amework in the reading of this report.

A. INFLATION OF HEALTH CARE COSTS

With the exception of a brief period during the economic

stabilization program, inflation of health care costs has

generally exceeded the overall nationai rate of inflation

since 1960:

3



COMPARATIVE INFLATION RATES

Per.iod

Pre-Medicare and
Medicare

1960-65 .

Post Medicare
and Medicaid

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971

All Items
. CPI

1. 3%

2.9%
2.9
4.2
5.4
5.9
4.3

Physicians'
Fees

2.8%

5.8%
7.1
5.6
6.9
7.5
6.9

Semi-Private
Hospital
Room Charges

5.8%

10.0%
19.8
13.6
13.4
12.9
12.2

",
J

1972 . . . . . . . 3.3%
1973 . . • . . 6. 2
1974 (Jan. thru May,

annualized) 12.6
1974 (Mar. thru May,

annualized) 11. 8

Economic
Stabilization

Post-Economic
Stabilization

1974 (May-annualized) *
1974 (June-annualized)*
1974 (Ju1y-annua1ized)*
1974 (Aug.-annualized)
1974 (Sept~annua1ized)

1974 (Oct.-annualized

10.7%
11.1
11.8
16.5
14.5
N.A.

,
~
I

l
i

I t
;i.

3.1% 6.6%
3.3 4..7 ,

j
12.6 10.1 i

i
1
,I

16.8 9.1 (i ~
1.,

! .}
! ,{

'I
1
I

!
J

13.0% 19.1%
I

I
11. a 17.7

.19.7 14.5
\

16.9 31. 7
13.2 14.2
N.A. 16.2

(Source: Consumer Price Index, Bureau of Labor Statistics
*Computed from Bureau of Labor Statistics figures.)
N.A. - Not Available

The cost of medical care in the Unitc~ States almost tripled

between 1947 and 1972. One of the largest areas of increase

was hospital room rates which increased sevenfold:

4-
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CONSUMER PRICE INDICES FOR SELECTED HEALTH CARE ITEMS

In the United States (1967=100.0)

All Optometric Semi- Prescrip-
Medical Examina- Private tions

All Care Physicians f ,Dentists v tion and Hospital and
Year Items Items Fees Fees eyeglasses Room rates Dr1.!gs------
1947 53:9 48.1 51.4- 56~9 67.7 23.1 81.8
1950 72.1 53.7 55.2 6'"" Q 73.5 30.3 88~5:>.~

1955 80.2 64.8 65.4 73.0 77.0 42.3 94.7
1960 88.7 79.1 77.0 82. 1 ' 85.1 57.3 104.5
1961 89.6 81.4 79.0 82.5 0'"7 ('> 61.1 103.3l.' f ~ 0

1962 90.6 83.5 81.3 84.7 89.2 65.3 101.7
1963 91.7 85.6 83.1 87.1 89.7 68.6 100.8

U1 1964 92.9 87.3 85.2 89.4- 90.9 71.9 100.5
1965 94.S 89.5 88.3 92.2 92.8 75.9 100.2

,1966, 92.7 93.4 93.4 95.2 95.3 83.5 100.5
1967 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1968 104.2 105.1 105.6 105.5' 103.2 113.6 100.2
1969 109.8 113.4 112.9 112.9 107.6 128.8 101.3
1970 116.3 120.6 121. tl 119.4 113.5 145.4 103.6
1971 121.3 128.4 129.8 127.0 120.3 163.1 105.4
1972 125.3 132.5 133.8 132.~ 124.9 173.9 105.6

% Increase
151% 175% 160% 133% 84.5% 653% 29%

(Source: Consumer Price Index, Bureau of Labor Statistics.)



There was a slowet rate of increase during the Economic

Stabilization Program. At the time the special subcommittee

on h~alth care costs was formed, it was know that price
)

controls were going to be lifted. The Cost of Living Council

predicted that the lifting of controls would result in increased

inflation in health care costs as follows:

* Hospital. charges would rise by 16-17%
per year as opposed to 10-11% with
controls.

* Physician fees would rise by 9% per
year as opposed to 4% with £ontrols.

* Nursing home charges would rise by
14% per year as opposed to 6.5% with
controls.

* Overall costs for health care would
rise by $4 billion in fiscal year 1975

* Consumer out-af-pocket casts would
rise $1 billion in 1975 and another
$2.25 billion in 1976.

* Insurance premiums would rise $1.5
bjllion in 1975 and another $3.4
billion in 19'76.

* State government spending foy health
would rise $500 million in 1975 and
another $1.1 billion in 1976.

Figures cited earlier show that the Cost of Living

Council projections were somewhat conservative for some

months. Some of the rapid increase since April 30, 1974,

when the price controls were lifted, is due to the fact that

the health care industry was kept under controls longer than

most other segments of the economy. During the latter part

of the wage price freeze, hospital and physician costs such

6
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as supplies and salaries were not frozen and were rising.

During this period hospital and physician charges were

still controlled. This allegedly caused some financial

problems for hospitals. It resulted in a tendency on the

paT't of many hospitals and physicians to seek to "catch up"

with the rest of the economy after controls were lifted. The

decline in the rate of increase in hospital charges in

September may indicate that the "catch uptt period is ending

and that there may be a leveling off of the rate of incrcase. 3

The annualized rate of increase for October, however, was up

again for hospitals.

The magnitude of the increased health care costs is

pl~esented graphically in Tables 1·- 3 taken from the Na_!.ional

Heal.!J1_}r~surapce_B~_so_u~c~_'?-?l\ prepared by the staff of the

Committee on Ways and Means .of the United States House of

Representatives.

Recently released figures for fiscal year 1974 show a

10.6% increase over fiscal year 1973 in health care expendi-

tures nationally to a total of $104.2 billion. This amount-

ed to $485 per capita .. Total expenditures are a result of

prices for health care services, the quantity of servi~es~

and the mix of services. Despite the increase in prices, the

percentage of Gross National Product being spent for health

care services remained at 7.7 percent. The government share

of the total expenditures increased form 38.0% to 39.6%. The

changes from fiscal year 1973 to fiscal year '1974 'dere:

'7
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TOTAL HEALTH CARE EXPENDITURES IN THE UNITED STATES j
Fiscal Year Fiscal Year

1973 1974

Percent Percent % Increase
Amount* of total Amount* of Total 1973-1974
----

Total 94,235 100.0 ·104,239 100.0 10.6

Hospitals 36,174 38.4 40,900 39.2 13.1

Physicians 17,518 18.6 19,000 18.2 8.5

·Dentists 5,767 6.1 6,200 5.9 7. ~

Other
Professionals 1,803 1.9 1,990 1.9 10~4

Drugs 8,942 9.5 9,695 9.3 8.4

Eyeglasses &
Appliances 1,985 2.1 2,153 2.1 8.5

Nursing Homes 6,650 7.1 7,450 7.1 12.1

Expenses of
Insurors/HMOs 3,753 4.0 4,224 4.1 12.5

Gov'tpub1ic
health prgms. 1,685 1.8 2,126 2.0 26.2

Research 2,285 2.4 2,684 2.6 17.5

Construction 4,145 4.4 4,372 4.2 5.S

Other 3,528 3.7 3,445 3.3 (2.4)

* In millions

Source : "National P.'2a1 th Expendi tures, Fis cal Year 1974",
Research and Statistics, United States Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, November 29, 1974.

8



TABLE I

----lIc((Uh spelldingJodaY-$91.1 hillion-is eight times the spending
of 20 years ago

TJ)(' pr.:;t, fcw YPIHS hnv(l witTlN;Scd sharp in{'rcl\sr~ in t.ht' f\,TnOllnts spent foJ' medical l~nrc. In
fiscnl IOn) thi...: l\ation spent S(l-1.1 billion for health nncl lJledienl CHl'('--:H~ tilllrs tllp Hlll0Unt

!'p('lH ~n 1DGO llnd n1mos'( l·jp:ht till1cs the amount spellt in 1950. Gr(Jwth in llH.'di<:al tare spending
)1l1~ outdis(llJ)C,<,d '.llid of the .e('(JJ)oiny in ~enernl. In fi:-'cnl yC(\]' HJGO, lIlcdie!l1 CIII'C ('Xpl'!lClillll'(,S

totakd 812.0 hillion Hnd )'pprrs('n(e<! 4.G pCl'crnl, of the gro:.;s nntilmnl produC'L «(,!Ie total lllHrkcL
yuluC' of tlw ::\ntion's nnnunl outpllt of goods Hlld s('l'\'i('('s). By fl.-.:c:d 10('10 thdr sharp of lht' gro:;s
nutionn! proc!'u(·t (G~;P) had readled 5.2 perce'nL. TItt', ratt' in ]970 was 7.1 percl',llt, nnt! Illst yrar
it llloved up to 7.7 pC'J'tent.

Part. of nl(~ in(,J'cnsing shaI'r of GXP IlLtributnbl<· to h('nlth'i~,: dur to the' highcr priers for me·dic'al
('IHe compared with otlle'l' il0ms. ThC'l'(, hns 1I!s0 bC'(,1l nn in{'fellSt'c! demand fOl' health '-('J'\'icC's
resulting from population growth gC'nc'l'lllly, rising pt'j' capiln in( OllH';';, nlld growth of pri\'atc
hcalth insul'nn('(' :llld prrpnynwnt plans. :'\.dditiolllll ('()lltl'ibutillg faclnrs indudr it ri,..;jllg' j>ll)puninn
of ('ldl']'ly in tll\~ l'opulntioJ1, hiv}lPJ' "ducationnl If'n·!.-;, a "bift from acute' illnl';-,~(,,; to llHWt' (,xjll'n~i\'('

IOllg-tnm ilJne:-,:.;('s, introduction of nl'W 11ledir.:nl t('('h;liCjuv~ lind pl'ocedUl'(';', te, tr('lll ('onditicJns
that f(Ji'lll<:rly eould )lot Lc trented ut ull, lllHl, fllH..lly, the growing !L\\'lll'enc~;s of tho lW\1cfit;; of
medical care.

BlLUONS OF DOLLAHS

Sonl'ce: COOPCI', Bnrtlill';l, ~, .• \'"0I'lhI1l1"l0I1, :'\nllt'y L., I1l1d Pi!'o. )';I.Il!n A. ":'\a!iuwll IIl':dlh E\"{I\'1l\lit1l1 ','~. l~)~!j-'i';r SfJciu.l
Sccllritji 1I1<ll('/ill, J<'l':J!'wtl'.\· l!)'i. \j.S. ])"j>:ll'(lJlrnl ur l!";\llil, t:du('ati\'jl, IU;t! \\\'lflll'l'.
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TABLE 2.
i,
I'

In the past 24 years, each person's average
bill has grown from $78 to $441

In fisrnl19n, the ll\'Crni!c hefll\.h hill for each Amcri':an WllS 5441. In 19(iO, the [\vcl'agp,'hcnlth
bill wus about. fI Ihird lhat lllllount-Sl.J2-:tnd in 1950, it WflS ll's,; than one·fifth the 197:, amount.
'fhis growth, from $78 in 1950 t.o $441 in 197:l, rCjll'l'st'nts II .'\G5-pt'l'CClll. ilH;rcnsc O\'CI' thn 2:1-y":II'
perjod-2~ times liS grcnl. Ill" Ihe illcrense ill wngo l('vcls (:1\'l'I'Hge hourly e:tl'l1ing:, in lllllllllfilctlll'ing
l11c!ustril'S). .__ .

Ineludcd in Ihe lolnl pl'l'sollnl hellllh bill lire pll)'Il\cnls fol' hrult.h (\lIre SlH'Yiees und,'1' gO\'CI'll

1\l('llt progrllms, priYll.lc hClllth illsur:tlll'p' jlllym('nls, vo]ulliury hClIll.h giving, lind direct payments
for heal th Cllre by illdi\'iduaJ~. [/

)

I
}I

i

$441

f

I
f
i-

t
i
I
\.

I
j
I.

\

t,

I
I
'.

I
.j

$361

$400

$142

'-

~
$78

~$29 $29 '%
~ W~ ~~! %

1929 1940 1950. 1970 1971 1972 1973

. R?urce: Conper; narh'lr~ R" \\'OI'lhlll~I"l1, :\Illl(,~' T,., nllt! l'lro, Pllllln A, ";o.;;JtlclIlnl lIenllh E."[l<'llllllllrl'S, Ifl:!!J-73." SociI/I·
1),,<:,I/T/(Y HI/lieU", 1'l'1)rllary 1[)'j4, U,X, lI\'I'lll'llllCllt of Ill'nllh, Ed IWll tI 011 , alltl \\,\,\farc.
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TABLJ3 3

-lli[Jher prlecs caused ncarly hall' the 20'-ucar grou~th in pers.orwl
health care expenditures

During the pcriod 1965-72, personal IH;Ulth (;nre expllnditurcs {t.hose for t.he direc.i henefit of
the indh'idual, e.g., hospital ~M(', physici:ms' ~(lr\'i(;l's) ros(' b.y 84·S.S billion. Tbc spiutling jJlCr(,~l:;CS
in Ruth exprndilul'(':-; during [.haL period rcsl.du\d [rom three iJlajol' f:letor:;;

G About. &2 percent, or $2::U billion, can b~' attribuLed to price inef('::tse~.

<:> Another 10 pcrcCllL, or :)·i..t- billiun, results i1'0;11 popuJdiol1 growth.
e The rCll.1nining 38 percell t, or S} 7. 0 bllliotl, is (LtG /"0 iEcreusod llse of sen'ices nnd dw

introduetioll of llew medical techniques,

$83.4

.._------..,..

All Other'--l>
:38.3% $17,0

8illions of Dollars

Price5~-·!'-'

~)1.8% $23.1.

$38.9 $38.9

FY 1965 FY 1972

Houfe!!: .l!cdical Care EJ'pclldifllrr..:. PriceR, (/lId C08(8: IInd"r:rnurlf/ no"',', n('!l:lf!,f1ll'nt. ci I1.·alth. Edu{'n(ion, fincl "'pHnef',
Sociul ~('ctllit:r Atlllllni:;( ration, Ollke of. H":warc:h lind ~t:\ ti;;( iU'1 ~C'l't<'lillll'1' Jt) 'c~.

'j 'r



B. DISTRIBUTION OF HEALTH CARE COSTS

In addition to the high level of health care costs, their

distribution points out many inequities. Health care costs

are paid by a variety of sources. The source of funding has

shifted significantly in recent years. Government and insur-

ance payments constitute a much larger proportion than they

did in 1966:

SOURCES OF PAYMENT FOR HEALTH CARE COSTS

Fiscal Year 1966' Fiscal Year 1972

Patient Outlays
Pfivate Health Insurance
Government
Others

51%
25%
22%

2%

35%
26%
37%

2%

(Source: "The Size alld Shape of Medical Care Dollar",
U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, 1972, p.21.)

For the various health care provider recipients of the

health care dollar, the source' of payment varies considerably:

SOURCE OF PAYMENT BY SERVICE

(, I

Hospital
Care

Patient 8%
Government 53%
Private Health Insurance 38%
Others 1%

Physician's
Services

41%
23%
36%

Other Health
Services

68%
25%

5%
2%

(Source: "The Size and Shape of the Medical Care Dollar",
U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1972,
p. 23.)

Expenditures for health care and the need for health care

vary dramatically according to age, income level and race.

Senior citizens have far higher health care expenses than the

younger segments of the population:

1 2



ANNUAL HEALTH CARE COSTS BY AGE GROUP

Under 19
19-64 years
65 years &over

Hospital
Care---

$ 46
$169
$484

Physician's
'Services_•._--,,---.~

$ 46
$ 80
$177

Other Health
SeTvices----

$ S6
$110
$321

Total

$148
$359'
$982

(Source: "The Size and Shape of the. Medical Care Dollar",
U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1972,
p. 19.)

People with low incomes suffer a higher incidence of acute and

chronic or disabling conditions than people with higher incomes:

DISABILITY DAYS BY FAMILY INCOME AND TYPE OF DISABILITY

In the United .States, 1971

$15,000
Under $3 ; 000 $5 ,000 $7 , 000 $10,000 a.nd
$3, 00Q $4 ,j19 ~ $~J9 9 $9 ,~9.~ $~~2~.~ over

Restricted ActivityDay·s··*··------···_---··----· 665
Days/ person per year 33.7

439
20.7

414
15.3

479
12.8

57·:5 4 02
11.8 11.3

Bed Disability
Days*
Days/pe·.cson
per year

Work-Loss Days
Days*
Days/person
per year

249

12.6

41

9.4

178

8.4

42

6.6

155

5.7

57

S. 7

186

5.0

74

5.0

226 160

4.6 4.5

93 65

4.5 4.0

*000,000 omitted

Note: The data refer to disability becausB of acute
and/or chronic conditions. The category ItAII incomes"
includes unknown income. The category llWork-loss days"
applies to currently employed persons.

(Source: National Health Survey, U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, 1972.)

See also Table 4
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30.0 -
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H
l:Q

ES

25.0 -

20.0 -

15.0 -

11.2%

28.1%

~.
l::::':::: 1

r... ...

PROPORTION Of POPULATION WITH ACTIVITY.lIMITING
CHRONIC COND1TlONS

FISCAL YEAR 1969

-<::t
rl

10.0 _

5.0-

10.5%

r······· .,
lj:::::::: :.................... ......... ........... ..................... .

~~~~~~~d
. ·'·······1:::::::: :1

~~~~~~~~~i

7.4%

.. ·······1................. ..................... \

6.8% 6.8%
~ .
f: :::: :::
I· ......... .......

All incomes Undei $3,000 $3,000-$3,999 $4.000--$6,999 $7.000-$9.999 $10,000-$14.999 $15,000 and over

SOUl"{·t·: .-lyc l'(/ttcI71-~ in .1fc1lical Carf'. Tl/nc8.~. anll. Di,~!lbi-Ut1J, Unitl!d Staic.~. 1968-1969. Vit~l and He-alth StatistiC":':, ~{'ries
10, >;0. ,0, >;ational (\':lter for Health ~t:ltistic:", U.S. Dl'part.m~ntof Health. E,l1J(~lti(}n, and \Ydfan'. April W7:!.



The difference in the incidence of disabling conditions re-

quiring medical care also varies accordin~ to the race of the

person involved. Non-whites have a higher incidence than

whites. 4 These figures indicate a higher demand for health

care services by poor and miriority peopl~.

The actual out-af-pocket expenditures for health care

do not y·eflect the same dis tribution based on age, income

level, and race as those found in the 'information setting

forth total co~ts or incidence~ of acute disease.

1970 PERSONAL OUT-OF-POCKET EXPENSES FOR HEALTH CARE*

U. S. Average - $183

Race

Under 17 $105
17-44 years 177
45-64 years 272
65 and over 299

White
Non-White

Income Level

$190
133

Regio~

Northeast
North Central
South
West

$.183
168
182
212

Less than $3,000
$3,OOO-~t;4,999

$5;/OOO-$6 J 999
~ rc 0 0n ~'9 0 99'{' I, J \. .. If ,:J
$10,000-$14,999
$15,000 or more

$156
17 ~5

164
163
188
254

*Includes insurance premiums

(SouTce: Monthly V~tal Statistics Report, U. S. Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, April 1973.)

The difference in the figures for out-of-pocket expend-

itures, as compared to total expenditures, is a reflection

of different levels of utj.lization of health care services

and different coverage by third party. reimbursement mechanisms.

For instance, although senior citizens have more than triple

the average amount of health care expenses, their out-of-potket

15



expenditures are less than 50% above the average because of

the existence of Medicare and other third party reimbursement

mechanisms. A comparison of sources of payment by age group

shows:

SOURCES OF PAYMENT BY AGE GROUP

Health Care Out-of-
Expenses Pocket Insurance Government Other----

Under 65
1966 $155 50.9 96 27.1% 19.3% 2.5%
1972. $272 37.. 5% 34.2% 26.5% 1. 8%

65 and Over
J.966 $441 53.1% 15.9% 29.9% 1.1%
1972 $981 28.1% 5.7% 65.6% 5!ie• 0 I

\'

(Source: "Age Differences in Medical Spending, Fiscal
year 1972", published by U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, 1973. p.15)

As previously stated, this report was not designed to

present a comprehensive detailed picture of health care costs.

Nor was it possible to obtain a separate set of statistics

on the specific situation in Minnesota for many of the areas

discussed. Specific cost figures for Minnesota are given in

later sections of this report to the extent that they are

available. The figures do document the basic parameters of

health care costs.
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FOOTNOTES

lSee Appendix A for a list of speakers.

2Letter fron John T. Dunlop, Director of the Cost of
Living Council, to Rep. Wright Patman, March 22, 1974.

3See , e.g., National Health Insurance Reports, November 4,
1974, p.4.

41lAge Patterns ill Medical Care, Illness and Di.sability",
United States Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, April~ 1972.
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PART TWO: NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE

For many years, national health insurance has been sug

gested ~ a possible method for reducing financial barriers

to health care for all citizens of the United States. Various

of Health, Education and Welfare discussed the Nixon Admin-

Association plan was explained by Mr. Gordon Williams.

groups and political philosophies. They can be roughly

categorized into four types.

l'
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(See, e.g., the Kennedy-separate governmental agency.

There would be no co-payments or deductibles. It

would be funded by payroll taxes and administered by a

the government would pay all covere4 health care expenses.

There are currently more than a dozen different national

1. National Health Security: Under this approach,

forms of national health insurance are already law in many

The Subcommittee heard explanations of four proposals

for national health 'insurance at its hearing. Dr. George

Martin outlined Medicredit, the AmeTican Medical Associaton

proposal. Dr. Richard Hall of the United States Department

nations, especially those in Europe.

istration proposal. The National Health .Security Act was

presented by Dr. Charles Mayo II, and the ~ealth Insurance

health insurance proposals pending before the United States

Congress. They represent the views of variDus interest

Griffiths bill, S.3/H.R.22.)

2. Government Insurance Program: Under this approach,

all covered health care expenses would be paid through

a government insurance program. There would be some

18



co-payments and deductibles. The p::rogTam 1flould be

funded by payToll taxes and administered by the Social

Security Adrnillistration through private insurance

c aT l' i e r s . (See, e. g., the Ke nne dy -1...1ill s bill,

S.3286/H.R. 13870.)

3. Private Insurance Mechanism: Most proposals utilize

some variation of this approach. Under these proposals,

the government would subsidize private health insurance

premiums for the poor. The non-poor would either receive

. mandatory heal th insurance cov8Tage "through their employ

men.t or 1dOtll.d be encouraged to purchase it by the use of

tax credits for premiwns. Most administration of the

program would be done through health insurance carriers.

Examples of these proposals include: I'MedicY'edi t,j, the

American Medical Association pToposal, S.444/H.R.2222;

the Nixon Administration Proposal , (CHIP) S. 2970/H. R.12684;

and the Health Insurance Associaton prop~sal, S.lIO/

H.R.S200.

4. Catastrophic Health Insurance: Under this approach

the government would provide increased health care cover-

'age for the poor. Other people would receive Federal

coverage once their health care expenses reach a ~pec

ified level. (See, e.g., the Long-Ribicoff bill,

S.25l3/H.R.14079·.)

The possibility df enactment of a national health insur

ance bill by Congress has been the subject o~ considerable

speculation. Since many political leaders, health care pro

vider.groups and public groups support the enactment of some

19



form of national health insurance, there was considerable

speculation that a bill would be enacted in 1974. The House

Ways and Means Committee held hearings on the subject begin-

ning in April and continuing for many months. Yet, nothing

happened; there is no consensus as to the best form of

national health insurance.

The current proposals would have varying effects on

health care costs in Minnesota. Since most of them pri-

marily deal with financing, the major effect would be on the

method of paying health care expenses, and the effects on

total cost would be secondary. Most proposals would reduce

direct out-of-pocket payments by consumers and several would

reduce state expenditures for programs such as Medicaid.

These costs would be covered by revenue raised from other

sources - usually income or payroll taxes.

A recent study indicated that the enactment of national

health insurance would increase the demand and expenditure

level for health care services as follows:

INCREASED DE~~ND AND EXPENDITURES
UNDER

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE

r
I
;

Increase in
Demand

Increase in
Expenditure

Full Ambulatory Physician Coverage

Full Hospital Coverage

75%)
) $8-$16 billion

5-15%)

\
l\

Ambulatory Physician Coverage
with 25% Co-insurance

Hospital Coverage with 25% Co-insurance

30%)
)

5%)
$3-$7 billion

(Source: PolicY Options and the Impact of National
Insuran~~, Rand Study, June 1974.)
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Inclusion of dental and drug coverage with hospital ambul

atory coverage would result in a total increase in expelldi

tures by $20-$30 billion under a full coverage plan and by

$10-$20 billion under a 25% co-insurance plan.
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PART THREE: HOSPITAL COSTS

I. OVERVIEW OF HOSPITAL COSTS

The rise in hospital costs is a major
reason for the growing public concern
about a. "health care crisis" in the
United States. There are at lea.st two
basic causes for this concern: (1)
Hospi tal cos ts. . are ris ing rapidly-
much more rapidly than costs for most
other goods 'and services; and (2)
Visibility of this cost rise is be
coming greater.

Ronald Andersen and J. Joel
May, Annals of the American
Ac ad enlY o:tPQTlTIcalana-
S-ociaT Science, Jaw.lary,
19'7 Z:---Vage63.

A. THE BEARINGS

Hospital costs are the largest single component and one

of the most rapidly increasing segments of health care costs.

1n addition, the institutional nature bf hospitals makes them

more susceptible to government regulatjons and controls than

other parts of the health care delivery system. Primarily for

these reasons, the Subcommittee devoted more of its attention

to hospital costs than to some other cost segments.

The Subcommittee sought to achieve a balance in' the testi-

I

many at its two hearings on hospital costs. It heard three

spokesmen from the industry itself. They were Mr. Stephen

Rogness, Executive Director of the Minnesota Hospital Asso

ciation; Mr. Arne Moe, Administrator of Buffalo Memorial

Hospital; and Mr. William N. Wallace, President of United

Hospitals, St. Paul. Mr. Rogness supplied the Subcommittee

with his asociation's perspective. Mr. Moe, provided members
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with an overvie1'i of the question of hospital costs {Tom the

perspective of an administrator of a small hospital outside

the seven county metropolitan area. Mr. Wallace provided

the perspective of a large metropolitan hospital. Hospital

regulation was presented from several different perspectives.

The argument against sale reliance on government regulation,

without accompanying structural reforms of the health care

industry,. was presented by DT. Wal teT MCC:l_UI"3 of InterStudy.

Mr. Frank Baker explained the structuTc and operation of the

new Washington State Hospital Commission which he heads.

Minnesota 1 s experience "ditb the wage price contTols f'or

hospitals under the economic stabilization program was out

lined by Mr. Charles House, CPA. Potential incentive reim

bursement programs were outlined by Dr. Max Bennett, Int8rStudy.

Additional pelspectives were presented by Mr. Robert Nichols

of the Oklahoma Consumer Protection Acency, speaking as a

c.ritic of hospi.tals, and by Dr. Chester Anderson, who repre

sented the :Minnesota Stat e Medical As socia tion. In addi tion,

the Subcommittee considered material submitted to it by the

speakers, material ~resented to it by its staff, hospital cost

questionnaires, and hospital site visits in reaching its

conclusions.

B. MINNESOTA PICTURE

Most statistics on health care costs are aggregate

national figures. It is difficult to ascertain exactly how

much Minnesotans spend for health care costs, or components

thereof. Some rough approximations 'can be made using the
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national statistics presented in the introductory part of

this report. Minnesota has slightly less .than 2 percent of

the total national population, but expends a slightly higher

per capita amount of most health care costs. Thus, taking 2

percent of national expenditures would provide a very rough

estimate of Minnesota's expenditures. Nationally, Americans

spent $94 billion for health care in 1973. Approximately 38

percent of this was for hospital services. Using these

figuies, and the admittedly tenuous assumptions set forth

above, it can be es tima te.d that Minnesotan s spent approximately'

$700 million on hospital related expen~es in 1973. Using

f~gures from the 1974 American Hospital Association (AHA)

~~2de, it is estimated that 1973 expenses of all hospitals

In the state amounted to' approximately $660 million.

According to figures released by Blue Cross and Blue

Shield of Minnesota, the average charge per patient day for

Blue Cross enrollees In Minnesota hospitals was $113.48 for

the year ending on June 30, 1974. This was an increase of

$9.82 or 9.5 percent. over the figure for the previous year.

The average charge per patient day, based on the Blue Cross

figures, was 4 percent less than the national figure of $118.26

(American Hospital Association statistic). A brief summary

of the trend in hospital costs of Blue Cross subscribers is

set forth in Table 5. The increase in the daily average room

charge from 1969 through mid-1974 was 57.3 percent. This was
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TABLE 5

CHANGES IN HOSPITAL CHARGES FOR

MINNESOTA BLUE CROSS SUBSCRIBERS

Minneapolis
St. Paul
Duluth
Rural
Statewide

1969

$82.53
73.92
63.86
61.52
72.12

1973

$119.46
105.72

89.90
89,,25

103.66

1974

$129.24
118.11

98.69
98.0]

113048

'% Increase
1973-1974

8.2
11.7
19.8
9.8
9.5

%Increase
1969-1974

56.6
59.8
54.5
59.3
5'7.3

%Dec~ease ·~%Decrease

!ig sp i t ~]:_ 1969 19 7~) 1974 1973··1974- 1969'"197~-_._--- ---_.----

Minneapolis 7 . 96 'I. 58 '7.57 .1 4.9
St. Paul 8 . 58 8.17 8.01 1. 9 6.6
Duluth 8. 87 8.27 7.88 4. '7 ]_1 . 2
Rural 6. 28 5.82 5.69 3.0 () r

~Je J

Statewide 7.42 6.99 6.84 2. 0 7.8

%Increase %Incl'ease
t!~~E.-ita1 1969 1973 1974 197~~-'1974 1969-19'74

__~_c___..._·,~ ____ .__"-'-_'_ -----------

Minneapolis $657.16 $905.72 ~b9'18.83 8.1 48.9
St. Paul 634.51 863,34 945.80 11.0 49.1
Duluth 566.39 74=~.08 777.48 4.6 :'> 7 • 3
Rural 386.42 519.77 553.53 6.5 43.2
State'wide 535.27 724.09 776.49 7.2 45.1

~: 1974 figuT8s onl)' through ..June 30, 1974

(Source: Blue Cl~OSS and Blue Shield of Minnesota.)



partially offset by a 7.8 percent decrease in the average

length of stay which resulted in a total average bill that

was 45.1 percent higher than 1969. Charges for outpatient

visits increased at a slightly higher rate than the charge

for hospital visits.

In comparing hospital costs in Minnesota with those

throughout the nation, some interesting facts become apparent.

InterStudy has compiled some figures for 197:5 that show

how Minnesota compares to the United States average in certain

indicators of hospital cost and utilization. (Their figures

are based on overall hospital costs, not solely those for

Blue Cross subscribers, and upon some additional sets of

data.) According to their findings Minnesota ranked below

the national average in cost per day, but did poorly on a

number of other indicRtors:

SELECTED HOSPITAL DEMOGRAPHIC STATISTICS

Average Cost Per Diem

Average Length of Stay (days)

Average Case Cost

Admission Rate (per thousand)

Case Cost Per Capita

Per Capita Income

% Per Capita Income

Beds/lOOO Population

Occupancy

Minnesota United States

$ 88.60 $ 105.00

8.7 7.9

$770.99 $ 830.13

16.8% 14.7%

$129.53 $ 122.03

$4332.00 $4519.78

3. 0°6 2.7%

5.7 4.2

.71.6% 75.4%

7.6



Based upon InterStudy's computation, Minnesotans have a sig-

nificantly longer length of stay, a significantly higher

~d~ission rate, and pay 3.0 percent of the per capita in-

come faT hospital expenses as opposed to the national average

of 2.7 percent. They also have a much larger number of hos-

pital'beds per capita and a lower hospital occupancy rate.

See also Table 6.

The figures are, of course, subject to varying inter-

pxetations. It is often said that Minnesota:ns tend to be

more h~alth conscious than people in many other parts of the

country. ,The pres encc of sophis t iea ted Jnedical cen tCT s such

as those at the Mayo Clinic and the University of Minnesota

has some effect on Minnesota statistics. Also, 10.7 percent

of Minnesota's population is over 65; nationally, the figure

is 9.7 percent. However, these figures also indicate that

Minnesota may have too many hospital beds per captia, and

this may be one factor which increases hospital costs in the

state.

C, KEY FACTORS IN HOSPITAL COSTS

As you know, we are spending far too much for
hospital care, and when I say far too much, I
mean that these same expenditures could give
us a much greater return in terms of health
if spent in otheT types of care programs. We
are hospitali~ing patients too much; we are
keeping them in too long; we are treating in
an excessive, high cost, high technology style,
and in overly elaborately equipped institutions.

Testimony by Dr. Walter McClure, '
InterStudy, hearing May 17, 1974.

The high level of hospital costs, and their continuing
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TABLE 6

SELECTED HOSPITAL AND DEMOGRAFHIC STATISTICS FOR CO}~UNITY HOSPITALS

lava Minnesota No. Dakota So. Dakota Wisconsin United States--
$ 69.99 $ 79.47 $ 68.59 $ 64.56 $ 80.61 $ 92.31

8.3 8.9 7.3 7.3 8.5 8.0
580.92 707.28 535.00 ,171.29 685.19 738.48

12.4% 16.9% 19.6% 16.6% 15.9% 14.6%
72.03 119.53 104.86 78.23 108.95 107.82

3876.00 3974.00 3383.00 3446.00 3880.00 4138.00
1. 9% 3.0% 3.1% 2.3% 2.8% 2.6%

Average Cost Per Diem
Average Length ofStay
Average Case Cost
Admission Rate
Ca~e Cost Pe~ Capita
Per Capita Income
%"Per Capita Income

Operating Indicators

Basic Indicators

N
co

Payroll Expense/Total Expense
%Change in Avg Per Diem/1966
%Ch2nge in Case Cost/1966
%Change in Avg Per Diem/1969
%~hange in Case Cost/1969
OPV/1000 Population
Patient Day~/I000 Population
Average Ye~rly Wages

56.8%' 59.9% 56.5% 57.9% 59.4% S'S.2%
78.5% 66.4% 88.2% 70.6% 89.8% 91. 7%
82.9% 80.0% 79.U~o 75.3% 109.5% 94.2%
34.3% 29.6 33.8% 35.7% 33.2% 32.0%
36.0% 28.1 25.7% 25.4 96 41. 5% 27.2%

379 451 268 3.77 567 719
1032.8 1512.6 1526.6 1248.6 1347,.2 1182.6

$5607.18 $6393.18 $5564.49 $5338.96 $6279.12 S6529.13

4.1 5.7 6.5 5.3 5.1 4.2
3.82 3.68 '4.28 4.40 2.23 2.93

69.2% 72.3% 64.7% 64.2% 73.0% 76.7%
1. 48 1.30 1. 44 1. SO 1. 44 1. 32

118 125 72 66 145 148

Capital Indicators

Beds/lOOO'Population
Beds/SIOO,OOO Total Assets
Occupancy
Total Assets/Total Expense
Average Ho~pital Size

General Indicators

Physician/lOO,OOO
Impatient Days/Outpat. Visits

67.3
2.72

129.0
3.35

83.4
5.69

72.2
3.31

108.5
2.37

127.8
1. 63

Source: American Hospital Association, Hospital Statistics, 1971 (Augus~ 1, 1972);
C\lrrcnt Population Report~, U. S. Department of Commerce Seiies, Page 25, No. 468, October S, 1971;
Per Capita Income, Survey of Current Business, April 1972, Volume 52, No.4
The Profile or" the FTcdical Practice - 1971, CHSR & D, America:-t Medical Association, 1972
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increases, aTe the result of many factors. Some of these

factors are beyond the control of hospitals. To a certain

extent, consumers, professional health care providers, in~

SUYOTS, and the government, must share the responsibility

with hospitals for the escalation in costs.

The Subcommittee has identified and considered numerous

factors which have an impact on hospital costs. Not all of

them will be discussed in this report. However, the S"ub-·

committee has identified eight major factors which it feels

deserve special comment.

1. HEALTH CARE DELIVERY REFORMS

In recent years, a great number of suggested reforms in
I

the health care delivery system have been postulated. These

include such things as health maintenance organizations, utili-

zation review programs (for example, the Professional Stand-

ards Review Organization - PSRO - under federal law), out-

patient surgery centers, increased use of physician extend-

ers such as nurse practitioners and physician assistants, and

increc,-s ed coverage of pr8ventive and out:;JCl t ient services (as

oppas"ed to hospital services) on the part of third party re-

imbursers.

These types of reforms do offer a potential for more

economical health care and reduced hospitalization. HMOs

for example, can substantially r~duce the amount of hospital-

ization required and thereby reduce the need for hospitals.

In Minnesota a survey of hospitalization rates for selected

HMOs and the general population shows:
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COMPARATIVE RATES OF HOSPITALIZATION FOR HMO's
AND THE GENERAL POPULATION

Group Ramsey St. Louis
Minnesota Health Plan Park

1972 1971 1973 1973

Average Length
of Stay 8. 7 days 5.29 days 5 days 4;77 days

Average Case
Cost in
Hospital $770.99 N/A $810.00 $646.50

Admission Rate 16.8% N/A N/A 7.8%

Hospital Days
1000 Population 1461 days 415 days 488 days 375 days

Age Adjusted
Hospital Days/
1000* 1220 N/A N/A 475

Beds Used/IOOO
Population 5.7 beds 1.6 beds 1.9 beds 1.4 beds

*Adjustment to account for age difference in HMO popu~

lation and general Minnesota population.

(Source: Material prepared by InterStudy, Minneapolis,
Minnesota)

Comparable Minnesota figures for group health insurance poJ~

cies were not av~il~ble. Accofding to Nor~hwestern National

Life Insurance Company figures for the North Central Region

(Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa, and Illinois), ernp10y-

ees in group plans had a 9.8 percent admission rate, an

average length of stay of 8.6 days, and 843 hospital days for

1,000· enrollees. Wives of employees in group plans had an

11.1 percent admission rate, an average length of stay of 8.7

days, and 966 hospital days for 1,000 people. For children

of employees, the figures were 11.9 percent, 4.9 days and 583

days for 1,000 people.

The Minnesota comparative figures do not fully take into
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account the varied demographic makeup of the val'lOUS popula-

tion groups. A controlled study was done in Washington, D.C.

This study evaluated the experience of a group of medical

assistance recipients before and after enrollment in an

HMO. The study found that the hospital admission rate de-

.tl ined from 17.2 % to 9.5 90 when they swi t.ched to HMO IS. The ir

hospital days declined from about 879 per 1,000 people to

608 per 1;000 people ·when they.changed. AmbulatoT)' visits

increased from 3.64 visits per year to 3.85 visits. The

figures from this study probably provide a more accurate

picture of the differences in hospitalization since it in

volved a control group.l

The Subc.offi,TJli t tee al so reco gni zes that, wi th the. exccp-

tion of increased utilization of physician extenders by

hos·pita-is·} 'the listed delivery changes could result i.n a

decline in the frequency of hospitalization and In the length

of stay ln hospitals. Unless some way is found to concurrent-

ly reduce the number of hospj,ta1 beds in the state and hospital

overhead costs, those persons who are hospitalized will have

to pay a higher hospital bill to make up the deficit for those

who are no longer hospitalized or who are hospitalized tor a

shorter period of time. Under present conditions, a hospital

which undertakes delivery reforms can end up reducing its

income. This dilemma was point6d out by Mr. Stephen Rogness

in his testimony about efforts being made by hospitals In

these areas:

Ironically, the forward-thinking
administrator who institutes new
services with the convenience and
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the pocketbook of his patient in
mind may find his own budget in
trouble~ for in providing more in
novative outpatient facilities for
the patient he may be running up
his own operating costs. It is an
old axiom that it is cheaper to
treat a vertical patient than a
horizontal one. Cheaper, that is
for the patient; ~ot necessarily
for the hospital.

There is a potential that deliv~ry reforms reducing

hospitalization, coupled with inflation and already low

occupancy rates, could put several hospitals even closer

to bankruptcy or into bankruptcy. As Mr. Robert Nichols

said in his speech to the Subcommi ttee, they may ~<each a

situation in which, "they can't ·ca.rt enough money in the

front door to pay the bills out the back door".3

2. CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS

The Subcommittee did not devote a great dea.l of atten-

I !

\

I,
:i

tion to the question of capital costs. In the past four years,

there has been a dramatic shift in the funding for hospital

construction by private non-profit hospitals. There have been

significant declines in government supj)ort for construction,

support from philanthrophy, and use of hospital generated

revenue. There has been a significant increase in the need

for hospitals to rely on long-term debt financing:
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SOURCES OF FUNDS FOR CONSTRUCTION
BY PRIVATE NON-PROFIT HOSPITALS

1969 1973

Tot~l Government Support
Philanthropy
Hospital Revenue
Long-TeTm Debt

16.6%
17.9%
26.0%
39.6%

8.3%
11.8%'
17.6%
59.4%

(Source: A Statististical Profile of Short-Term
H0 spit a 1sin the U. S. as 0 f 1 9 7 2, In t el~Stud y ;
Page 35~T----

Long term debt financing is the most expensive form of hospital

financing. The interest on it can add a significant amount to

patient costs.

During the 1974 Session of the Legislature, a bill was

proposed by a variety of health care groups, including hospi-

tals, which would have established a State Health Facilities

Funding Authority as part of the current Higher Education

Facilitjes Construction Authority., The proposal would have

provided foY state-backed bonds for the construction of health

care facilities. This approach would theoretically have en-

abled these facilities to sell their bonds more easily and at

a lower cost. At that time it was argued that this was needed

because of the recent cutbacks in Hill-Burton funds for hospi-

tal construction.

3. GENERAL INFLATION AND NATURE OF HOSPITALS
AS INSTITUTIONS

Much of the recent increase in hospital costs can be

attributed to the overall inflation that is af~licting the

entire economy. Hospital costs for wages, drugs, supplies,
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food, fuel, and so forth have risen rapidlj. These costs can

be partially offset by the increased use of discounts that are

available through joint purchasing, and efficient utilization

of hospital personnel. By and large, though, these cost

factors are not easily controlled by hospitals. (Many experts

feel that the mal<2:!:. cause of inflation o,f hospital costs is

not the cost-push type associated with the overall national

rate of inflation, but is rather a demand-pull type of infla-

. ) 4tlon. ,

Some examples of increased costs to hospitals resulting

from general inflation were supplied by John A. Kayfes? Admin.-

istrator of Hibbing General Hospital. He reported increases

from 1973 to 1974 as follows:

* 2 inch elastic bandage - up 43%
;t; gauze - up 21%
~: wate"r - tlP 18%
* light and power - up 14.4%
* bedspreads - up 169%
* sheets - up to 22%
* soap - up 44%
* r ental a f aut 0 -, ana1y ze 1" - up 82 . 9%
* service/maintenance of auto-

analyzer - up 75.1%

Individual consumers have all, had to deal with the prob-

loms of inflation. For them, more discriminating spending

decisions have usually resulted. The Subcommittee's c6ncern

has been whether or not hospitals will do likewise. The Sub-

committee does not accept the thought that the overall rate of

inflation is the only cause for rapidly rising hospital costs.

The question is: How has the most expensive ,segment of the

health care industry attempted to control its costs?

Hospitals are quite different from most other industries.
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They are very labor intensive. Between 60 and 70% of their

costs are for wages and salaries while 30 to 40% of their

costs go to supplies and equipment. In other industries,

the ratio is generally the reverse. The percentage of hospi

tal costs attributable to wages has been declining in recent

years. (See the 1'esu1 ts of the hospi tal survey and Rising

l\1edical Costs in MichiKan., Michigan Department of Social

Services, 1973.) To a ceTtain extent, many industries can

absorb increases in salary costs through increased production

of their product. Hospitals have a difficult time doing this

because'~hey have little control over admission rates. One

out of every three hospital employees is a skilled employee

requiring specialized education. In the automobile .industry,

only one out of 6 employees requires advanced specialized

pdnc8tion ..Hospj;tals must. remain ODen and staffed 24 hours

a day, seven days a week. In the past, they were able to get

by with two twelve hour shifts fay their ancillary personnel.

Now they must hire three eight hour shifts at higher rates to

pay. The Subcommittee recognized the fact that higher wage

rates and shorter hours for hospital ancillary personnel,

coupled with their recent inclusion under the Federal Fair

Labor Standards and State Public Employees Retirement Acts,

have increased hospital costs. These increases are, however,

a recognition of the fact that wages and benefits for these

personnel in the past were lower than general industry stand~

ards. The fact that they have started recei~ing more compe

titive wages is not to be critized (nor are any excessive

demands on their part to be condoned). The wages of ancillary
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and nursing personnel are veiy ]nuch lower than the income of

hospital based physicians. The wages of nurses have risen

less rapidly than many physicians'. (See Table 7.) Since

wage costs have fallen as a percentage of total hospital

expenses, other costs must be rising more rapidly and other

factors must be contributing to the inflation rate. (See

Table 3.)

Given the nature of hospitals as institutions, there are

still changes whi.ch ~an be made which may reduce hospital

costs. Many of their specialized f~cilities and many of their

expensive pieces of technical equipment are only ~sed for

limited parts of the day. Two examples are the operating

room and radiology ~ervices. (See Table 9.) Physicians seem

to prefer to perform surgery in the morning, and there are

no' incentives foY them to change their habits. The urban

hos~itals cannot easily ask doctors to plan to use operating

rooms and certain specialized facilities in the afternoon if

other hospitals where they are on the staff will give them

th~ preferred morning time. On one site visit, the Sub

cOlnmittee saw a special radiology unit that was just recent

ly installed, but o]lly used a few morning hours, two or three

days per week. In a site visit at one small rural hospital

with an operating room, the site visit team was informed that

non-emergency patients frequently asked to have their surgery

performed at a larger hospital in a larger town nearby.

The Maine Coast Memorial Hospital, Ellsworth, Maine,

institllted a seven day surgery schedulp in 1971. The new

schedule was "welcomed by the medical staff members, because
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TABLE 7

THE RISE IN INCOME OF SELECTED PERSONNEL IN THE
DELIVERY OF HEALTH SERVICES IN THE U.S.

1949-1970
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Source:
For income in physicians: "The Survey of Physicians".
copyright {c) 1972 by Medical Etonomics, Oradell,
New Jersey. Figures are for self-employed physicians
in solo practice, under age 65. For income of dentists:
Journal of the American Dental Association, continuing
inc 0111 e surv ey . For inc 0 mea :f 0 -t 11 e r Iva ge g-r aups: U. S .
Bureau of the Census, 1950, 1960, and 1970. Cited in
"Social Policy Issues" by Vicente Navarro, April 25, 1974.
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it allows regimens for patients to be carried out quickly and

rout inely at all times, without specio1 Teques ts and arrange-·

ments for staffing. It allows patients to have earlier admis-

sions and earlier discharges", The new schedule resulted in

a two day reduction in the average length of stay.S

4. HIGH COST TECHNOLOGY

New specialized equipment, new methods of treatment, and

sophistitated forms of surgery have advanced health care

delivery in many areas. Use of telecommunications equipment

has expanded access to health care in the rural areas of the

state. However, these advances, especially in the area of

highly technical equipment, have had an impact on health care

costs. Some of them have been cost saving because they have

provided equipment which can be staffed by fewer personnel or

because they h~ve provided a cheaper way in which to perform

certain procedures. Many have increased costs. The increase

in costs derives primarily from three factors: the new equip-

ment is very expensive, it frequently requires additional

highly skilled personnel to operate it, and it has resulted

in patients receiving more services. According to information

provided to tIle Subcommittee by the Minnesota Hospital Assoc-

iation and Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Minnesota:

* The average patient admitted to a hospital
received 37.2% more tests in 1972 than in 1967.

* There are currently more than 200 different
technical job cJassifications for hospital
pe-rsonnel.

* A singl~ kidneY dialysis unit costs a hospital
about $80,000 to purchase and about $60,000 a
year to maintain. Patients using this unit
usually must pay about $25,000 per year.
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* In 1960 about 10% of the community
hospitals in the country had an intensive
care unit~ today the figure is about 50%.

* It costs a hospital approximately $200,000
to prepare facilities and obtain equipment
for an open-heart surgery facility.

* An auto-analyzer providing twelve channels
for the analysis of blood chemistry costs
a hospital $62,000 to purchase.

T~e items mentioned above are merely examples. These changes

have gen~ra11y improved the delivery af health care. In the

rural areas of the State J technology has helped to increase

the availability of health care services. A problem arises

because of the tendency on the part of many hospitals to

purchase and install a very broad range of the technology

which is available. This tendency has been checked, but not

ended, by the implement~tion of the State Certificate of Need

Lav.J. Rec.ently ,a new x-ray machine called a computerized

axial tomograph was introduced. It is a safer and more effec

tive machine foi brain scanning. It costs around $250,000.

In recent months, at least five Twin Cities hospitals requested

and received permission f-rom the Minnesota Health Department
. 6

to purchase these expensive scanners.

The effect of expenditures for high technology and expen-

sive equipment is reflected somewhat in hospital charges. In

1969 the non-room and board part of hospital charges was only

49% of the total. By 1973 it had increased to 53%.7

Most hospitals have vievvecl their mission as the need. "to

provide the highest quality care at the lowest possible costS!1

(or in the moSt efficient manner). This is a commendable goal.

However, there is rarely, if ever, an attempt to consider the
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real impact of costs on quality of care.

In the hospital survey, many administrators expressed the

belief that the increasing public demand for quality care is

a contradiction of their cries for lower costs. The services

and equipment needed to provide quality care require substan-'

tial investments. However, not every hospital needs every type

of service, and the fact the consumer is insured for a service

does not mean that he or she has to utilize it. More hospitals

should understand that they do not all need to offer a very

wide range of services. Many specialized services are not

wise investments for a small hospital, especially where the

utilization is less than 50%. Supporting such services may

not be financially feasible, especially if other nearby facil-

I .
r

ities already have such services available. It is at this

point that the strong influence of some medical staffs and

some hospital boards come into play. At present, it is dif-

ficult for some hospitals to plan purchases around community

needs because they feel forced to compete with others for

prestige or ability to attract more physicians. In some cases,

they act out of fear of losing patients or staff to other

facilities, or because certain members of their medical staff

may desire an inordinate amount of new equipment.

One element of quality care which many providers seem to

under-estimate is the necessity of achieving a cost which

the average person can afford. Accessability to basic health

care is as important as the availability of specialized ser-

VIces. The simple availability of a special unit is not an

absolute measure of quality. For example, if two hospitals
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have open-heart surgery units, one of which is used four times

a year and one of which is used twenty-five times a year, the

latter one probably provides 'a better quality service because

the doctors and supporting staff have more experience and

are more readily prepared to deliver the service when the need

arises.

5. HOSPITAL FINANCES

There are two major problems with the CUTrent financing

arrangement of hospitals, First, the reimbursement mechanisms

result in varying levels of payment by various paying parties.

As a result, SOlLe patients are forced to help subsidi.ze others.

Second, the present reimbursement basically operates on a

retrospective cost or cost plus formula. There is little

incentive in this approach for hospitals to contain costs.

a. VARYING REIMBURSElv1ENT RATES

Hospitals receive their revenue for the treatment of

pat i en t s f'r am f ou r ma j 0 r S (I U T C e s : B1 ue Cr us S j< Tv1 e d i caT e and

Medicaid, private out-af-pocket payments by patients, and

commercial insurance. Medicare and Medicaid reimburse hospi-

tals for allowable costs; this figure does not include all

costs and does not provide any margin of net profit for debt

retirement, new eq~ipment, establishing new services, or write-

off of bad debts. Blue Cross negotiates individual contracts

with hospitalS. In most instances, hospitals recieve 95%

of charges or the lower of costs or charges fyom BJ.ue Cross.

They allow an amount equal to approximately 4% of costs for
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reserves for capital expenditures. Commercial insurance

carriers generally pay the amount of the hospital charges.

(Any amount not covered by the insuror must be paid by the

patient.) Out-of-pocket payments by patients and payments

on behalf of subscribers by private insurance companies must

cover not only the costs allocated to their care, but also

the disallowed costs and the need for some operating margin

which are not covered by Blue Cross or Medicare/Medicaid.

Their hospital rates arc subsequently higher than those paid

by Blue Cross and Medicare/Medicaid:

Cost reimbursement arrangements have, in
many instances, encouraged selected
sources of patient income (e.g., Blue
Cross Plans, Medicare and Medicaid) to
purchase services at a price which 0as
not adequate to meet the institution's
total financial requirements.

(Source: Louis A. Orsj.ni, Vice
President, Health Insurance
Council, in Viewpoint, January,
1974.)

A hypothetical example of this situation is set forth in Table

8,

This example was suggested to the Subcommittee by the

administrator of the Bemidji Hospital. Under this hypothetical

example, hospitals receive $100 per day from Medicare and Med-

icaid patients, $104 per day from Blue Cross patients, and $125

per ~~y from private paying patients and commercial insurance

companies. The standards for reimbursement under Medicare and

Medicaid are set by the federal government. (It can be argued

that there is a legitimate public policy ln favor of having

the care of these patients subsidized by other patients. There

is less of an argument to support the subsidization of Blue
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TABLE 8

ILLUSTRATION OF EFFECT OF COST/REIMBURSEr1ENT ASSUMING A FINANCIAL
NiED FOR A 4% NET REVENUE ON TOTAL BUSINESS

(AJ CB) (
r''1
'u' ! CD) (E) (F) (G)

$ 315,000 $ 393,750

~

V.J

Blue Cross

Title 18 &19

Private and.
Commercial
Insurance

l C;~
~ 0

60%

25%

Patient
.Days

3',15°
12,600

5,250

Operating
Exp nse
@ $ 00
Pat ent
DO-Y

1,260,000

525,000

Patient
SeTvice
Revenues
@ 5125
Patient Day

1,575,000

656,250

Gross Deductions from
Revenue Patient Service Net R.evenue
Less Expenses Revenue Less Expenses

$ 78,750 <1' 66,150 (1) $ 12,600-;!

315,000 315,000 (2) 0

131,250 39,000 (3) 92,250

$104,850~ -J- $420,150 (5)21,000 $2,100,000(6)$2,625,000(41 SS2S_000
_-'--::..---:........_~ -..:...._~.:......:..-::._..::.~__.....::....:.::....::.-;...L..::.....~,

100%TOTAL

(A &B) - Percentages and patieat days do not reflect
actual utilization - amounts used are for
illustration only

(C) - Total costs based on $100.00 a patient day

Total Patient Service Revenue- $2,625,000 (4)
Less:

Deductions from patIent
service revenue 420,150 (5)

'2,204,850

CD) - Total revenue based on $125,00 a patient day Operat~r.g expense .2;100,000 (6)

(E) - Gross revenue less expenses before deductions
from patient service revenues

Net revenue l~ss expense 104,850

(F) - Deducatio~s from patient service revenues:
(1) Blue Cross contractual adjustment

reimbursement based on 104% of costs
$104.00 a dave

(2) Title 18 & l~ - Medicare and Medicaid
reimbursement on cost $100.00 a day

(3) Provision for bed debts - based on 1.86%"
of total patient service revenue - (4)

Net revenue Less Expenses - amount that can
be used for d bt retire
ment, new equ pme~t, and
for establish ng new
services.



Cross patients by other paying patients.)

b. RETROSPECTIVE REIM8URSEMENT

The second problem is also a significant one. In the

normal market place situation, a consumer selects a product

and pays for it himself. In the typical hospital situation,

the consumer receives the service, but the doctor chooses the

hospital and the types of service, and a third-party payor

covers the bill. (To the extent that consumers pay for all

or part of their hospital care out of theit own pocket, the

situation is closer to, but still not analagous to, the normal

market place situation. The consumer rarely selects the

piovider of hospital service or the level of service.) This

atypical market situation is compounded by the fact that

reimbursement has generally been provided to hospitals on a

retrospective basis. The hospital determines what its costs

have been and charges a rate to cover those costs. IINone

of the existing reimbursement arrangements contain a real-

istic management incentive for efficiency. It is generally

recognized that retrospective cost reimbursement systems

have had an opposite effect. In fact, there is at present

no really objective external evaluation of the institution's

overall efficiency and of whether further economies could be

achieved by the introduction of proven cost-saving tech

niques. ItS

c. OTHER FINANCING ISSUES

In addition to the two major issues in the area of hos-

pital financing, the Subcommittee feels that several other
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issues deserve some mention:

i. Teaching hospitals tend to have a higher average
cost than non-teaching hospitals. At United
Hospital~ in St. Paul, for example, the total
cost for all education programs was approximately
$900,000 in 1973. This amounted to $5.08 per ,
patient day or 4 percent of the hospital's
entire budget. 9 Some of these costs are paid
by government and educational institutions.
The remainder of the costs are paid foY by
patients. Medicare and Medicaid pay faY
training costs only to the extent that the
person being trained provides services to
,patients.

ii. The Internal Revenue Code requires hospitals
to provide a certain amount of free or part
pay care to the medically indigent as a pre
requisite for maintaining their non-profit
status. The Hill-Burton program requires
hospitals which receive its funds to have
a. pi~ogram of free OT part-pay caro, (It is
interesting to note that Medicare and Medicaid
do not recognize this federally mandated
care as. an al1o'i-'iable cost 1Yhen they re imburse
hospitals.) Most hospitals seek to control
the amount of ~Yee or part-pay care provided.
Pre-admission financia.l screening of non
emergency patients is common in the Twin Citi~s

area. This is a sound management policy, but
it must not be used as a device to avoid
serving free or part-pay patients.

iii. Most hospitals have one or mOTe departments
whose expenses exceed revenues. Revenue from
more profitable departments is diverted to
cover the ~osts of these departments. In
St. Paul, several hospitals have agreed to
share and combine sel'vices. Under this
procedure, some costly or specialized services
are assigned to a specific hospital and
shared by others. For example, United
Hospitals provide open-heart surgery while
St. Joseph's Hospital provides cobalt
therapy.

iv. There is a considerable amount of diversity
in the hospital accounting and billing
practices. This makes it difficult to under
take comparative analyses of hospital perform
ance, and makes it difficult for public policy
groups to obtain data on which to act. Like
wi s e, h 0 S pitalp0 lie i e S IV i t 11 r e's pee t to
disclosure of financial information vary
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considerably. Hospitals have b~en reluc
tant to deal with the subject of public
accountability. Some have only found it
necessary to be accountable to their
boards of trustees and their medical
staffs.

v. Size also has an effect on hospital rates.
"For individual short-term hospitals, the
larger the hospital, the higher the costs
per day and per case; this is attributable
to the fact that the larger hospitals offer
a wider range of services, and their patients
tend to have more complex illnesses and to
stay longer. A number of research studies
have attempted to control for these differ
ences in scope of services and type of patient
treated, in order to separate out the effect
of size. Although the results have varied
considerably, there is a general trend toward
finding that standardized costs are high in
the smaller hospitals, decline as size increases,
up to a_point, and then level off for
larger hospitals. There is little evidence
to show that standardized costs rise for very
large hospita1s.!1 In Minnesota, 11.6 percent
of the hospitals have less than 25 beds; 40.6
percent have 25-49 beds; 16.7 percent have
50-99 beds; and 31.1 percent have more tllaD-
100 beds. In the past 30 years,the number
of ~eneral hospitals in Minnesota has fallen
from 188 in 1943 to 180 in 1974. The number
of beds, however, has increased from 11,159
to 19,537 (8,378 more beds).lO

vi. The cost escalation in;emergency arid outpatient
departments of hospitals has caused some of them
financial problems. Use of these departments
has tripled in recent years. However, hospitals
usually cannot charge enough for these services
to meet the overhead costs of these departments.
By maintainillg these departments, hospitals
perform a public service, and help Joeet the
shortage of primary care in center cities and
rural areas.

6. EXCESS BED SUPPLY

Minnesota has about a third more beds per capita than

the national average. An excess supply of hospital beds in

the state has contributed to the high level of health care
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costs of the state. Dr. Chester Anderson from the Minnesota

State Medical Association testified before the Subcommittee

t' hat t 11e.,l"f': ]',S ce f h . t 1 ' th ('of- 't 11. • _ ovey·-u...) o,~ OSpl a.s In . e ~") \..8. e. There

are 5.6 beds per 1,000 people in the Twin City metropolitan

area and 6.4 in the rural area of the state. (The figure

for the rural area includes Rochester which services people

fyom throughout the world.) The problem of excess beds

manifests itself in fouY distinct ways. First, the existence

of the beds creates a pressure to utilize them. This par~

tial~y explains the higher admission rate and average longer

length of stay in Minnesota as compared to tho nation. Second,

there is the waste of health care dollars in constructing and

maintaining the unused beds. Third, there is the a<;lditional

bargaining power which excess bed supply gives to doctors in

their dealings with hospitals. It permits doctors to shop

between hospitals to determine where the most beneficial

arrangemen.ts can be made. It was stated as follows by Dr.

Walter McClure in his testimony in the Subcommittee:

In other words, .hospitals dontt have
patients; hospitals have doctors and
doctors have patients. Therefore, if
a hospjtal wants patients, which it
depends upon for its income, it must
attract doctors. And since doctors
like high cost, high technology types
of things, and professionally challeng
ing work, etc., the hospital must supply
these things in order to attract the
physician. So you will find that hospi
tals will acquire cobalt units, coronary
care units, and all the rest of it out
of all proportion to the needs of the
community. Each hospital has to haVe them
so it can get doctors, the best doctors,
etc ... , Because the hospital really has
little contTol over its physicians, it
is very careful to avoid offending them,
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and an example of this, of course, is the
delicate nature of (the way hospital adm
instrators reacted to requests for inform--

1- • t h ) . - or: } I' 1 2a~lon on e ..... lncomes OI patlo OglstS.

Fourth, it creates an incentive not to use less expensive

outpatient facilities.

It has been estimated that the 1980 demand for short-

term hospital beds in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area will be

7,472 beds. The number of beds in operation or under con-

struction as of January 1, 1973, was 8,240. The projected

excess bed supply is 768 beds. 13 Dr. Max Bennett of Inter-

Study estim~tes that the capital costs for constructing the

excess beds amounted to 35 million dollHTs. He estimates

that the current cost of maintaining and paying the debt

retirement on unused hospital beds is $18,250 per year per

bed. (The figure is presumably lower in rural areas.)

This would amount to approximately 14 million dollars per

year (1974 dollars) to maintain the unused beds in the Twin

City area in 1980.

The excess bed supply is currently manifesting itself in

the lower occupancy rate of Minnesota hospitals as compared

to those na tionally .1\linnesota' s average occupancy rate of

71.6 percent is about 4 percent less than the national average

of 75.4 percent. The average occupancy rate for the various

parts of the seven county metropolitan area in 1972 were as

follo":s:
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AVERAGE OCCUPANCY RATES FOR METROPOLITAN
---~-_._. r\REA~ HOSPIrrALS

MinneapoJ.is hospitals.
Suburban Hennepin County hospitals
Scotti Carver County hosiJi tals
Anoka County hospitals
Ramsey County hospitals
Dakota/Washington County hospitals
Total Seven County Metropolitan hospitals

74.1%
73.9%
64 ..9%
74.2%
70.0%
59.1%
69.1%

These figures are especially low in comparison to the ideal

occupancy rate of 85 percent estahlished for some hospitals

by the Hill-BuTton progTam~

The figures for the rural area of Minnesota are less

precise. There are numberous small hospitals in rural Minne··

sota - sometimes four or five in one county. The bed supply

prob lem there is c'ompounded by the fact tha t in' some ins t anccs

local .pride helps keep a hospital operating when it would

not otherwise continue to do so. It is recognized that

access to a hospital is usually necessary to attract doctors

to a small town)! and that in many smaller towns the hospital

is 'one of the major employers. In so~e areas of the state, the

long distance between towns also contributes to the need for

a hospital facility that is accessible to the people in need

of it ..Nevertheless, there does seem to be a direct correla-

tion between having only one hospital per county, and having

a lower number of beds per one thousand population and a

higher occupancy rate. Comparative figures for three random-

ly selected pairs of adjoining counties ~how the following:
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COMPARATIVE HOSPITAL DATA FOR
SELECTED-RURAL HOSPITALS

1970 Number of- No. of Beds/lOaa Average
PoP.....:.. HosEi_tals. Beds P~op-.l~._ Occupancy

Freeborn 38,064 1 115 3.0 72.2%
Blue

Eart.h 20,986 3 111 4.9 50.0%

Todd

Douglas

22 j l14

22,892

4

1

131

108

5.9

4.7

58.8%

68.8%

Beltrami 26,373

Itasca 35,530

1.

3

142

206

5.4

5.8

81. 7%

62.6%

(Source: Computed from ~!:G..~_Guid.e, 19'13 data.)

An examination of ~he total picture for rural Minnesota
~!.

(exclusive of Olmsted County/Rochester and St. Louis. Count.y/

Duluth) show similar results. Forty rural counties in Minne-

sota have one hospital; twenty-two have two hospitals; and

twelve have three or more. A comparision of them shows:

COMPARISON OF OCCUPANCY RATES AND BED SUPPLY
----- IlTlfuRAl~M-INNESOTA ---------

- _.

- i
I

No. of
hospitals
in Count.y.

% of ctys.
w/less than
50% occu-
pancy _

% of ctys. % of ct.ys.
w/more than w/more than
65% occu- 7.0 beds/
LP_a_n_c-Ly____ 1 a0 a.-.E.e 0 pIe

% of ctys.
w/1ess than
5.0 beds/
1000 people

(Source: Computed from A.H.A. Guide, 1973 data.)

See also Map I

1
2
3 or moye

12.0%
27.3%

8.3%

57.5%
40.9%
25.0%

25.9%
18.0%
41. 7%

55.0%
36.3%
33.3%

!-,

These figures do not., however, take into coniideration service

area of hospitals and distances between them.
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Source:

NAP I: OUTSTATE HOSPITALS

lOC/ITlo:l or ;'lIWI[S01/\ HOSPITALS, 1973 fl

£'\'11" rll',;\' 1t~:IlII'''I' 111011,':..1.,':1 1.11" IIUIIII .... I' 0(' bl'd,; wid
:If'eIHld ~lU:',l..,,1' llllJ katr>:J <"2,·lJl':II\(~.)' I'atl' 1n J91 j.

:':OC.'"'' ],hl',e ~
~J 58,5 ~_____c·__-K

PIUE •

i
fnn<l3'~Or.('. 2e 6),.3
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MAP I I: METROPOLITAN HOSPITALS

AREA
l"r

METRa
LOCAT fONS

Sf V £N C o LlN"TY
Has P Il"AL

r-"=-~~-~~'="--o=--~~-
, lU-"! Oi<A

A110KA STilTE 1I0SPITfI~ S72 77 ,'I

Source: Prepared from AHA Guide, 1973, data
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The term management engineering implies the means by

which hospital management can use as much technical manage-

ment skill and methodology as is available to assist them.

There seems to have been a lag in applying many management

skills readily used in the business world. Although it is

clear that health care is a much more human operation, many

industrial engineering techniques are indeed applicahle in

hospitals. Hospitals should be less reluctant to study and

experiment with these ideas. Some hospitals have begun to

integrat.e people "\\Iith these skills into their staffs 01' to

make use of association reports and services in the financial

areas. One such service is the Hospital Administration Survey

Reports which provides hospitals with comparative expense

summaries by dep::rrtment..

The preceding parts of this section of ,the report have

alluded to some benefits ofiIl.creas ed use of j oint pUl'chas ing ,

shared services, and better utilization of operating rooms

and specialized facilities by hospit.als. Evidence of econom-

ics achieved by hospitals through joint purchasing, shared

services and cooperative management was presented to the Sub

committee in testimony by Mr. Carl Platou.
14

Related to this

question is the failure of the boards of directors of some

hospitals to become mote directly involved in making decisions

on matters such as these which have an effect on hospital costs ..

In the testimony of United Hospitals and on a visit to

Mt. Sinai, the Subcommittee was informed of internal staff

utilization reviews and evaluations that 1\jere performed to
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help administrators control personnel costs. By careful

examination of staffing needs and productivity, administrators

can begin to plan budgets and services closer to the actual

needs. Because of the twenty-four hour service they provide,

hospitals must be prepared to deliver a high level·of care

at all times. When they can more accurately anticipate needs,

hospitals can cut down on costly idle time or over-skilled

staffing. time. Several St. Paul hospitals have instituted a

program of shared services and have designated which hospitals

will provide certain expensive specialized services.

The use of computers and various other business machines

is a decision which must be tempered by the size of the

hospital and volume of services rendered. Some hospitals may

find that these machines do not offer them the cost benefit

needed La jus t ify the inve s tmen t. Sb ared computer services

are a possibility for these hospitals. Accounting machines

may not produce all the information that a hospital is pres

ently generating on a manual basis, so in effect there woulel

be a minimal reduction in staff. The trade-offs of leasing

as opposed to buying equipment are discussedln the auditor's

general statements on equipment purchasing.

In summarY,hospitals should examine closely the avail

able tools and their potential hospital applications. A

crucial part of on-going service is the evaluation of current

practices and procedures. Many are already being done, but

more need to be examined.
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8. REPORTING FORMS AND SITE INSPECTIONS

A constant complaint by hospital administrators is the

burden of multip1.e inspections of theiT facilities and the

mountains of reports and forms which must be filled out and

filed with various government agencies and insurance companies.

The amount of papeTwork requil~ed for government pTog-rams was

especially stressed as a problem by administrators during

hospital site visits.

The State Health Department conducts these inspections

and site visits which are mandated-by federal law. However,

there are several other agencies) such as the State Board of

PhaTmacy, invol-'ved in hospital regulation and inspection.

There is a possibility of saving money by COIlsolidating most

or all of the regulatory and inspection authority over hospi-

tals in one agencj.

D. ALTERNATIVE WAYS TO COMBAT HOSPITAL COSTS
--_._--,...-~--_._-- - ~

The hospital industry has been among the most exten
sively regulated sectors of the American economy
throughout the tVventieth century. Professional
licensure, hospital a.ccreditation and certification,
various requirements to qualify for federal subsidies
of services and construction, and governmental over
sight of insurors and the third-party payor system
generally, have all combined to erect a complex set
of institutional restraints on the structure and
performance of the hospital industry.

Speech by Ro~er G. Noll, California
Institute of Technology, October 3,
1973.

1. THE NATURE OF HOSPITAL COST INFLATION

Dr. Walter McClure of InterStudy stated that the infla

tion in hospital costs has been primarily caused by a -"demand"'

pull" rather than a "cost-push":
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Let us ask whether escalating costs is really demand
pull or cost push. By demand pull I mean) is the
demand for hospital care what is setting the price.
In other words t providers keep raising the price
because the demand is there and then they put the
dollars wherever they nBed to or want to, to do
what they wish. Or is it cost push? Are there
other factors in the economy which are pushing up
the cost of the hospitals and forcing them to set
the prices that they do or the expenditures that
they do? I think the evidence is quite strong that
both factors are operative but the.dominant factor
is demand pull. In other words, it is not the cost
of factor input. It's not the cost of the nurse or
whatever that is pushing up the cost of the hospital
care; rather, the hospital can demand a higher price
and then pay its people better. And we have to be
careful because this is a very funny sort of demand;
this is not really a consumer produced demand. In
this system, the medical care system, demand is
generated in good part by the behavior of the sup
plier, by the bellavior of the providers of care so
there's a great danger here that is if you try to
regulate supply without changing the pressures on
providers which produced demand, these pressures
will express themselves in other ways, perhaps even
marc peTvel'sely than nOl'1. You have to be very caTC
ful when you consideT controls on this system. IS

Dr. McClure pointed out that the highes"t rate of inflation

in hospital salarie~ was for the wages of health personnel.

The increases in wages for janitors and other positions that

are transferrable to non-hospital settings were less. This,

he says) supports the conclusion that the major factor for the

increase in hospital costs is caused by increased demand rather

than external cost increases. Dr. McClure's viewpoint is

. i

shared by many other experts on health care costs. (See, e.g.)

"Perspectives on Rate Regulation") by Ralph E. Berry, Jr.,

HarvaTd School of Public Health, January 1974.) Dr. Berry

noted that a tremendous increase in demand for hospital ser-

vices resulted fTom the enactment of Medicare and Medicaid

and increased insurance coverage during the 1960's. These

changes provided easier financial access to hospitals for
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millions of people:

Hi.gher real incomes) populat ic'n gl'o\vth, a
change iYl population mix, and most: especially
an increase in both private and public insur
ance coverage have led to an increase in the
demand foY hospital care. The increase in
demand has led to higher prices; higher prices
have led to an increase in net revenues earned
by hospitals; and these higher revenues have
been employed in large part to increase the
quality and complexity of the scope of services
provided with a ~consequent increa~e in the
cost of hospital care over time. ln

Dr. Berry found that the annual increase in hospital labor

cos t s bet \ile en 1965 and 19 70 was 6. 5%• Dur in g t his same peT i 0d >.

nOl1-1&bor costs rose 11.6% a year. He also noted that the

number of hospital employees per patient day doubled bet0een

1960 and 1970. He suggested that these fac.toTs were a result

of the tendency of hospital administrators, hospital boards,

and medical staffs to Teact to theiT increased revenues by

expanding the amount of prestige and quality-enhancing equip-

ment which is frequently expensive a.nd Tequil'es additional

personnel. Dr. Berry concluded:

If the inflation of hospital costs does in
fact approximate the process that was out
lined in the previous section, then rate
regulation ",'ould seem to have the potential
to control hospital inflation. If rates
are controlled, then revenues are controlled.
If revenues are not available then there is
a real constraint on the ability of hospitals
to add to the quality and complexity of the
scope of services provided. Rate regulation
should moderate the rate of inflation. 17

Dr. McClure, on the other hand, says that reducing demand

is the most effective way to reduce hospital costs. He sug-

gested that requiring all insurance programs (public and private)

to have coinsurance and deductibles would reduce costs by up
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to 10%. !lIt would bepolitica11y unpalatable, but it would

work, It he stated. Another Ivay to reduce demand would be to

change the incentives on providers. One way of doing this,

he stated, is through HMOs. The reduction in demand can be

supplemented by creating a squeeze on hospital revenues by

rate regulation. This would result in less revenue for

hospitals to purchase prestige-enhancing equipment. 18

2. FORMS OF GOVERNMENTAL REGULATION

Governmental regulation of hospi tals }lCtS taken many forms.

In his speech to the Subcommittee> Dr. WaIte1" 1I1<:C1u"-'e outlined

five types of Lost controls which have been or enacted:

First, price control. Second, vtilization
or quantity control and those divide into
two types, which arc retrospective and
prospective. Third, facilities control;
that is, trying to cut down the number of
places lv-here tht:se Lhings aTe done.
Certificate of need is an example. Fourth,
manpower control - trying to cut down the
number of professionals who can do this
kind of 1IlOrk. You can either cut them off
at the source, the medical school, or you
can try to franchise the number of slots
in your area. For example, control the
number of surgeons \"ho are aLLowed to
practice j.n the Twin Cities areas, and so
on. And fifth is total expenditure con
trol, such as they do in England where they
allocate the total budget; the budget
is decided on in advance and then it's
given to the medical care system to per
form their job. 19

In a paper entitled "Utility-Like Regulation of Health

Facilities by the States't, Gary J. Clarke of Georgetown

University used a different categorization. He outlined six

types of regulations:
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Franchising Authority: This refeTs to
"8 ithey'-cer-t:rrfca teo-f heed s ta tlJtes or
similar provisions within a more
comprehensive statute. In either case,
the state has given itself the power to
limit construction (usually of $100,000
or more) G.-nd any changes of service v.Tith
in a hospital .... (and) to limit both
market entry and product or service
competition among health facilities.

Rate Regulation Authority: U:nd:.;r this
autn6r ity, the---st a te 1~o-uld as sume the
power to regulate the rates charged to
con sume r s for s e TV ice s . In fa ct. m0 s t
hospital bills are paid by third"party
payors, and this would refer to rates
chaI'ged to them for services to large
numheTs of p8-.rsons.

1JI!J:..iS~~~X~~ !\_S~s::_q_:.?}lt i ll-R : Un de I' the Cl. U thoTitY,
st8tes would require health facilities
to keep accounts in a uniform method.
This is necessary to insure comparability

-of accounts between hospitals, to set
rates in a uniform manner, and to oversee
hospital finances without getting mired
in myriad accounting systems .... Also, a
regular report of the financial condition
of each hospital is required to be made
available to the state, such information
usually being made available to the
pub lie.

Budgetary Authority: UncleI' tbis authority,
s';c a{e"s---1~oil1 cfllav e fh e a.u tho r i t Y to ad jus t
the overall amount of an institution 1 s
budget .

.!:.~censinLL_and Quality Control: This refers
to the states' traditional authority to
prate c t the. pub Ii c "he 8_1 th and safety" by
establishing and enforcing standards for
cleanliness, fire protection, etc. Con
ceivably, this authority could have a
significant impact on hospitals costs and
quality, as strict standards for staffing
and available services could be set.
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Federal Economic Stabilization Act: Under
the program established to combat inflation,
the health industry was an industry singled
out for special stringent controls. Formerly,
for instance, hospitals .... could not exceed
allowable percentage increases in revenue,
wages and non-wage costs, except upon appli
cation to and the approval of the Cost of
Living Council, which had responsibility for
implementing the Act. Special agencies were
designated by the governor of each state to
revielv and comment on all applications for
exceptions to the allowable percentage in~

crease rule before such applications were
sent to the Council.

One traditional form of governmental control over indus-

tries - the use of tax ili.ccntives or penalties - has not.

traditionallY been used in the health care area. Because of

the nature of the services provid~d, and the fact that all

hospitals in Minnesota are non-profit institutions, hospitals

in Minnesota have been exempt from taxation.*

Across the country today, much attention is being glven

to price or rate control mechanisms. These mechanisms can

take numerous forms including"rate disclosure, voluntary rate

review, mandatory rate review, budget review, controls through

third party reimbnY$ors such as Blue Cross, and prospective or

incentive reimbursement. As of mid-1974, eleven states had

some form of mandatory rate review, five had voluntary rate

Teview pTograms, eight had contTols using Blue Cross, three

were developing voluntary programs and four had legislation

pending. 20 Twenty states have some form of incentive

*A case is currently pending before the State Tax Court
as to the property tax exemption of certain hospital
service facilities not located oh the hospital site.
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reimbursement according to the testimonjof Dr. Max Bennett

of InterStudy.

Three approaches to rate controls were presented to the

Subcommittee by speakers.

Mr. Frank Baker outlined the operation of the Washington

State Hospital Commission. He js the executive director of

the Commission. The Commission is structured and operates as

follows:

STRUCTURE OF COMMISSION

Five members anpointed by the Qovernor and
confirmed by the Senate, gener~11Y repre
sentative of consumers, labor, business
and hospitals. Four-year terms; no
compensation; expenses only.

TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Avpointed by the guver-noT, four-year teTms;
no compensation.; expenses onl y. Membership
intludes: One certified public accountant
knowledgeable in the financial affairs of
hospitals; one health care practitioner
lo.1o,'vledgeable in hospital administration;
five persons to represent hospitals; one
repTesentstive of consumeTS; the Secretal'y
of tIle State Department of Soc.ial and Heal th
Services OT his designee; tIle Director of
the State Planning and COffiffilmity.Affairs
Agency or his designee; and one of the
commissioners.

The Technical Advisory Committee has the
duty, upon request of the Commission, to
consult and make recommendations to the
Commission on matters of policy, rules
and regulations proposed by the Commission,
analyses and studies of hospital costs and
other matters which the Con®ission may
refer.

STAFF

Full-time executive director and a deputy
director appointed by the Commission.
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Additional staff, as needed/ from the
Department of Social and Health Services.
The Commission may also employ consultants.

FUNDING

Expenses of the Commission will be financed
by an assessment against hospitals ln an
amount to be determined biennially by the
Commission~ but not to exceed .four one
hundredths of one percent of each hospital's
gross operating costs.

(1) Establishment of uniform accounting
and financial reporting for hospitals,
effective not later than two and one-half
years £l'om tIle elate of fonnation of the
Commission, The Commission must consideT
the existing systems of accounting and
reporting presently used by hospitals,
differences between hospitals according
to size, financial structure, methods of
providing services and other distinguish
ing factors.

The accounting system, where appropriate,
must be structured so as to establish and
differentiate costs incurred for patient
related services rendered by hospitals,
as distinguished from those incurred
with references to educational, research
and other nonpatient-related activities.

(2) Make analyses and studies Telating
to hospital health care costs and the
financial status of "hospitals.

(3) From a date not less than 12 months
or more than 24 months after the adoption
of uniform accounting and financial report
ing, rate review by the Commission will be
started to assure purchasers of hospital
services that the total costs of a hospital
are reasonably related to the hospitalTs
aggregate costs. and that rates are set
equitably among all purchasers or ~lasses

of purchasers of services without undue
discrimination or preference.
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(4) In the interest of promoting the
most efficient and effective use of
hospital health care service, the
Commission may promote and approve
alternate methods of rate determi-
nat ion and payment of an eX1-ier imental
nature that may be in the public
in tere s .~".

(5) The Commission will require the
filing of information concerning the
total financial needs of each hospital
and the resources available or expected
to become available to meet needs,
including the effect of proposals made
by area-wide and state comprehensive
health planning agencies.

(Source: Taken from material submitted
by Mr. Frank Baker) May 17, 1974, hearing.)

"MT. Baker stated. that the Conunission is designed to

meet the needs of all concerned parties. Consumers, govern-

ment and insurors want price justification and predictability.

Insuro~'s Bosrd.tals

want adequate revenue to meet their needs.

VaTious fc>rms of incentive reimbuTse:ment systems (also

known as prospective reimbursement) were outlined by Dr. Max

Bennett of InterStudy in his testimony bcfoTe the Subcommittee.

1) Targ~t rate: A prospective rate per
pat ient day or-per aclmis s ion is det ermined
either by a formula 01' by negotiation.
Both of these approaches take into account
such factors as hospital size, case mix of
patients, quality of care produced, and
teaching and research programs. The
target is normally set with reference to
the average rate for similar hospitals.

2) Capitation: A capitation fee is a
specific-dollar amount per person that is
paid to a hospital in exchange for the
hospital's commitment to supply services
to enrQllees upon order by a physician.
The payment. is not based upon \Ilhat hospital
services are actually supplied, but based
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upon what is expected. If act~al services
supplied are less than expected, the hospital
benefits financially. The hospital receives
from the insurance plan a dollar amount
equal to the capitation times the number
of enrollees selecting the hospital.

The individuais select a primary hospital
in which they want to receive the majority
of their hospital care. If an enrollee is
admitted to another hospital, the primary
hospital's total capitation payment is
reduced by the expenses incurred in the
other hospital.

3) Budget Review: Budget review can be
directe;r-:-towarcr:- a) total hospital cost;
b)departmental costs; or c)specific
services, i.e., room char~es, laboratory
test charges, etc ... . The budget review
body normally evaluates individual
hospital budgets in relation to the
hospitalls prior experience and to similar
hospital budgets. A major problem with
this approach is the time and administrative
cost reguired to review each hospital's
buclget. 21

Dr. Bennett suggested the capitation and target rate

approaches as his first and second recommendati~lS for

Minnesota.

Incentive reimbursement systems encourage hospitals to

plan their financial needs in advance, to bill for services

on the basis of those pJans, and to receive finaricial rewards

if their costs are kept under their approved rate or budget.

Further, these systems penalize those hospitals which are

less efficient and exceed their planned needs. These systems

avoid some of the major deficiencies in the present system

of retrospective reimbursement.

Andy Schneider urged the Subcommittee to mandate Blue

Cross to include cost control mechani~ms in its negotiations

\Vi th hospi tals '. Such an approach has been tried in Pennsyl-
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vania. (See Part Six for a further discussion of M

Schneider's remarks.)

There are ]flany arguments for and against government

regulation ~f hospitals. (See, e. g., Noll _~~pr~, Clarke,

Sur:!ra, and the testimony of Dr. McClure.)

Opponents of regulation usually cite industry capture

of the regulatory body as a major danger. Dr. McClure, who

advocates controls over demand in conjunction with regulation

stated:

The general conclusions of economists and
othe y s ch 0 1 a r S VIh 0 h ave stu c1 i ed reg11 1 a t ion
is t hat. alI t (> 0 0 f 1 ell the T e is incL 1.1 S t ry
capture of the regulatory agency ... The
industry can afford to spend full time
trying to influence the reQulators whereas
the pGblic with its spreadUout interests
cannot. And this type of capture tends
to be used to prevent competition in the
industry, to exclude the entry of innova
tive new forms of producers who would
threaten The status quo. And it seems
to me that one of t.he important. things
we Jleed to do in this industry is to
bring pressure against the status quo
and to move for change. For example, it
costs you ... ~lOOO more to build a house

• I

in St. Paul then it does jn Minneapolis
beCati..:~e St. PalJl i s building codes a-1.'e so
out of date and you can't use new cost
saving teclJnology. Now> when you look
at medical care you already face the
situation where the government really
doesn 1 t know how to run the medical care
system and so it has only one group of
people to turn to and that's the
medical care professionals themselves.
And so you are automatically inviting
capture by the industry.22

Testimony by Dr. Walter McClure of Inter
Study, May 17, 1974) he8Ting.

Dr. McClure urged the Subcommittee to concentrate on system

reforms that would let the "market-place" operate as t.he
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control over hospital costs.

Proponents of hospital regulation frequently cite three

factors whicll they feel make the market-place inadequate to

control hospital costs. (See, e.g. Clarke, Supra, and Noll,

~upra.) First, there is the retTospective reimbursement

system which was discussed eaTlier. Second, there is presently

little price competition within the hospital industry. Health

Maintenance Organizations and surgicenters can provide some

competition, but there are very few of them in operation ,at

the present time. Finally, the typical buyer-seller relation- °

ship is usually not present in the purchase of hospital

services. As was pointed out earlier, the physician rather

than the patient usualli selects the hospital and level of

service. Consumers seem to have little information on charges

-Fn-r \T0 r; 0" <:'" pl"or- pOdll r o c; a °to \T" r l' 0'1 c; J' n COP}' i- ~ 1 C;...... V L - ...L ........ \,...~ -' '""-. _..... _ \ ...... __. .:l. ~ L~ _ _ _ -J _ . _0 C. ~_ I Tf a procedure

is covered by insurance, there are few financial incentives

for the patient or the doctor to select a less expensive

hospital.

3. THE MINNESOTA EXPERIENCE

Minnesota has some experience with most of the types

of controls mentioned above.

In the area of price controls, the Minnesota Hospital

Association initiated a voluntary rate review system in May

of 1974 when the wage price coritrols were lifted from hos

pitaJs. Hospitals with about 75% of the beds in the state are

participating. The guideline used by their program is a

limitation on annual increases of 7.5 percent. Increases in

excess of 7.5 percent are to be reviewed by a rate review
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panel. The voluntary program reviewed rate increases of

about twenty hospitals by late 1974. In June, the University

Hospitals increased their rates by 12 percent; they received

Association approval. In October, Metropolitan Medical

Center increased their rates by 11 percent; their increase

is being considered by the review panel. In Oct.ober, Hennepin

County Medical Center increased their rates by 12-15 percent;

they do not participate in the review program. 23 The hospitals

cited are not the only ones in the state to increase their

rates in excess of 7.5 percent. (In 1960 Blue Cross of

Indiana instituted a voluntary rate review/program. It

has been estimated that between 1960 and 1972 the residents

of the state have pTobably been saved one-half billion dollar:::;

which they would have paid if the IJldiana hospital costs had

kept pace with the national average. These savings reSlllted

in part from the integration of the rate review process with

the planning process as well as the Indiana Hospital Associa-

tion's initiative in developing programs for service sharing

d ., f b hos·pl·~[-.'JJ~:.24)cln. management engl.neeTlng .01' 1Ttem er _ C!. 'J

Minnesota also has some experience with mandatory rate

approval programs. During the Economic Stabilization Program,

the governor established an Institutional Cost Evaluatiori

Committee as part of th0 state-wide comprehensive health

planning advisory committee. This committee was required by

the Federal government. They considered and made recommen-

dations on requests by hospitals and nursing homes for rate

increases in excess of the wage-price control levels.

Between December of 1971 and April of 1973, this committee
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considered 166 requests for exceptions from wage-price

standards. The average requested increase was 15.2 percent.

The committee denied 37 requests, modified 35, and approved

94. In terms of dollars, they considered requests for annual

increases of $20,345,000; they reduced these requests to

$11,610,000.

In the area of utilization control,' the Foundation for

Health Care Evaluation has been the most active organization.

A private cooperative effort between insurors and physicians,

the Foundation has undertaken voluntary review of fees and

utilization. They wjll be serving as the P.S.R.O. for the
I

of

Twin City Metropolitan area. In addition, it is common for

larger hospitals to have their own utilization review

committees.

Minnesota's Certificate of Need law was passed ln 1971.

As of October 1973> certificates had been granted for 1856

hospital beds. Of these, only 249 (mostly in the Rochester

area) were for new beds. The remainder were for replacement

2S
or modernization of previously existing beds.

Manpower controls in Minnesota are more indirect. They

include the power to fund manpower training programs and the

licensure of heal th personnel. (This form of control is prim-

\i

arily exercised by State licensing boards.

to regulate quality rather than cost.)

It was designed

Institutional licensure controls in Minnesota have been

used to regulate quality rather than cost or scope of services
)i

provided by hospitals. Some of the licensure requirements I ,
i

have added to hospital costs according to hospital adminis-

trato1's.
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Some types of mechanisms or controls have not been

tried for hospitals in Minnesota. These include uniform

accounting and disclosuTe, budgetaI'y review authority,

incentive reimbursement.. and total expendit.ure control.

II: REPORT OF HOSPITAL SURVEY

A. FINDINGS OF SURVEY

The survey has provided a useful basis of information

for the Subcommitte(3 and the State Legislature. It will

peTmit c~ better focus on some of the parameters o£ bospi tal

care costs al1d provide the Legislature with information on

.some of the com.ponents of these costs. Based on the surveY.l

the SUbCOl11Jlli ttee gained a better idea of the average costs

in Minnesota for general acute hospital services rendered.

The hospitals in the state have also had an excellent oppor-

tun~ty to explain their rising costs and their beliefs as to

the causes in their institutions. These findings will also

serve as a basis for indications of where more research is

needed and point out areas that need special attention fOT

future consideration of cost controls.

Detailed information from the questionnaire is presented

in four parts and summa.rized in Ta.bles 9-11. About 96 per

cent of the hospitals i'n the state returned their survey form.

There were seven hospitals which made no response. Most data

is based on survey figures submitted lor 1973, the most 1'8-

cent complete year. (There were a few hospitals which used

their' last fiscal year figures which tncluded part of 1974.)

The approach was to outline a comparative numerical picture
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indicating the minimum, mode, median, mean*, and maximum
. 26

for each factor sUl1unarized. Tables were prepared to show

these figures for metropolitan and outs tate hospitals sep-

arately, and all hospitals collectively. It must be unde-r-

stood that the figures are only as good as the responses

given. It was obvious that some hospitals took this respon~

sibility more seriously than others. Many responses were

incomplete. In others there were obvious mistakes, and the

staff was forced to 'check their accuracy. Due to time

constraints, they sometimes relied on respondents' inputs

corroborated by the AHA Guide. (Some problems were also

due to technical difficulties in the wording of the survey.)

Many efforts were made to adjust and refine the data.

B. GENERAL STATISTICS

Table 9 is a statistical summary of some of the vari

abl~s resporided to in the survey. All hospitals in the seven

county metropolitan area (38 hospitals) were considered to

be urban, and the remaining outstate hospitals were counted

as the rural institutions (125 hospitals). However, the

Subcommittee realizes that a different rural-urban breakdown

could possibly be reflected by considering the Twin Cities,

Rochester and Duluth as urban. The procedure used tends

to depress the metropolitan figures and inflate the outstate

ones. The approach follows the prevalent pattern of metro-

politan - outstate division used in the state and the Sub-

committee feels that the aggregate figures do show the mean- Ii

ingful overall Minnesota picture. It'should also be noted

*The mean was not adjusted to size or volume of the
hospital.
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that in the metropolitan area, the Shriners' Hospital for

Crippled Children. has the sma.llest bed size in the metro-

politan area (40), and it has been excluded in the cost

figures as their services are without charges.

Minnesota hospj.tals show a mean length of stay (LOS)

of 7.0 days (Table 9, Item 4.) This figure was slightly

higher for metropolitan hospitals at 7.8 days, compared to

6.7 days for outstate hospitals. The LOS figures were not

adjusted for the bed size of hospitals; they merely average

the responses from individual hospitals. Since larger

hospitals geneTcd.ly have a lODgeI' length of st.ay than smaller

hospitals J the state-wide LOS is pTobably some-wllat highe:r

than the figure given. The Minnesota Hospital Association

offers a weighted tabulation 6.91 days based on a sample of

survey returns. ·The national average LOS for non-profit

hospitals in 1973 was 7.9 days.27 This figure fell from

8.0 days in 1971,28 and is expected to continue to fall.in

the future. Blue Cross and others consider this to be due

to the advent of utilization review. It :m.ust be remembered

that these national figures are we.ighted and not directly

comparable with the survey data.

The average bedsize 29 (Table 9~ Item 1) in Minnesota

hospitals is 129 (307 for the metropolitan area and 82 for

outstate). However, the number of beds per thousand in the

metropolitan area is 5.6 and 6.4 for outstate areas. Ca1-

culations are based on 1970 census figures in conjunction

with survey data on bed supply. The statewide figure for
'~ 0

1972 was 5.7 beds per thousand peoplc. L

'
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A problem expressed by some hospitals was that of

generating the capital required to change their operations.

This is a handicap in cortecting the present oversupply of

hospital beds by converting beds and facilities to Other uses~

One administrator suggested that the hospital construction

design regulations should mandate hospitals to be flexible

in their inital construction or additions. This would

allow more adaptability to the varying design needs of

different programs and services. There have been instances

where a hospital has followed a long range plan and prepared

to install a new service only to find that after the lag

time in approval of a Certificate of Need, the funds are no

longer available for the program;

Some of the larger hospitals base their budgets on a

projected occupancy rate °of 85 percent. The Hill-Burton

program uses 85 percent as a basis for projection in planning

31bed needs. This means that rates are set on expected
'.(,
l

patient revenues from this level of occupancy. It is expected

that many other hospitals base their budgets on their exper-

ience of the past few years.

The national average occupancy rate in 1973 for AHA

member hospitals was 77.5 percent. 32 The median rate for

hospitals surveyed was 63 percent. The mean occupancy rates

for Minnesota (Table 9, Item 2) was 68 percent for the metro-

politan area, 57 percent for outstate, and 59 percent over

all. 33 The urban hospitals tend to do better, and some are

operating above 85 percent. At this point, some adminis-

trators claim they must expand to meet continuing high

demands. Low occupancies generally correlate to higher costs
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per bed. If hospitals are not meeting expected revenues, then

they must borrow to meet expenses. The cost of borrowed money

is added on to the already higher bed costs.

The average daily census (ADC) (Table 9, Item 3) is a

function of the occupancy rate and the size of the hospital.

The figures given are the average number of beds occupied per

hospital and not a total number of patients in any category.

For example, the approximate ADCfor the metropolitan area

would be 35 (hospitals) times 200 (mean ADC) or 7000; the

same" approximation for outstate yields 2530. The actual

number fOl~ both are 7143 (metropolitan) and 2414 (ou:tstate)

for a total of 9557.

A calculation which controls for population size is

admissions per thousand. The Minnesota figure is 188 per

thousand or 18.8%.34 This compares to national numbers which

have gone from 14.8% in 1963 to 16.4% in 1973. 35 Thus, Minne

sota's hospital admission rate is about 15% higher than the

national rate.

The mean estimated increase in salary expense for 1974

was 5.8 percent over all categories (Table 9, Item 5). This

is nbt to say that all types of employees are expected to get

this percentage of increase. Many hospitals indicated" no

expected change in salaries for the current year. This

figure is simply an average of those that are expected to

rise. Those groups receiving raises vary depending on in

dividual hospitals involved. When unionized ,employees are

involved, wage rates are generally negotiated for a group

of hospitals, especially in the Twin Cities area.

The average total bill (Table 9, Item 6) figure is a
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total of the average daily service charges and the average

daily ancillary charges multiplied by the average length of

stay. A mean of $615.90 was found for the state. This was

one of the areas where a considerable difference between

metropolitan hospitals ($902.34) and outs tate hospitals

($515.26) was noticed.

The average charges for selected operations (Table I,

Item 7) reflects a combined figure for five selected pro

cedures (appendectomy, caesarian section, normal delivery,

hysterectomy, and cholecy~tectomy)~. Hospitals wer~ asked

to give the.~harge per operating room huur for each of

these procedures. (There was some confus ion on this question

as to whether cost or charge should be reported.) These

fjgures were not intended to reflect the physician time

charge. This data is only relevant in terms of the per

spective it gives on the range and relationship of expenses.

It can be seen that the median is lower than the mean through

out. The difference between the means in metropolitan and

outs tate is about $17.00. This calculation is also sensitive

to the choice of state rural-urban division, but still shows

the considerabie variance in cost around the state, with an

overall mean of $325.86.

The average charge for selected procedures (Table 1,

Item 8) was calculated in the same manner as for selected

operations. The charges were requested for the following

procedures~ blood test, chest x-ray, electro~ardiogram, and

electroencephalogram. It is hoped that the internal incon

sistencies which appeared were averaged out. Where a
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procedural charge was not provided, the average of those

reported 'was used. It ",..ould be of JilOTe interest and increased

accurancy of informa~ion if each procedure in this group was

calculated individually.

The Subcommittee is skeptical of any findings for the

average charge of selected procedures since two problems

arose here, both resulting in inconsistencies in replies

that seriously weaken any findings. The first was a mis

understanding of th~ question; the response sought was cost

~o the patient (i.e. charges), but 'it is evident that less

conversion was made for this section than in the section on

operations right abov~ it on ~he questionnaire. The second

was the fact that only three quarters of .the items were

answered in many surveys, and these replies were used although

a~eraged for the 3 answers.

In the area of drugs, there was a limited selection· of

items, but from those used (see Note 10:. Item 9) the Sub-

committee gathered an average cost (purchase price) to

charges ratio (Table 9, Item 9) which showed an overall mean

of approximately 30 percent but varied as widely as 5 percent

to 100 percent. These figures express what percent of the

charges paid by the patient which were the actual cost of

drugs paid by the hospital. For example, if the ratio given

is 30 percent, then the cost to the hospital was $.30 and

the patient was billed $1.00. In this case the 100 percent

maximum means the patient is billed at the purchase price.

Similarly, the percent markup is easi~y derived by finding

the ratio of the percent of patient cost due to hospital

cost. That is, in the example, 70 percent of the patient's
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bill"was not due to hospital cost, and so the "percent

markup" is 70/30 x 100 percent or 233 percent, so that the

$l.OO paid by the patient represents $.30 cost (purchase

price) and $.70 markup. (The purchase price is not the

total cost that the hospital incurs in administering drugs."

The expense of maintaining the pharmacy and nursing time

in drug administration may also be included in the hospital

mark-up of drug prices.) In this and the supply area there

seemed to be some confusion in the responses. Many recal-

culations were required in an effort. to obtain consistent

replies. In the area of supplies, there were typographical

errors in the questionnaire and answers varied too widely to

make a meaningful analysis.

The average per diem charge (Table 9, Item 10) for

Minnesota was found to be $86.68 for all hospitals. (The

weighted approximation given by the Minnesota Hospital

Association is $98.00.) These figures vary from the widely

publicized Blue Cross figures, possibly because they include

different types of coverage) and because the reported charges

were not weighted by hospital size. Minnesota is not incon-

sistent with the national trend which is rising costs. The

$ " 36national average adjusted expense per admission is .784.00.

The total average bills in Minnesota were $902.34 for the

metropolitan area and $528 for outstate with an overall mean

of $615.90.

Personnel expenses ranged from about 57 ,percent to 72

percent of hospitals' operating expenses. Nationally, there

has been an increase in the average number of personnel per

patient from 1.7 to 3.4 in the past ten years. 37 The mean ratio
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of personnel to beds in Minnesota is 1.6 (Table 9, Item 11).

In the area of hospital specialists, the questionnaire

data was difficult to evaluate due to the lack of consistent

comparative data and to numerous incomplete responses.'

Many hospitals answered ,by giving the contractual.agreement

(such as percentage of the gross revenue of the department)

with .the specialist without specifying the dollar amount

involved. The figures were also unclear where groups of

specialists were contracted for. Little information was

supplied on the number of specialists serving a hospital

or the number of hours per week worked by each. The average

"percentage-of-the-gross-revenve" type of contract for

radiologists around the state was forty percent. In the ten

hospital site visit studYi the Subcommittee obtained better

informatibn. (8e6 the s~ction of this report dealing with

hospital based specialists.)

The last item on which the Subcommittee made calculations

in this section was the "absolute changes 1n the percent of

the hospital costs attributed to salarj.es and wages" (Table 9,

Item 12). This was 'done to verify the trends in this type of

expense. The most frequent cause giv~n by hospital adminis

trators for inflation in costs was increases in salaries and

wages for a combination of reasons. However, when the Sub

committee looked at the difference in the percent of this

factor to total cost between 1969 and 1973, it was found that

90 percent of all hospita.ls responding (133) to this question

showed a decrease. The average increase was 4 percent and the

average decrease was 4.8 percent with the average net overall

'change in salary costs as a percenta~~e of all costs being a
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decrease of 1.5 percent. This indicates that other cost

factors are increasing faster than wages and fringes. This

observation is supported by figures from the American Hospital

Association's Second Quarter Report, 1974, which shows

that non-payroll expenses increased almost twice as fast as

payroll expenses from 1973 to 1974:

CHANGES IN HOSPITAL SERVICE
VOLUME AND EXPENSES

Personnel 2,429,583 2,326,639

Admissions

Outpatient Visits

Average Length
of Stay

Jan. -March
*1974

8,407,482

41,742,878

7.5 days

Jan. -March
1973 0):

8,123,807

40,771,590

7.6 days

Percent
Change _

+ 3.5

+ 2.4

1.3

+ 4.4

I
I,
!

Payroll Expenses $4,109,833,898 $3,765,106,374

Non-payroll
Expense $3,494,343,175 $3,000,125,244

All Expenses $7,604,177,.073 $6,765,231,618

+ 9.2

+16.5

+12.4

*The most recent quarter for which data are available.
Infor-;:,.··:i..on in the above table is based on data from
9~~ hc::: itals selected from a universe of 5,746 .
cOJT1.muni iy hospital s regi stered by the Amer ican Hasp 1 tal
Association.

In summary, the Subcommittee would like to indicate that

its intent in sending out the survey was to gain a perspective

on the_ cost factors in Minnesota and to verify the trends.

Due to the nature of the survey, the survey was not intended

to duplicate information was already·available.
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TABLE 9*

10425801

I 10424946 l ,

I· 20849 I

94~22321-
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703195% ,

I 926995%
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i
I

I
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,
632 7143 I

I830 ! 2414
I

II 830 9557
I
1 I
I 18.6 276I
I I

16.1 I 839

18.6 LllS

27

27

72%

100

6.9

6

6.3

21-26

51-72%

51-56%

14-26

I
I

I

I
I

35

45

7 . 5

247

beds)

for ~olume of admissions or size of hospital.

6. '7

6.3

179

2622

64

7.0

210

7.8

6.7

5.2

4.4

4.4

19

I
I

I
I
I

STATISTICAL PICTURE OF VARIOUS FACTORS - MINNESOTA HOSPITALS**

a) Minimum b) Mean c) Median d) Mode e) Maximum Totals I

I I l'

4. Length of Stay (Days)
A. Metropolitan

(34 responses)
B. Outstate

(126 responses)
C. Aggregate

(160 responses)

1. Bed S i z e 1 . I
--p,. Metropo1itanL ? 35 307

(34 responses)~ I
B. Outstate I 8 I 82 I

(128 responses) ,
C. Aggregate 8 ~ 129 I 55

(162 res onses) . i
I I

2. Occupancy Rate (%)
A. Metropolitan. 43.2% l 68% I 72%

(33 responses)2 l'
B. Outstate 16.9% 57% 57%

(123 responses) I
C. Aggregate 16.9% 59% 61%

(156 responses) 1·
3.~~eDail;ce~~ I I------~!-----~·~J------+I-----

(# Of patients in beds I
per hospital) .

'A. Metropolitan
(34 responses)

B. Outstate I 2.4
(115 responses)

C. Aggregate I 2.4
(14 9 y-espons es) ..

*Based on 1973 statistics - the figures are not weighted
**Decimal places .rounded up to next whole number.

IGeneral acute care beds only - no bassinettes or C & NC
2Shriners Hospital excluded

-....J
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TABLE 9* (CONTINUED)

STATISTICAL PICTURE OF VARIOUS FACTORS - MINNESOTA HOSPITALS

Factor a) Minimum b) Mean 'c) Median d} Mode e) Maximum Totals
I i I

5. Estimated Percent

1
IIncrease Salarles by IDecember 31, 1974(1) I

A. Metropolitan ;.' .. 6.2 7.1, 8 9.8
(27 responses)

B. Outstate o. 5.7 5. 5 0 43.4
(1091'esponses)

C. Aggregate O. , 5.8 5. 5 0 43.4
(136 responses)

6. Average Total Bill for I I
I

1973 (2 ) I
A. Metropolitan $320.00 $902.34 $855.45 $819-899(3) 1$1,866.00 $28,875.14

(32 responses)
B. Outstate 247.73 I 528.71 515.26 I 500-549(3) , 1,417.00 60,430.68

00 (113 responses)
0 C. Aggregate 247.73 615.90 I 559.56 I 550-599(3) 1,866.00 89,305.00

, (145 responses)

7. Avera~e_(harg~ for se-j I
I,

lected Operations I
1973 (4)

$ 81.24 'j $339.85 $170.00' $170 $, $7,476.71A. Me1:ropolitan (3) 834.00
(22 responses) I

B. Outstate 39.00 I 322.29 163.00 - - -- (5) 997.80 27,717.20I

(86 responses) I
C. Aggregate 39.00 I 325. ,86 164.64 - --- (5) 997.80 35,193.91

(108 responses) I ,
-

Notes: (1) Salaries estimated to remain unchanged are excluded from the average for each hospjtal;
hOivever, hospitals in which no salaries were estimated to change are included in the figures
here i.e., the "Minimum Percent Increase" for Metro, Outstate, and Aggregate is 0%. These
averages include estimates for salary or income of all groups listed in survey.

(2) Figures not adjusted for variations in length of stay.
(3) Rounded to $10 intervals (fractions of dollars ignored)
(4) Appendectomy, Caesarian Section, Normal Delivery, Hysterectomy, Cholecystectomy,
(5) Several values occurred twice, but none more than twice ..
*These figures are not weighted for volume of admissions.
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TABLE 9* (CONTINUED)

STATISTICAL PICTURE OF VARIOUS FACTORS - MINNESOTA HOSPITALS

Factor a) Minimum b) Mean c) Median ,d) Mode e) Maximum Totals

3.486

612.78

2,317.59

1,704.'81

30 %

17'.62

16.81

$~8. 75, $18.75 $26.62

-,- - - - (8) 28.03

18.75(9) I 28.03
--l

I
t

I
,I

-----(11) . ' 60%

51 I 28 I 15 100

17.04

16.39

$19.14

I
I

I I·
I,

7.50

7.50

$11.44

co
}-l

8. Average Charge for
Selected Diagnostic
Procedures, 1973 (7)

A. Metropolitan
(32 responses)

B. Outstate
(104 responses)

C. Aggregate
(136 responses) I

9. Average Cost-to-Charge~
Ratio fay Selected 1

Drugs (9) "--. I
(Expressed as a %) I
A. Metropolitan ! 12% I 32% ,

( 26 res pons e s ) I I 1

B. Outstat.e '5'., I

(109 responses) j I j ', I I j
C. Aggregate ' I 5 31 I 29 I 15 100 I 42.232

'(135 -respon.s~es) I' I I I I------=-- I i I i '

1 O. Aver: a.K-e Per Diem' I I'
,'PatJ_ent Charge, 1973 I I' I !

(12)1 I
A. . ~1e t r 0 pol i t an I $61 . 54 $116 . 89 $112 . 29 $131 . 0 0 { 4) f $1 7 2 . 3 3 I 3, 74 0 . 53

(32 responses) " I
B .. Outstate 33.48 ! 78;28 I 78.68 86 (4) 125.00 I' 9:,002.43

(115 responses) 'I . !
c. Aggre~ate. 33.48 86.68 82.68 I 86 (4) I ·172.3312,742.96 I.·' .",

(147 iesponses) I ~ I. ~

(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)
(

- "l '\.1.1.. )

(12 )

Blood test, Electrocardiogr~m, Electroencephalogram, Chest X7ray~

Numerous values occurred three times (including $18.75)~

As a group bimodal around 11.00-11.99 and 22~OO-31tOO.

Aspirin, Darvon Compound, Ampicillin~ Tetracycline. ,Rounded to two decimal places r

No value (after rounding to 2 decimals) occurred more'than tw~ce1

Average total bill divided by length of stay.



TABLE 9* (CONTINUED)

STATISTICAL PICTURE OF VARIOUS FACTORS.- MINNESOTA HOSPITALS

Factor a) Minimum b) Mean c) Median <1) Mode eJ Maximum Totalc:
I

III. Personnel/Bed Ratio,
from A..4A figures
A. Metropolitan .97 .2.4 j 2.3 I 2.2 4.3 80.250

(34 responses) I. B. Outs tate .50 1.4 1.4 1.'1 2.9 179.614
(127 responses)

C. Aggregate ' . 50 I ' 1.6 1.5 1.1 4.3 259.864
(161 responses) 1

Note: The number of beds in each hospital was available both in the AHA Hospital Guide 1 1973
edition, and in the survey. The above calculations were based on AHA figures. In most
instances, the differences were minimal.
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TABLE 9* (CONTINUED)

STATISTICAL PICTURE OF VARIOUS FACTORS - MINNESOTA HOSPITALS

I - j- --~--r I I

I I I' I I
(3) ). I. ~ . I . I

o I -1.02 I -.15 °1 -12.8 I -32.48 I
.1 I' 3.02 I 3 2 8 I 39.20 I.

-.3 .1::1 -4.4~.. ~4.1 I -1.4 I -12' .. 8 -71..68 +__
(3) -1.62 I -1 r 0 22.7 -163.75 .

.3 4.36 I 3 3 22.7 130.73 I
<24· I -4.83 J -3.2 1 -1~'.. -18.01!1 -294.48 I

I I· --i- ,. L-- _

I
, a . . 22.7

I'I 3 I 22 · 7 I 169. 93

'J -1 Ji -18.0 I -366.16
--.l . -i- -t-I--

Minimum b) Meaa c) Median . d) Mode .e) Maximum T6tals

C. A~gr~ga!e(133 resPl . a ·c 3) j -1.48 I
..,

I -.1

Ij 1. increases I
(43 Hospital .10 /. 3.95 I .3

Z) II. Decreases .

I(77 Hospital~ - • 24 - 4. 76 I ,- 3. "2
I i

j
B. Outstate (101 resp1

1) I. Increas es
. (30 Hospital

. 2) II. Decreases
(61 Hospital

Factor a)
I

12. Absolute Change in th'
Percent of Hospital
Costs Attributed to
Salaries and Wages,
1969-73 (1) (3)' I

A, Metro (32 response~
1). I: Increases(2]

, (13 Hospita1~
2) II: Decre2ses(2~

(16 HQspital~

Jl
C~

NOTES:

I. l!Absolutet! as opposed to a !l re la,tive change". E.g .. if a given hospital attributed 60% of its
costs to salaries/wages in 1969, and 54% in 1973, this change would be recorded as -6%, not
as -10%. Similarly, a change from 50% to 55% would be recorded as +5%, not +10%.
All figures shewn in the columns are changes in percentages .. though the "%Tl symbol is not
sh 01\1]1 • .

2. Class I includes all (and only) those hospitals showing an increase in the percentage of
costs attributed to salaries/wages. Class I I iricludes all (and only) those hospi tals
showing B decrease.
Hospitals showing no change are excluded from both classes, but included in the total.

3. There Here 13 hospitals .showing no change, 3 metro anel·IO outstate.



CHART I: SU;VINA:;lY OF TABLE 9 (a)

Metropolitan (Hospitals) (b) Outs tate (c)

MaximumsMinimumsMaximums?vlinimums

s.

Statistical Factor

11.

10.

I I
I'

l. Bcd Size. (it) (d) ]waterto,.;n (35) jAbbottN.1'J. (801) Comfrey (8) St. Marys (946)
Farmington (47) Univ'~rsity of MnpS3) Cannon Falls (13) Methodist (640) (e)

'I Occupancy Rate (% ) Farmington (43.2) Midway (83) !Cook Community (16.9) Blue Earth (95) '.i.. •

Waterto-,,;n (53.5)(f) St. Johns (80.1) iParkers Prairie (29.1) Rochester Meth; (85.5)
3. Average Daily Census (#) p'iatertc\·m (19) IAtbo;-t N.W. (632) IComfre y (2.4) St. Marys (830)

IFarmin.gton (20) University of Mn(SSO) ·Cannon Falls (9) r-lethodist (547)(e)
4. Length ot Stay (~) Forest Lo.ke ( 5 . 2) Gillette (18.6) Icannon Falls (4.4) Harmony (16.1)

2 hosTJ. (h) ( S. 4) Golden Valley (13.0) 2 hosp. (i) (4.6) Miller Dw~n (14.3)
oS • Estimated % increase in .) h.o s p. ( j ) ((1 1 no j\l::.dway (~. tl) 124 hasp. (k) (O)no chg. Ely-Bloomenson (43.4)

Salaries by Dec. 31, 1974 Uni tcd Hasp. (oJ. 8) chg St. Josephs (8.3) ~'msted County (2) Cuyuna Range (15) (m:
6. Average Total BIlls ( :;,) iForest La ....:e (:>LO) UnlV. at ~ln. (I86b (t) :::';leepy tyeCL41) l~ll1Ier D\\'an (1411)

ISti1b-ater (44~) Gillette (1594) . ,Olivia (281) ,Rochester Mcth. (1094)
~ I.
,.::".

A\"crabe ella. rge f0r . INc,," P',agClc (81) !Luth. Deaconess (834) ,ILakefield (39) Int I L Falls (997)
Selected O!)eration~ ($) jFarmin,gton (l00) !Coon Rapids (8081 l\drian (40.50) Tyler (94'+)
:hcrag<.> Ch-:lTgc for Selected l~ennC'p'in ety (1l.40)U?D.ivine RCG.·C'cmCY(26.62)I\hnrila (7,50) jllTIL.ault (28,02)
Diagnosti.c Procedures en ~t. Paul R:1msey(12.87)Nc:\v Prilgtlc (26.25) E::anhy (7.90) Chisago (26.00)

--=9-.-.";;-\\'ei=Jge-Cos-tic1l:11·~C' r:ltio Irl~STi1~1 (12) UI1J:v."oC;'lill60) 'IC"Ieiniitcr '(5) f\vcslcy (l00) (n)
for Selected Drugs Eitel (13)(g) ,Luth. Deaconess(S2HqJackson (7) I~larshall (70)
A\'cragc Per Diem Patient IForcst Lake (61.54) IChildrens (175.33) \Sleepy Eye (33.48) I\'/illmar (125)
~!.Ce ($) IGoldcn '/alley (80.15) Univ. of 1Iln. (171.19) lliarmony (35.52) IRocll.~lctheclist (115)
Personnel to Beu Ratio 0) I'Farmington (.97) Kenny Rehabil. (4.3) IHarmony (.5) Ih'illmar (2.9)

,GOlden ~ralley(l.3) Gillette (3.7) IJackson (.6) Ely (2.6)

12. Absolute Change in ~ of Hosp.l~lt. Sinai (.l)(p) New Prague (8) IChiSholm (.3) (q) ~,lonticello (22.7)
Co>! At!. to Salaries & Wages l"ound5 Park (. 3) Divine Redeemer (S) Iif'bing Gen' 1. (.3) "a",hall (18)

Farmington (-.3) fridley (-12.8) Bemidji (-.24) IEveleth (-18)
Fairview (-.4) Forest Lake (-10) ICanby (-.28) Miller Dwan (-17)

(See following page for footnotes)

i·-·--'~'"

____..~~'.~~~~_~._".~_.~ ...'_.•",.__~..._._r""_''''_._'''''_·~_.'W '_~_' '_' '_~__'''__''_._._.~ __._.__



CHART I - FOOTNOTES

(a) . This chart is based on the adequate responses given for
the various factors; that is, there may be hospitals
that replace those on this chart, but their answers
were insufficient or not usable for the overall calcu
lation.

(b) All based on survey figures for 1973. The 1974 situa
tions are expected to have changed at some hospitals
for some factors; although they frequently differed
from AHA Guide; the survey :was considered more current.

(c) City names appear for outstate facilities due to fact
that many hospital names are similar.

(d) Acute hospital beds only (exclude C &NC beds).

(e) Both in Rochester, Minnesota~

(f) Excludes Kenny Rehabilitation Institute.

(g) Excludes Shriners Childrens Hospital.

(~) Stillwater (Lakeview Memdrial); Fridley (Unity Hospital).

(i) Wadena (Wesley); Grand Marais (North Shore),

(j) Bethesda Lutheran Medical Center; The C~ildren's Hospital;
Hennepin General Hospital~

(k) Tweeten :Memorial; Tracy Municipal; Greenbush Community;
North Shore; Pipestone County; Watonwan Memorial; Redwood
Falls Municipal; Community Hospital (N. Y. Mills);
Community Hospital (Luverne)~ Chisholm Memorial;
Mahnomen County &Village; Rice Memorial; Waseca Memorial;
Ai tkin Community; 011tonville Municipal; WaTren Hospi tal;
Princeton Community; Kanabec County; Ada Municipal;
Trimont Community; Arnold Memorial; Dr. Henry A. Schmidt
Memorial; Swift County (Benson); Louis Weiner Memorial
(Marsha.ll) .

(m) Large percentage due to pathologist income expected to
triple as his services will be increased from one visit
per month to one visit per week.

(n) They charge the patient the average cost of the drugs
and use a set system for pharmacy services.

(p) Hospitals showing no changes were Riverview Memorial;
Gillette Children1s; St. MaTY'S~r St. John's.

(q) Hospitals ShO\\ling no change \lJere Communi ty Hospi tal
(New York Mills); Owatonna City; .Rice County District 1;
Community Memorial (Winona); Waseca Memorial; Wheaton
Community; United District (Sta.ples); Community Memorial
(Elbow Lake); Jackson Municipal,
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C. BOARD MEMBERSHIP PROFILE

This section of the hospital survey was designed to

examine the types of influences which are present in hospital

board membership, and to ascertain if any particular pro-

fession dominated boards or if potential conflicts of interest

appeared numerous. Members were put into the twenty cat~

egories which appeared most often. Many managers or super-

visors worked for a business named separately on the list.

Businessmen were those who were listed as presidents of

companies or owners of an enterprise. There was a particular

interest in the types of businessmen which were listed separately

(insurance men, bankers and contractors). The findings

are summarized in Table 10 and sh6w that the group labelled

"Other Businessmen" ranked first with 20 percent of the total

membership. When contractors and insurance men are included

as part of the "businessmen" grouping, the figure goes to 29

percent. A surr~ary of the size of the boards shows:

SIZE OF HOSPITAL BOARDS

Metro Outstate Total
(31 r<;;sponses) (106 responses) (137 responses)

Total Membership 591 928 1519

Avera.ge Size 19.1 8.8 11.1

Another issue is consumer representation on boards. They

are represented in fair numbers if it is assumed that "Other

Workers" ranking fourth and "Housewives" ranking seventh are

representative of consumers.

Physicians ranked sixth in percentage of members, but

often the Chief of Staff is an ex-officio member of the board.
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TABLE 10

PROFILE OF BOARD MEMBERS T OCCUPATIONS*

% All Board**
Rank Occupation " Current Retired Total Members

1 B~sinessmen - other 296 19 315 20.74

2 Not Stated 167 33 200 13.16

3 Farmers 125 6 131 8.62

4 Other Workers 110 6 116 7.63

5 Sisters (Nuns) 105 " 105 "6.91

6 Physicians &Surg~ons 95 1 96 6.32
00
-...J 7 Housewives 78 1 79 5.20

"8 Bankers 65 3 68 4.48

9 Government 57 3 60 3.95

10 Attorneys-at-Law 59 59 3.88

11 Educators 52 4 56 3.68

12 Managers SO 50 3.29

., 'z: Insurance Businessmen 39 39 2.57J....,

14 Construction 71 1 22 1.45<.J:.!.

15 Ministers 24 24 1.58

16 Accountants 15 .,
16 1.05 1J_ "



TABLE 10 (CONT.)

% All Boards**
Rank Occupation Current Retired Total Members

17 Administrators 13 13 .85

17 Engineers 12 1 13 .85

17 Pharmacists 11 2 13 .85

18 Community Workers 12 12 .79

19 Judges 10 10 .67

19 Nurses, LPNs 8 8 .52

20 Veterinarians '7 7 .46I

():J 20 Dentists 6 1 7 .46
():J

TOTALS 1434 85 1519 99.96**

*Information bases on 137 complete responses.

**Due to Rounding Off.



The second ranking group was the non-stated or unclear

responses. The third group was farmers; this is probably

. j'cflective of the ma:) or occupation in many rural areas of

the state.

It is important that board members be cognizant of their

duties and responsibilities in setting and being accountable

for hospital policies. One member contacted during a site

visi t madce; the point tha t the board members background was

not as important as his ability and willingness to work hard

and be available for the numerous committee meetings. At

another.site visit, a new member of a hospital board stated

that the board almost always defers to the hospital adminis

trator.

There has been concern that influential businessmen,

such as bBnkers, cont-r2ctoTS 01~ insu~t~tnce men) on hospita.l

boards have swayed other members to pursue a policy that

would use their business. This would be a conflict of

interest. Althougll it appears that the various categories

of people who serve on boards are well balanced) there are

some serious questions to be raised about the interlocking

nature of those wh6 sit on various boards. If further study

is done, a closer examination should be made of the possible

influences that membership on other boards has on their

decisions and thinking. The other aspect to review would be

the extent to which hospitals contract with the companies of

their board members and if competitive bidding was used for

contracts. The ultimate quest jon is: How well are consumers'

interests represented?
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D. LISTS OF CAUSES FOR RISING HOSPITAL COSTS
AS PERCEIVED BY ADMINISTRATORS AND THEIR

SUGGESTIONS FOR ACTION

Table 11-- A is a summary of the responses given to the

Subcommittee's request for hospital administrators' opinions

on the causes contributing to hospital cost inflation. This

has proven to be a valuable part of the survey, bringing out

many problems and sound ideas. The most prevalent cause

given was salary and wage increases; this was frequently

attributed to the effect of unions. However, the survey

question asking the percentage of hospital costs due to wages

and salaries showed the following changes between 1969 to' 1973.

CHANGES IN PERCENTAGE OF HOSPITAL COSTS
-~A'ITlrI]3UTABLE TO PAYROLL COS-rs---

Mean
Net

Increases Decreases No Change Change

F~-'
% I It % I r--r ~,

a

Metro (32) 41 16 so
r-

3
.

9 -1.02%
I

Outstate (101) , 30 30 61 60
10 ~

-1.62%
. I

Aggregate (133 ) 43
._. 3~_l

77 57 ± 10
-1.48%

Decreases clearly dominated increases and overall an .average

decrease of 1.48% was evident.

This list provides a worthwhile indication of what

Minnesota hospital administrators are thinking today.

Table 11-]3 is a list of suggested legislative actions to

alleviate these problems. It is interesting to note that

there is much less cohesion among administrators in identify-

ing the solutions to the complexity of problems they have.
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TABLE 11 - PART A

LIST OF PERCEIVED CAUSES OF RAPID RISE IN HEALTH CARE COSTS

The dominant causes cited fay increased costs were (in order
of frequency mentioned with a total of 456 responses).

Frequency

1. lhlions, salary increases and minimum 98
wage requirements. Since 1969 wage
rates have doubled for LPNs and other
employees. Although more than 50%
citing this as major cause felt that
these were justified increases to bring
hospital workers up to a .living wage
scale. Hospitals must pay decent wages
to keep good personnel from going to
other industries.

2. Overall economic inflation of the U.S. 89
economy. Hospitals are closely tied to
inflatable commodities - fuel, food,
supplies, labor, construction costs,
etc. These increases are beyond their
control and have forced some increases
in se~vj.ce charges.

~. General government specifications and 89
requirements for federal and state
reimbursement programs (Medicare,
Medicaid). Many public demrinds for
questionnaires and increased overall
paperwork loan for these programs has
led to need for additional personnel-
to process forms.

4. The general population has more access 83
to health services and also more expec
tations of them. Increases in compre-
hensive services have resulted. Higher
standards of care combined with low-
volume highly specialized care is more
costly. Quality care demands have in-
creased need for more specialized and
expensive equipment. This has also
often lead to costly duplication of
seTvices. (Another aspect of this
problem is the rural physician's
demand for equipment not really needed
with the implied threat of teaving.
This places the board in a bind to
keep its doctors.)
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5.

6.

7.

8.

g."

10.

11.

12.

TABLE 11 - A (CONTINUED)

Higher levels of technical training and
increased need for education of other
health profes s ionaIs.

More sophistjcated equipment and high
replacement costs.

Duplication of State and local survey
efforts resulting in many hours of
visits asking same questions. Lack
of coordination between various levels
of government programs (Medicare/
Medicaid).

Costs of meeting new federal and local
standards on safety and fire - OSHA
(Occupational Safety Health Act)

Employees Retirement Act and unemploy
ment compensation costs.

Unnecessary use of facilities such as
in-patient hospital services, where less
expensive ambulatory services would
suffice. The emphasis of insurance
reimbursement on in-patient services
as opposed tu out-patient services has
supported this practice.

Although costs per day have gone up,
patient bills have increased less
because of the decrease in L.O.S. by
approximately two days.

Insuranc~ companies (including Medicare)
seem to delay payments and consequently
hospitals experience a slower cash flow
than any other industry. At the same
time, costs of supplies and mortgage
payments must be met so hospitals end
up paying high interest rates to meet
tl1eir payments.

I.:requency
24

23

16

11

8

4

4

3

13. Duplication of hospital beds and services.
Existence of Hill-Burton funds in the
1960's encouraged new construction in
some parts of the country where consol
idation, sharing, or merger with exist
ing facilities would have been more'
prudent. Development of these facilities,
in hindsight, appears to have been in
excessive in some areas of the country,
and lower occupancy rates have resulted.
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14. Hospitals and health care institutions
have come to rely less on philanthropic
monies during this period of time
necessitating greater cost recovery
from patients, insurance companies and
government.

93
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TABLE 11-B

SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LEGISLATIVE ACTION AND
THOUGHT

Frequencl

1. Generally, legislation should be geared 15
towards basic policy, not minute require-
ments. If the legislature feel it should
continue making procedural laws, it should
acquire all possible expertise and
thorough understanding of hospital operation
to a~curately deal with escalating health
care costs. Some regulations do not save
money; they cost money.

2. The State shouJd consolidate and coor- 15
dinate its agencies which inspect hos~itals

and have the various groups of inspectors
from all 15 government agencies visit at
the same time.

3. Insurance Reform 9

a) Peimit coverage for out-patient (x-ray) (3)
service and other services.

b) Remove Blue Cross from tax exempt status (1)
and help remove hospital discount for
Blue Cross Association.

c) Make hospital insurance payments paya.ble, (1)
only to the hospital.

d) Look into ways of insuring prompt (1)
payments from insurance companies to
hospitals (instead of allowing them
to make interest on hospital funds).

e) There is a need for intelligent (1)
legislation regarding health insurance
policies. Often patients have been
mislead as to their coverages.

f) Workmen's Compensation - Many hospital (1)
claims are not paid by employers
liability coverages because transient,
relocated, or terminated employees are
not available foY proper· claims
processing.
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g) Disaster Coverages - There is a need to
protect the responsible middle-class
popul~tion from economic consequences
of an economic medical disaster. The
majority of this population group do
not qualify for government assistance,
but yet cannot bear these medical
expenses.

( 1)

4. Uniform standards and questionnaire information 8
for surveys. Develop a system of uniform
financial reporting to all third party payers
and to agencies of government, with public
disclosure.

5. Publicly and actively encourage hospitals to 7
share expens i ve service and el iJ:'lina te
duplicated service and equipment. Physicians

·may oppose such coordination but it is the
only way to reduce under-utilized facilities
and services. Change the Certificate of Need
Law to insure less duplication of equipment
and expenses. Small hospitals should
consolidate.

6., The use of state legislator's influence on 6
changing and improving Medicare regulations is
desirable. Hospitals would like to see less
complicated cost reporting systems, and would
like to have Medicare and Medicaid pay our full
charges, as private payors do, rather than the
percentage their Cost Report allots. It would
be interesting to have someone do a study
to determine how much of the actual dollar
in the Medicare and Medicaid pTograms is
allocated to the bureaucracy and enforcers.
The patient seems to be forgotten.

7. Make old-fashioned PERA program voluntary 6
for twelve months to determine truth.

8. Greater emphasis on preventatj,ve health 6
care, such as provided 'Maintenance
Organizations and more use of surgicenters.

9. Increase supply of MDs and allied health 6
professionals. Establish a program adequate
for State to provide physicians for rural
areas, since many times the hospital is
used as a stop gap for the doctor shortage.
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Freguency

10. Have Medicare and State Board of Health 5
develop and implement an alternate set
of standards and regulations for various
size hospitals. Do not lower the standards
for small hospitals, just make them more
realistic in view of the limited budget
and manpower availability and utilization
that is necessary in the small hospital.

11. Require participation of hospitals in 5
voluntary rate reyiew (such as the system
being offered by Minnesota Hospital
Association) or assist MHA in strengthen-
ing rate review process if the voluntary
approach does not prove to be effective.

12. Legislation to curtail rising. labo"[ and 4
material costs.

13. PSROs (Professjonal Standards Review 4
Organizations). Develop a good, fair
reimbursement system tied to PSRO Quality
Review.

14. The committee ~hould refer to the document 4
prepared by the Minnesota Hospital Association,
"Hospital Costs, an Analysis".~~ This report
contains an excellent analysis of health care
co s t s . The Conmii t tee should dTOP the adver s ary
approach and work with the M.B.A. and hospitals
in a true partnership effoTt.

15. Life/Safety Code and Others (regulatory 4
requirements). When complying with regulations
involves large expenditures, hospitals would
like to see that money be made available for
meeting requirements, or have some standards
removed.

16. Investigate suppliers (supplies and equipment) 3
to hospitals.

17. Establish an area-wide regulatory co~nission 2
with authority in both current financing of
health care as well as approval of needed
construction.

18. Develop mechanisms for the development of 2
prospective rates for reimbursement relating
to utilization with penalties for under
utilization of facilities.

19. Education program on personal health/including 2
anti-smoking campaigns, fOT the general public.

*Copy received at May 15 hearing and is on
file.
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Frenuency__.:L.::~__

20. Allow smaller hospitals to buy at same rate 1
·as a group.

21. More financial assistance should be given 1
for medical education expense5~grants-in-

aid for:
a) Management courses for middle manage

ment.
b) Training of system analysts.
c) Cost containment methods.

These are areas all hospitals are interested
in improving, but fay the average hospital
in Minnesota costs are presently prohibitive.

22 • EncoU I' age the e 1 im ina t ion ·0 f the t l' ad i t i. 0 11 a I 1
method of billing for ancillary services ln
ho~pitals and substitute flat iate daily
billings.

23. Allow hospitals flexibility in use of beds
and stop building so many nursing homes.

24. Develop criteria against which to evaluate.l
costs and services.

a) What are the needs of the state in
health delivel'-y?--

b) What objectives can we agree upon
to meet those needs?

c) What programs should be implemented
to fulfill the agreed upon objectives?

25. Insure that the same department of govern~ 1
men t t 11 a t setsst an c1 a l' d s a 1sopa y s the cos t .
The ideal system is a free en-cerpI'ise, com
petitive system where the person responsible
faT initiating the quality and costs of care
is also responsible for the costs of such
care.

26. Check into D.P.W. (Department of Public Welfare) 1
computerized billing, it needs revision.

27. National Health Insurance must be passed and 1
set up equitably for all persons and workable
administrative regulation must be part of
any legislation.

28. A gener-a1 s ·treaml ining of the extr'emely 1
restrictive licensure laws that constrain
hospitals from the effective ~tilization of
£ersonne.l ..
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29. Retire all doctors practicing medicine
who are older than 65 years of age.

30. Legislation of mandatory arbitration and
a cooling-off period in contract nego
tiations would be helpful and would
reduce the number of inflationary wage
settlement agreements that will be
forthcoming.
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E. SPECIAL SERVICES

Of concern is the co~t of eight selected specialized

services and facilities in relatioll to utilization and needs

for these services in their geographic location. They were

picked to demonstrate level of care and distribution of such

services. This is an important area as it often reflects

the influ enee 0 f me d i cal s t a f f . A s urrnp. ary 0 f the e i gh t

selected special services which were cited in the question-

naire shows:

LOCATION OF SPECIALIZED SERVICES

B 4 Burn Care Units

C 8 Cobalt Therapy Units

7 Open Heart Surgery Units

R· 17 Ra.dium Therapy Units

~{ 29 X-Ray Therapy Units

-r 27 Premature Nurseries

75 Coronary Care Units (CCD)

<:) 84 Intensive Care Units

(See also Map III and Chart II)

Where hospitals had combined ICU-CUD, it was counted as an

leD only. A complete list of hospitals and services by

Planning Areas is found in Appendix C. Special services are

an area where further study should be given to the costs of

installing, operating and supporting these services.

Alternatives to excessive duplication ,in the same service

area must be developed.
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MAP III
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For shared services, x-ray and cobalt therapy units were

shared in the metropolitan area. In outstate, intensive care

'units and x-ray therapy unit~ were each shared in three

instances. Open-heart surgery units were shared in two

hospitals in both the outstate area and in the metropolitan

area.

An important aspect of the cost of special services is

the utilization rate, just as the average occupancy rate

affects the per diem charge.

'Judging by the number of facilities that fail to even

keep st4tistics on utilization for the selected special

services surveyed, this data shows that the rationale for

providing such services has not been economics.

In Chart II, the Subcommittee' found that the range of

those hospitals not supplying inforJnation is from 10 percent

to 90 percent. It would appear that a facility which 15

operating under sound fiscal planning would only open such

a service if the projected utilization would yield a break

even return on the investment within a few years after the

unit's opening. The missing information indicates that this

has not been a major concern of hospitals in their decision

to open special units. Quality and accessability are other

considerations. However, it is the SubcommitteeTs belief

that both aspects - economics and quality - should be given

serious consideration, and that the studied needs of the

community should be given priority to the desires of the

hospital's attending physicians.
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CHART II
1

SPECIAL SERVICES - UTILIZATION RATES - MINNESOTA HOSPITALS

Selected Special Services Number
Reporting
Utilization 2Mean (%) Minimum Maximum

Total NO. 3Providing
Service

% not
giving
Utiliza
tion Ratps

I

Intensive Care Unit(ICU)

Metropolitan 29 i 54% 13% 86% 31
Outs tate 27 47% I 8% 76% 32

Aggregate 56
I

51% I 8 96 86% 63I 11%!

Coronary Care Unit (CCU)
I

I

Metropolitan 25 62% 23% I 9' 0 27 II .1"0IOuts tate

I

37

I
41% 7% 75% 42

Aggregate 62 50% "70. 91% 69 10%I '0

,
! I

I I I i I
Comb ined I CU - CCU I

(Concentrated Care I I
Units - all are in Iouts tate segment) I I14

,
46% 16 96 79% I 18AggJ"egate

I
I 1

I 20
J

! I I

!
i

Premature Nursery I
Metropolitan I "7 44% 10% 60% 9I I

Outstate I 5 I 18% i 0 45% 10 I
Aggregate 'I

12 I 34%
I

a 60% 19
I- 37%

I

~Excludes state and federal hospitals.
-Rounded to two places.
jMore hospitals lndicated offering the service than those which indicated utilization rates; these were
not included in mean utilization rates. This number includes those in Column a .

~

o
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CHART II - Page 2

SPECIAL SERVICES - UTILIZATION RATES - MINNESOTA HOSPITALS

83%

80%

% not
giving
Utiliza
tion Rate

1 "I_L.

o
2

2Aggregate

Metropolitan
Outstate

Selected Special Services
Total No.

1

_ Number I Mean(%) FMinimum I Maximum rroviding; I

~- ray Th~rapy , I . I r
Ivle t TOpoIl t an I 3 I 2 3 % -, 0 I 50 % 13 I

Outstate I 5 I 36% 4% I 85% ! 10 I
Aggregate I 8 I 32% I 0 . 85% I 23' 65%

. I I I
---------l-I----- -r I

Cobalt Therapy i I j 'I

Metropolitan I 1 I 7%· 7% I 7% I 7
Outstate II! 68% I 68% I 68% I' 3 I

J\ggregate I 2 I 38% 7% I 68¢ 10!.. I ,I I

~ Ra~i um Therapy I I III I
I I I I! - I - - I 8 !

I 84% I 77% 90% i 4
! 84% I 77% 90% I

57%

90%

4 I
3 II

I 7
I I
II I
I I
! I
j I
I I

I 9

I
- I

In~ignificantdet~rmination

Open Heart Surgery

Metropolitan
Outstate

i\.ggregate

Burn Care Units I I I' I
I I

Metropolitan I 2 I 59% 49% i 69%
Outstate I 1 , 77% I 77% I 77%

Aggregate I 3 I 65'~5 i . 49% 77%
I 1 _ J J

I I I I
I ! ! I
I • !I 1 I 23 96 23 96 2-3%

I
l 0 . I

.. I
I 1. !
I



A look at some of the other services which hospitals

indicated they shared included:

Laboratory Services

Joint Purchasing

Physical Therapy

Employee In-Service Education

Blue Cross Computer Service 
Billing/Payroll

Pharmacy

Blood Bankin~

Medical Record Librarian

Laundry

X-ray Therapy

Purchasing Dietary &
Medical Supplies

Insurance

Utilization Review

A number of outstate hsopitals also indicated sharing of

certain specialized staff. Dieticians) nurse anesthetists,

anesthesiologists, pathologists, radiologists, cardiologists,

physical therapists and chief engineers were among those

mentjoned one or ~oYe times.
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III: REPORT ON SITE VISITS

A. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS

1. DESIGN

The hospital site visits were very helpful to the Sub

committee. The ten hospitals were chosen on a multifactor

basis' which reflected the size, location and questionnaire

response, or clarity.

Four visits were made to hospitals in the Minneapolis

St. Paul area~ North Memorial, Midway> Samaritan, and Mt.

Sinai. The other visits were to outstate hospitals across

the state: Caledonia Community Hospital, Murray County

Memorial Hospital, Bemidji Hospital, Milaca Area District

Hospital, Long Prairie Memorial Hospital and Miller Dwan

Hospital and Medical Center in Duluth. (Miller Dwan was con

sidered a metropolitan hospital in the comparison statements).

Each hospital was visited by a team consis~ing of two

members of the Senate Special Subcommittee (one Senator and

one public member), a staff person, and an accountant acting

as consultant to th~ Subcommittee on financial matters.

At each hospital the team met with the administrator

and the assistant administrator, along with the financial

administrator. The director of nursing and a board member

were usually with the team for part of the day. Members of

the meJical staff also sat in for part of the discussion at

several of the hospitals.

The teams spent an entire day at each facility and

discussed the questions raised in the Subcommittee's letter
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to the administrators. (See Appendix D.) The hospitals were

asked to supply supporting documents for the team's review .

. The teams had the opportunity to speak with board members,

and a brief tour of special services was made at each hsopital

by the visiting team.

The purpose of the visits was to give the Subcommittee

an opportunity to learn first hand some of the problems and

complexities of hospital management and cost-containment

problems.

2. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
,

Small hospitals varied in the degree of fiscal soundness.

Outstanding debt was a serious problem at two hospitals

visited. Hospital officials expressed concern about the

various regulations which have an impact on their operations.

Problems with the Certificate of Need process, and the need

for nursing home beds in some areas were also cited.

There was a variety of approaches to the use of account-

ing machines and related equipment. Some of the outstate

hospitals are purchasing the Blue Cross shared computer

service for payrolls and billing. One contracts with a

computer firm in Illinois. At the larger hospitals, the

administrators are coordinating the administrative teams

which carry out the various management functions. The

administrator was the primary liaison with the board of

directors, and he worked closely with his staff for financial

feedback on operations.

The need for special business machines should be weighted

carefully against the size and patient days of the hospital.
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While it has been suggested that, in larger hospitals,

management could be more efficient by using such machines,

'the cost benefit analysis fo~ smaller rural hospitals does

not appear as favorable. In smaller hospitals good internal

controls with reliable personnel may be more suitable than

machines. One outstate hospital had business machinery

which seemed too expensive for its needs. Other suggestions

for efficiency, which.do not involve equipment but rather

improved management techniques, could be applied more

universally. One such suggestion, the ,development of personnel

utilization review mechanisms, was proposed in the testimony

by United Hospitals.

All of the hospitals expressed a concern for cost but'

most have pursued only limited coo~eration and coordination

for planning of services provided in an area. A notabJe

exception was in Duluth. Two hospitals visited had addition

al sources of funds from foundations and, therefore, had more

flexibility for experimenting with innovative programs.

Educational programs do have an effect on expenses of

operating. First, from the standpoint of the direct cost of

education to the hospitals; and secondly, because facilities

for educational tI'aining are required to have more services

available for students in order to be part of such programs.

A possible benefit of the teaching environment is constant

introduction and practice of new ideas.

Nursing staff was a concern at most hospitals. There are

problems in obtaining nursing staff in the time period prior

to the graduation of a new group of nUl'5es. Hospi.tals al~e

deluged with applications in the spring, but if there is a
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need for nurses later in the year, they must plan to hire

them at the time of graduation. Stability is not as great

a problem with RNs as it has been in the past, but there is

a high turnover rate for LPNs and nurses aides. Some

hospitals in the outstate areas would like to see local

training programs for RNs and LPNs who wish to return to

work after having been out of the profession for several

years.

Another proble~ observed with hospitals is the limita

tions of designs when additions or expansion were built.

Inefficjent design can result in the overburdening of support

services not suitable for the incteased volume of operation.

Some hospitals built facilities for physicians' office

space. When such facilities are constructed through the

sale of revenue bonds,the amount of the net rental is re

quired to be l'not less than the amount required to pay the

principal and interest ' ! according to Minnesota Statutes,

1971, Section 447.47. This was not always done.

The Subcommittee noticed a diversity in styles of

administration of hospitals and in concerns of administrators.

It is required that all hospitals have administrators who

are duly licensed and registered in Minnesota.

The visits were very helpful to the Subcommittee ln

gathering and refining information, and in gaining a fuller

perspective on hospital operations and concerns with respect

to fiscal matters.

3. COMPARISON STATEMENTS

The ten hospitals were divided into two groups of five.
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Rural hospitals which all had less than 100 beds, and urban

hospitals which all had more than 100 beds. The former group

appears in Table 12 and the latter group appears in Table 13.

B. AUDITOR,'IS COMMENTS

By Dwight A. Smith, State Auditbr's
Office.

I . MANAGEMENT

In any non-profit or publicly owned hospital, small or

large, the governing board is a group of community citizens

who are very dedicated people, serv1ng for little or no

compensation. They are supposed to give policy direction

to the hospital and appoint an administrator and/or

director to act as the executive officer of the governing

body. His or her ability is a major determinant of whether

or not the hoal'ci is a true governing body or they have little

effectiveness.

Following are a few statements which are' indicative of

a governing body with little effectiveness:

"Have not been able to give much time t.o hospital
operation. 11

"Do not know what services are needed."

"Have to Tely heavily on hospital }")ersonnel for recommen
dations and judgment."

nAdministrat.or and/or director knows what is needed
betteT than 'de do. II

It has been apparent for many years that some board

members were not appointed for their ability but for prestige

and recognition in their community, or for their financial

contributions. It is a tough, time-consuming job to be a

well-informed board member.
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2. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Generally budgets are prepared directly by the adminis-

trator or by finance committee; it has been a general board

practice in prior years, if a hospital had shown a profit,

not to scrutinize the budgets.

During the economic stabilization program and the present

economic situation, a one-year budget for all practical

purposes was, and continu~s to be, a difficult task due to

the rapi~ rise of operating costs. Because of these costs,

a monthly update of the annual budget is frequently necessary

so an adjustment of charges can be made to reflect the

additional costs. At the present time, any budget projetted

beyond one year would be meaningless, because of spiraling

costs of supplies and services.

3. DEBT RETIREMENT

This is an area with which the Subcommittee should be

very concerned. Due to the Medicare, Medicaid, and Blue

Cross reimbursement formulas, these funds are hard to raise.

4~ FINANCIAL CONDITION

Due to the high increase of costs for supplies, equip-

ment and so on, during the economic stabilization program

many of the hospitals experienced a decrease in working

capital and, in some cases, have had to borrow monies for

operating expenses. This is more prevalent in rural

hospitals due to the fact that in prior years the revenues

did not exceed expenses and Medicare had been reimbursing

the hospitals on a cost basis. During the economic
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stabilization program, the charges could not be increased

enough to compensate for the current yearts loss and/or

high increase of ' other costs.

Most hospitals do not have cash reserves set aside

for future construction,or equipment purchases; therefore,

a short or long term liability will have to be considered

if any updating of services is to be done.

~~QUI PMENT_PU!lCHi\~ ING

During the past several years hospitals have been

investing heavily in major equipment. Each hospital, in

its own right, is proud of the service they perform and ~ome

equipment purchases have been based on the fact that another

hospital has that equipment; therefore, "we" should have it

too. In other cases, it,has been demanded by the profession

al staff membe~s, or it lias been purchased to remain com

petitive in the area served by the particular hospital.

Usually no monies have been avail~ble for purch~sing equip

ment, thus forcing the hospital to purchase this equipment

on conditional sales contra~ts. This increases the total

cost of the equipment, in many cases twenty-five percent or

more; this in turn must be reflected in charges.

In some hospitals, leasing has been popular and will

become more so due to the fact that some third party

reimbursements will recognize the rental fee as an operating

expense; on a conditional sales contract, they will only

allow the depreciation (which is usually less than the yearly

principal payment) and interest expense. Again, the cost of

rental increases the costs usually by twenty-five percent or

more.
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6. JOINT OR COMBINED PURCHASING AND/OR SERVICES

In most cases, joint purchasing has been beneficial;

but in some areas, it has not. Some hospitals have been

able to purchase items at a lesser cost as individuals rather

than through group purchasing. It appears that the sales-

men have many different price schedules depending upon the

situation.

Using facilities of other institutions such as laundry,

dietary, administration, and so on, usually increases rather

than reduces the cost of these services.

7. ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS

Nearly all hospitals have detailed their accounts to

reflect information needed for Medicare and Medicaid cost

reporting and generally follow the A.H.A. chart of accounts.

The different costs by departments in relation to other

hospitals are due to the methods the administration uses for

allocation of supplies, indirect expenses and other cost

center allocations.

Many hospitals are sold accounting machines with the

idea that they are programmed for all general accounting

systems. However, after they are installed they are found

to not function as expected for all systems and frequently

for only one. Therefore, hospitals are left payjng for

equipment that does not function properly and increases

personnel needs without increasing efficiency.

Some computer rental systems are available, but they

are not designed to meet the needs of many of the hospitals,

and the cost is quite high.
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8. HOSPITAL CHARGES

Prior to the·Medicare program, most hospitals were using

a 'Irul e of thumb l
! approach to. establishing charges* - -' i.e.,

Pharrn.acy · direct costs multiplied by 3

Medical surgical supplies . direct costs multiplied by 3

Radiology and laboratory.

Emergency, operating,
delivery room, etc.

Room rates

· direct costs multiplied by 2

· comparable to neighboring
hospitals.

· comparable to neighboring
hospitals.

This usually generated enough revenue to exceed operating

expenses.

*This is based on the auditor's many years experience
in dealing with hospital accounting in Minnesota
county hospitals across the state.

When Medicare came into being, reporting forms required

hospitals to allocate all indirect costs to departments or a

cost center, based on statistics, revenues or expenses.

Based on this information, hospitals could adjust their

charges to cover costs of each department or cost center.

It becante very apparent that charges could not be established

using this formula as some charges would be extraordinarj in

cost centers where there is very little utilization.

Some hospitals are trying to adjust charges to costs

in certain departments, but there are many departments where

this cannot be done.

Most small hospitals are still using the old rule of

thumb with some revisions.
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Tables 12 and 13 were compiled from information taken

from financial statements prepared by the site visit hospitals'

a.u di tor s for the las t current or fi seal yea:!.'.

The financial data presented in this report does not

contain costs or revenues of attached nursing homes, extended·

care, or board and care facilities.

Information furnished in the ieplies to the hospital

survey was not always substantiated in the financial state-

ments.

This report is in conformity with generally accepted

accounting principles applied on a basis cOJlsistent with

OJie another.
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)

0"
~ )

( 0)
( 1)

Number of Beds
.Available Patient Days
Number of Patient Days
Percent of Occupancy

Number of Admissions

Patient Service Revenue
Average Daily Revenue
Average Revenue/Admission

Total Expenses
Per Diem Cost
Average Cost/Admission

COMPARISON STUDY ON HOSPITAL VISTS

TABLE 12 RURAL*

Long' PI_airie Mil<,~ca Bemidj i'----
34 45 72

12410 16,425 26,280
5659 13,639 20,712

.45.6% 83.045'6 78.81%------ ---
955 1866 3465

$558,295.00. $1,128,411.00 '.$2,176,295.00
98.65 82.73 105.07

584.60 6C4.72 628.08

$606,820.00 $950,712.00 $2004,567.00
107.23 69.71 96.78
635.42 509.49 578.52

:Murray
Caledonia County

4 man tfis 2-S-
8 months 13 48

6,212 17,520
2,987 7,049
48.09%- . 40.24 96

537 1093

$239.743.00 $467,D95.00
80.26 66.26

446.45 427.35 .

$214,142.00 $551,277.00
71.69 78.21

398.77 504.37

(12) Professional Component
Anesthesiology
Radiologist Fees' (A)
Pathologist Fees

Total Professional Cost

(13) Anesthesio1ogy-% of
Total Expense

(13) Radiologist - % of
Total Expense

(13) Pathologist - ~ of
Total Expense

(13) % of Total Expense

*Based on 1973 figures.

None
26,719.00
1,744.00

$284,463.00

L1 L1~••• 0

.287%

. 4-.69'%

38,609.00
3,975.00

$425,584.00

4.06%

.418%

4. 48 ~i

1,509.00
26,825.00
77,246.00

$105,580.00

.075

1.44%

3~85%

5.27%

11,835.00
D.B. .

$11,835.00

.5.53%

5.53%

15,402.00
7,743.00

$23,147.00

2.79%

1.40%

4.20%
'----



COMPARISON STUDY ON HOSPITAL VISITS

CIS) Average Length of Stay (days)
(19) Medicare Utilization

Tot~l Othe~ Revenues

(17) Net (Loss) or G~in

Other R~Ve:1U8S:

20) ~on Operating
2;') Operating

~.fone

6.45
57.00%

Hurray
Coun~

$ 5,010.00
---

$~~

$ 4.,145.00
.752%
.88%

$ 5.010.00

5.56
57.95%

None

Caledonic.

$10., 9 96 . 00

$14,605.00
6.82~6

6.09%

TABLE 12 RURAL'"

Long Prairie Milaca Bemi<5.j i

$ 30,200.00 $ .124,622.00 $ 160,448.00
{,.976% 13.11 % 8.01%
5.41% 11.047;; 7.37 96

$-60,925.00 0' 82,2_67.00 $ 70,677.00.p-_._--
5,93 7.31 5.98

32.00% 43.40% 1.7.87%

$ 10,730.'JO $ 17,281.00 <!' 2S,571-00<i'
7,070.00 11,909.00 33,826.00

$ 17,800.00 $ -29 , 19 0 . Q..Q. $ S 9 , 297 ....Q.Q.

Deductions from Patient
Servi e Revenues

~ 0 Total Expenses
% a Total Revenues

(14 )

(1:; )
(16)

I-oJ
~

c.

(A) - includes readings for E.K.G.s
E.B.~ direct billing by physicians

(1) Number licensed by the Department of Health
(2) Nunbcr of ~ed5 mUltiplied by 365 J~ys

(3) P~tient ci~ys recorded by the hospital for year
(4) Ratio of total patient days to actual days
(5) Adiili~sions recorded by the hospital for year
(6) Gross revenues carned fro~ daily patient services

fa r ve<'cr
(7) Gra~~ revenues divided hi patient days
(8) Gross rcvcn~cs divided by admissions
(9) T0~;:;.l co.:"ts rC(~lli"cd faY operations for year

(10) TO'L~il exp~n:::{'s di\"illcd by patie;lt clays
cn) Total expcll:=:es diviJcd by admissions
(12) Physician activities which are directly related

to patient care or diagnosis and t8a~hing

(13)
(H)

(15)
(16)
(17)
(1 S)
( 19)
(20)
( 21)

Costs divided by total·expenses
Amounts not received by the hospitals due to
contractu~l, Merlicare and Medicaid cost adjust
ments, policy, administratjve, and charity
adjustm8r.ts, and the provision for bad deats.
Total ded~ctions divided by tot~l expenses
Total deductions divided by total revenues
Profit or loss realized from operations
Total days divided by total a~missions

Ratio of ~;("c1icare d::lys to total patient days
RCV8r:t.:8S received such J.S private contributions
Revenues received from operations other than
daily patient services

--------------~---------~----~~._-~----------~- ~- -, --_.~------_.,----~-_.~ ...-._-----------



COMPARISON STUDY ON HOSPITAL VISITS

TABLE 13 METROPOLITAN*

North Mcnoria1 Mid\\'"p.y. Mt. Sinai Samaritan ~Ii11er Th,Tan

1
2
..)

6

8
9

(10
(11
(1 ....,
\.~ 1.

:Number of Beds
Available Patient Days
~usber of Patient Days
~j of Occupancy
~u~bcr of Admissions
Patient Service hevenue

Average Daily Revenue
Average Revenue/Admission

Expense -
Per Diei:l Cost
Average Cost/~dmission

Profcssion~l Comnoncnt
Electrocardiol~gy Fees .

-Electroencephalogy Fees
Anesthesiology Fees
Radiologist Fees
Pathologist i-ecs

TotJl~rrorcssiona1
Component Fees

546
- 199,290

147;073
73.80%

24.651
$20,OS9~062.00

135.59
. 814.94
$19,030,390.00

129.39
771.99

$ 62,240.00
41,135.00

D.B.
D.B.

367~809.00_

$ 471,184.00

337
123,005
100,314

31.55%
12,467_

$11,060,389.00
110.26
887.17

$ 9,830,736.00
98.00

788.54

-$ 42,285.00
2,400.00

J.B.
158,463.00

_124,864.00

$ 3?7,932.00

273
99,645
71,446

71.70%
10,129

$-10 , 352 , S26 . 00
144.90

1,022.07
$11,184,401.00A-1

156.54
1,104.20

$ 62,440.00
10,464.00
17,354.00

290,938.00
222,274.00

$ 603,470.00

150
54,750
22,469

41.04%
1,920

$3,035,096.00.
135.08

-1,580.78
$3,478,232.00A-2

154.81
1, S11. 58

$ 12,180.00

-9,379.00
6,511.00
0,970.00

$ ·109,040.00

179
65,335
42,637

65.26~

3,026
$4,773,132.00
- 111.95

1,577.37
$4,339,831.00

101.79
1,434.18

$ 5,600.00

D.B.
D.B.

113,490.00

$ 119,090.00

.22%

.1.93%

D.B.

D.B.

.13%

. 27% D.B .

1.05% D.B.

1.47% 2.61%

3.14% 2.74%
~--

---

.35%

.16%

.09%

5'.40 %

2.60%

1.99%

.56%

1.27%

1.61%

.43%

.02%

D.B.

3.34 %.2.48%

.44% -

~ of Total Costs - Professional
Component

(13)

(13) Electrocardiology - % of
Total Expense

(13) Electroencephalogy - % of
Total Expense

(13) Anesthesiology - % of Total.
Expense

(13) Radiologist - % of Total
Expense

(13) Pathologist - % of Total
Expense

'* Based on 1973 figures.



COMPARISON STUDY ON HOSPITAL VISITS

TABLE 13 METROPOLITPJ\j (Cant' d.)
North f.fcn'.orial Midwa.y Mt. Sinai Samaritan

--- 1>riller D'...an

$ 866.148.00
$---s66 ~ 14 8. CO

$ 437,124.00
10.07%

8.88%
147,638.00

14.09
31.00%

$ 151,461.00
$- 151.461.00

$ 82,618.00
31,126.\;0

$ 113,744.00

($ 136,661.00)
3.93%
4.50%

$ 193,193.00
11.70.
61.10%

$ 349,873.00
352,015.00

$ 701,888.00

$ 17,737.00
.16%
.17%

($ 221,362.00)
7.0S

27.00%

~ '"'\,- 0
I • 1..:) ~

572,345.00
8.05

35.00%

30,426.00
114,626.00
145,052.00

802,360.00
8.16%

¢
'¥

$

$

$$1,154,340.00
0.07%
5.75 95

769,980.00
5.97

25.00"6

Ded~ctions from Patient
Service Revenues

% of Total Expense
% of Total Revenue

Net (Loss) or Gain $
Average Length nf Stay (days)
Medicare Utilization
Ot.her Revenues

Non operating
Operating

Tot21 Other Revenues

( 5)
C 6)
(7)
( 3)
( 9)

(Z C
(21

(14)

,--' D.E. - d.irect billing by physicia;1.s
(X>

(1) .
(2)
(- ,
c.)j

(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)
(11)
(12)

(13)

Number licensed by the Department of Health
Nu~ber of bcds multiplied by 365 days
Patient days rccorded by the hospital for year
Ratio of total patient days to actual days
Admissions recorded by the hospital for year
Gross revenuc~ earned from daily patient services
for year
Gross revenues divided by patient days.
Gross revenues divided by admissions
To~al costs rcquired for operations for year
Total expenses divided by patient days
Total expenses divided by admissions
PhY5icia~ activities which are dire~tly related
to p3tient carc or diagllosis and teaching.
Costs divided by total expenses

(14 )

(15)
(16 )
(17)
( 18)
(19)
(20)
(21)

A-I

A-2

Amounts not received by the hospitals due to
contractual, Medicare and Medicaid cost adjust
ments, policy, administrative, and charity
adjustments, and th~ provision for bad debts.
Total deductions divided by tot~l expenses
Total deductions divided by total re,enues
Profit OT loss realized from operations
Total days divided by total admissions
Ratio of Medicare days to total patient days
Revenues received such as private contributions
Revenues received from operations other than daily
patient services
Does not include $73,638.00 nonoperating expense
reflected in net (loss) aT gain
Does not include $462.00 nonope=ating expense
reflected in net (loss) aT gain



IV: HOSPITAL BASED SPECIALISTS

A. GENE~~L OBSERVATIONS

The s i tua t ion with re sp'ect to ho spi tal based special ist s -

radiologists, pathologists and anesthesiologists - became a

special concern of the Subcommittee. In its questionnaire

to hospitals, the Subcommittee asked. some questions about

compensation paid to them by hospitals, and about the services

provided to hospitals" by them. Tnclusion of these questions

was initially opposed hy the Minnesota Hospital Association.

The Subcommittee was able to obtriin some data on

compensation for services of these groups. Information ,vas

provide d by ho spit ct 1. res p 0 n s est. 0 tite que s tic.' n11air e, but t his

information was fragmentary. Some hospital administrators

did not answer the' questions relating to hospital based

specialists. Others failed to answer them completely or

gave responses.which clearly did not deal completely with the

intent of the questions. Figures supplied by hospitals at

site visits frequently differed fyom those reported in the

su.rvey. A meeting between Subcommittee staff and repTesent-

atives of the three specialty groups yielded information on

the ten site visit hospitals which conflicted in several

instances with that provided by the administrators of these

hospitals.

Thus, any information 01' conclusions as to hospital

based specialists must be viewed as tentative. More sttl.dy

must be done before any firm conclusions can be drawn.

Even if more information were available, it would he

difficult to define the exact nature and scope of the
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situation with respect to hospital based specialists. Precise

information as to fee arrangements and income of hospital

based specialists is very difficult to obtain. Their arrange-

ments with hospitals vary considerably. In some cases~ they

are salaried hospital employees. In others they rece1ve a

percentage of the gross income of the hospital department

involved. In some cases they bill patierits directly either

from their office or through the hospital. In many cases

their income is derived from a combination of these approaches

plus additional outside fee for service work and independent I

laboratories. In most cases the specialists, individually or . ~.

!

in groups, work for several hospitals (often with different

agreements ~ith each). Therefore, without access to their

income tax records, it is difficult to determine precisely

what these individuals are earnIng. Further, it 1S usually

impossible to translate professional fees into wage rates for

hours worked because most hospitals indicate that in addition

to their regular hours, they are It on callo for emergencies.

Some utilize hospital laboratories; some their own laboratories.

Some must drive or fly to a number of different hospitals.

Solo practitioners must also pay for other specialists to

°cover" for them when they are not available. This makes it

diffiCUlt to ascertain their overhead costs.

Some helpful information was provided by Dr. Craig N.

Freeman, a pathologist; Dr. John A. Peterson, an anesthesi-

ologist; and Dr. John B. Coleman, a radiologist. According

to them there are about 150 pathologists in Minnesota, 226

anesthesiologists in Minnesota and South Dakota, and about

200 radiologists (including residents) in Minnesota.
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According to Dr . Peter son, a 19'74. 5 ul~vey of Minnesota

anesthesiologists shows that gross income and hours of work

aTe .a. s f 0 110ws :

GROSS INCOME AND HOURS OF WORK
FOR MINHESOTA AITlfsTHESTCYLOGISTS

Gross Income
(10 612 2 ~---!:.e spoJ~d ing)

Hours Worked Per Week
(117/226 respondin.g)

Income
-flo ,°00 - 2°,°°°
$20,001-30,000
$30,001-40,000
$40,001-50,000
$50,OOl-75~OOO

$75,000-100,001

Number
--3-

5
15
40
35

3

Hours
Less'-than 20
21 - 30
31 - 40
41 - 50
51 and ove1"

Number
---~-

3
7

41
63

Dr. Freeman reported that the range of income for path-

ologists was roughly $35,000 to $80,000.

Based upon information obtained at site visits, it

appears that fees of hospital based specialists constitVte

between four and six percent of total hospital costs when

the three groups of specialists are paid by the hospj.tals.

Ba~;ecl on information pT8serltly available, it is impossible

to definitely say if any of the ten hospitals which were

visited are paying excessive compensation to specialist

groups. In most cases, it was impossible to ascertain the

precise time commitment made by the specialists in return for

their compensation. In other cases there was conflict between

information supplied by the hospitals and the specialists.

For example, Sam~ritan Hospital reported paying $50,970 for

p2~thology services ten hours a ·week. The specialists Teported

their time commitment at about twenty-seven hours per week.

The reported compensation paid for anesthesiology l\'as
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generally lower than the other two groups. This is partially

a reflection of the fact that five of the ten hospitals do

not employ anesthesiologists; four of these five use the

services of Certified Register~d Nurse Anesthetists

(C.R.N.A.). Many of the other hospitals use C.R.N.A.s to

supplement the work of their anesthesiologist. Nurse

anesthetists receive considerably lower compensation than

anesthesiologists, and competition from them could be

producing lower compensation for anesthesiologists.

Efforts were made to trace the specialty groups serving

the ten site visit hospitals in order to ascertain the number

of hospitals served by them and their gross income. Sinte

some specialists bill patients directly, and information was

not available fronl all hospitals, the information is not

complete. However, some.preliminary conclusions are possible.

The typical pathologist's gross income appeared to be

slightly in excess of $70,000. The figures include only

those sums paid by hospitals and exclude other sources of

income such as independent laboratorie::;, In most cases,

the i r expens e ') for .ho sp i t:11 work are min imc\l, except for

travel. The income of radiologists varied more, and there

were more instances of direct billing of patients in un-

disclosed amounts. The largest reported income of a hospital

based specialist was $146,610 and was earned by a radiologist.

An examination of the information obtained and estimates of

the information which was not available indicate that the

typica.l income range (from hospitals) of radiologists and

pathologists in Minnesota is $60,000 to $80,000. Most
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exceptions to this appear to be on the high side. (See

Tables 14 and 15).

A 1971 survey by the Northlands Regional Medical Program

found the following gross and net income for reporting

physicians:

INCOME OF MINNESOTA PHYSICI.A.NS

Medical Number Gross Net
~pecio-lty Report in,g, Income ~.~p-ense~_ Income

---.,.._.~ -----
General Practice

& Family Practice 284 $63,2.88 $30,952 $32,336

Radiology 17 55,706 6,700 49,006

Pathology 19 68,26~5 21 s 744 46,519

Anesthesiology 24- 49,542 11,079 38,463

All -Physicians 703 66,603 27,085 39,518

The figures indicate that radiologists! and pathologists' net

earnings arc a~out 50% more than f&mily practice/general

p rae tice p 11Ysic i an s . Anesth e s i 010 g is t s! inc 0 me s > as in c1 i - ,

cated elsewhere, tend to be less than those of the two other

hospital based sp~cialty groups.37

The concern over hospital based specialists is not unique

t.o Minnesota. "Testimony before the Senate Anti-Trust c1nd

Monopoly Subcommittee, a 1967 Justice Department suit against

the pathologists and interviews with hospital administrators

and pathologists indicate a simple explanation for the high

compensation. The pathologist and other hospital medical

specialists have a monopoly on the services they offer, and

they use it to fOTce hospitals to give them an unusual form

of compensation. 11
38 Since hospitals aTe req'vlired to provide

the services of the specialists in order to obtain Medicare

certification and accreditation, th6y can be put in an unfair
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TABLE 14

FOLLOW UP OF RADIOLOGY GROUPS FROM
TEN SITE VISIT HOSPITALS - 1973 FIGURES

Comments

Approximately one-third of the
$290,938 went i~to a special fund for
the use of the radiology department
or the radiologists. -

Group-bills patients directly at one
hospital. ,
Names of other hospitals served were
not available.

One hospital served for 9 months;
five hospitals served for entire year.
Radiologist hires other radiologists
to cover when he is unavailable.
Group serves two of the site visit
hospitals.
One'hospltal served for three months;
five hospitals served for entire year.
Radiologist bills patients directly
at one hospital. '

2 •

2.

,
.i •

1.

1 7

1.

1.

1.

1.

j
"

$ 6L1. oc;"7
" - I

,l,

50,550;p

---
$ 63,620
---
$ 32,344

$ 96,979

$146,610

Reported
FE~es per
Group
Member

$ 32,344

$290,938

j\.mount
of Fees
Reported

----;---------;-,------------------~-------

o

1

1

1 (urban)

1 (urban)

1 (rural)

'j , I
I 4 (ur ban) 4 i $387 , 042
r-----

!I _
I 6 ( rur a 1) 5 $ 50 , 5 ::> 0
J

!
1--4-(rural) 3! $381,720 i

{ .. 1 !

Hospitals
Known Reporting
Hospitals Profli
Served Fees

\ I
i 6 (rural) j 5 $146,610
I j
I '
I j, '

3

6

6

6

.1

1

1

Group
Size

f-l
t-..l
.p..

General Comments: 1. Two site visit hospitals employ radiologists whose primary practice
is located outside of Minnesota.

2. Outside income from consulting, independent laboratories, etc. was not
reported.

3. One group of six serving an urban hospital bills patients directly.
They also have an independent laboratory staffed by a seventh member
of the group.

-----------..,...---.."""-.....,,-. .".-~_._._,-_._._ .._~ '._~~ .._.-_._.----_._.~---,_ .._.,._-----_.._----_.._--._-----~-, .._--------_. - ..--



Table 15

FOLLOW UP OF ~ATHOLOGY GRO~PS FROM TEN SITE ~ISITHOSPITALS' - 1973 Figures

Group
Size

Known
Hospitals
Served

Hospitals
Reporting
Professional
Fees

Amount
Of Fees
Repol'ted

Reported
Fees per
Group
Member Comments

1

3

One large hospital did not
report.

Full time salaried employees.

1 (ruTal) I 1 r--7-;, 246 I 77 ,246 I
__-"'"_____ l I ! ,.-+-1 ,

i-' 5
l',)
l;-,

-~-

2

-
3

-
5

-

1

General Comments:

1. Two site visit hospitals contract with professional laboratories.

2. Outside income from consulting, independent laboratories, etc. was not reported.



bargaining position in negotiating with them.

During the hospital site visits, some hospital adminis-

trators cited instances where hospital based specialists had

requested that the hospital install new, and frequently

expensive, equipment in their departments. In several in-

stances, the administrators questioned the necessity for this

new equipment or the ability of the hospital to afford it.

However, in order tci retain the services of these specialists,

the hospitals puchased the equipment.

The specialists have gellerally had the support of the

other doctors on the hospital staff in their demands for

their lucratjve contracts. In one instance, a hospital

administrator, who asked to have his name kept anonymous,

r~ported on his efforts to obtain a different radiology group

for his hospital. He entered into negotiations with a

different grou~ of radiologists. At one point he was asked

to meet with a representative of this group at a restallrant.

When he arrived at the restaurant, he did not see the rep-

resentative of the group there. Shortly thereafter, a person

wearing dark glasses and with his coat collar turned up

beckoned him over to an adjoining table. It turned out this

was the representative of the new group who was seeking to

avoid identification. They discussed a possible agreement

which would have provided tIle hospital with increased services

(including weekend radiological services and in-service

training of the hospital radiology department employees by

the new group) for a price that was substantially lower than

the hospital was paying to its existing radiology group.
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When they concluded their discussion, the. representative of

the new group took the piece of paper on which the proposed

'program of services was outlined so that he could destroy it.

When the hospital administrator sought to implement the

change from the former group to the new group, he was

opposed by his hospital medical staff and \"las unable to

make the change.

In some cases, hospital administrators also reported

that their hospital medical staffs supported specialists

against the hospital administrators when the specialists

were seeking to have the hospital purchase the nevy equip

ment. It is unclear why the hospit.al medical staffs took

these positions. In many instances it was undoubtedly

a concern for retaining or obtaining a higher quality of

medical care. Yet, in some instances, the administrators

reported a belief that it was more a case of the medical

profes sion II s ti'cking together'l. (The SubcommitteE: recogni zes

that some of th.e statements by hospital administ-rators may

have been self-serving attempts to place the blame for high

hospital costs on someone else.)

Related to the question of hospital based specialists

is the subject of hospital x-ray and laboratory depart~ents.

These departments are needed for many crucial tests which

must be performed and analyzed quickly. In addition, however,

these departments are usuaJ.ly profitable ones for hospitals.

The charges for laboratory and x-ray services,at hospitals

tend to be higher than the charges for the same services at

independent laboratories. According to figures supplied by

Dr. Craig Freeman, comparisons for an, independent laboratory
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and a hospital in Minneapolis show:

COMPARATIVE HOSPITAL AND LABORATORY CHARGES FOR TESTS

Test

Routine Urinalysis
Complete Blood CounT
Pregancy Test
Mono Test
12 Channel (SM.l\ 12)

Hospital
Laboratory

$ 5.15
12.90
16.50

5.30
20.60

Independent
Laboratory

$ 4.00
3.50
5.00
4.00
6.00

Difference

$ 1.15
9.40

11.50
1. 30

14.60

If the hospitals did not have the profit from these services

to use as an o£fs~t against losses in their other departments,

it is conceivable that they would have to raise the charges

for the losing depQrtments. Thus, an increased emphasis on

. independent laboratories would not necessarily result in a

direct dollar for dollar saving in overall health care costs.

IL SPF.CTAL1STS AT TeN MTNNSSOTA HOSPITALS
t ;

Information for this section was obtained from several

sources: hospital survey forms, financial reports and site

visits. In addition, verification and uniformity of informa-

tierral requests were secured through follow-up phone calls

to hasp i tal Sl ac1minis era tor s, and representa t ive 5 of spec ial i ty

groups. Financial information is from 1973.

1. LONG PRAIRIE

Long Praire is served by nurse anesthetists based in

Little Falls, Minnesota. They serve three other hospitals.

Time cooonitment to Long Prairie is variable, but the group

treats an averag~ of thirty surgical cases per month. The

anesthesiologists are reimbursed on a fee for service basis
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with no separate billing to patients. Patients are billed by

the hospital according to established rates with 15% added

for supplies and general expenses. Total patient revenue

for 1973 was $14,545 for anesthesiology. Professional fees

expense was $11,292. The department is revenue producing

for the hospital.

Pathologic examinations are performed by a Board

Certified Pathologist who visits the hospital once a month

for approximately t~o hours and is on call at other times.

This pathologist also serves six other hospitals. Ret~burse

ment for referrals from doctors in the attached clinic is

bas ed on 35 % of gTO S S revenue £1'on1 te s ts performed for those

doctors. The pathologist receives $200 per month fyom the

hospital. (The hospital issues combined bills to the patient.)

Tdtal lab expenses were over $93,000 while other hospital

sal?-ries added another $12)197 in the professional expense

component. The department was revenue producing for the

hospital.

The hospital dOGS all x-rays fo:( the gTOUp of doctors

jn the attached clinic as "'lell as for hospital patients. One

radiologist serves the hospital. He serves five other

hospitals and allots time, as needed, to Long Prairie. He

is usually available fOUl days a week. He regularly spends

six to ten hours a week at the hospital plus the time for

travel and call-ins. The hospital reimburses the radiologist

40 percent of gross departmental revenue faY review of

hospital patients less 5 percent faY "billing. This includes

some instances where the clinic doctors, rather tllan the

radiologist, read the x-ray of a hospital patient, subject
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to review by the radiologist.. (This situation is not a

typical. It is con~on in rural areas for the treating physi

cian to read and act upon an x-raY,subject to review later

by the radiologist.) The patient receives a bill from the

hospital only; and this ~harge is based on the Minnesota

Relative Value Scale. Patient revenue generated by x-ray

was $78,000. The radiologist was paid about $21,000 for.

inpatient radiological services with another $11,000 paid

to the clinic doctors for their referrals of outpatient

x-ray work. To these expenses must be added supplies,

equipment and departmental salaries of $36,800 yielding a

total expense of $68,000 for the department. The depart

ment was revenue producing for the hospital.

2. MILACA

There are no anesthesiologists emplQyed by the hospital.

Anesthesia is administered by a nurse anesthetist who lives

in Milaca. The nurse anesthetist can obtain consulation

from an anesthesiologist in the Twin Cities at no charge.'

Patients·arebilled directly by the hospital for anesthesia.

Two pathologists provide coverage to Milaca Ho~pital on

a part-time basis. They travel to several hospitals and

come to Milaca for approximately six hours a month. Reimburse-

ment is a fixed salary of $200 per month for consultation.

In addition, a pathologist performs all autopsies for a flat

fee of $150 each. Gross revenue from the clinical and path

ological lab was $125,987. Total direct lab expenses were

$55,388 including $3,975 for professional fees. The lab

oratory was revenue producing.
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Milaca 15 served by a group of three radiologists.

The names of the other hospitals served was not available.

Of this group, however, only. one routinely comes to the

hospital three days per week. Reimbursement is based on

40% of gross departmental revenue. There are no separate

bills to the patient, There has been some discussion of

a 5% charge for bad debts and general expenses. The

radiology department generated $82,713 in gross revenue,

which was offset by direct expenses of $62,634. Of this

amount, $32,344 weTe fees for professiollal services. The

departm~nt was revenue producing for the hospital.

3. MIDWAY

Midway Hospital uses a group of si~ anesthesiologists.

They serve two other hospitals, but generally three are

present at Midway daily through the completion of the surgery

schedu.le. One .anesthesiologist is always lion call" fOT

emergencies. The hospital is not involved in reimbursement;

the physician anesthesiologists bill patients directly. The

hospital does charge patients a fee for the services of

nurse anesthetists and the use of supplies and equipment.

Anesthesia departmental revenue was $342,914 for inpatients

and $3,923 for outpatients. Direct expenses were $211,102.

The department is revenue producing.

A group of three physicians do pathological consultation

for Midway. This group jointly serves Midway and Mounds

Park Hospitals, but provides full coverage to Midway every

day as needed. The group is paid as a percent of gross

departmental revenue at the rate of 16 9;;. At present, the
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total payment for the two hospitals is limited by a range

from $150,000 minimum to $165,000 maximum per year. The

hospital bills patients directly with no additonal charge.

The laboratory had $983,806 in inpatient revenue and

$109,816 in outpatientr~venue. Direct expense at Midway

Hospital alone for the department were $688,353 of which

$124,964 were professional fees to the pathologists in

1973.

Midway also uses a professional association of five

radiologists. This group also works at two other hospitals.

They provide full toverage with three radiologists at the

hospital for most of the day, five days a week and coverage

on weekends as needed. They are reimbursed on a unit cost

system using the Blue Cross Relative Unit Value Scale

developed by the Minnesota Radiological Society. The

'radiologists compute units delivered monthly and bill the

hospital. The physicians bill for Medicare directly.

Midway charges patients a' flat rate, including professional

services. ~-ray' revenue was $617,999 for inpatients and

$272,723 for 6utpatients. Direct departmental 'expenses

were $528,232 including a professiofia1 component of $158,463.

4. CALEDONIA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

Caledonia does not employ or retain an anesthesiologist.

A C.R.N.A. comes to Caledonla on a "on call" basis, and

surgery is scheduled as he is available. He is paid on a
,

fee for service basis at the rate of $30 for the first half

hour and $5 each additional half hour, plus $5 travel allow-

~nce. The hospital issues a combined bill to the patient
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adding $20 per case to meet its own expenses. Professional

fees for anesthesia were $656. Other expenses were included

in the operating room. Revenue chargeable to anesthesia

was not available.

Pathology is contracted with a group of eight located

in LaCrosse. They operate a professional laboratory which

performs specialized services for quite a few hospitals

over a widely dispersed area. This group has established

rates for tests and "examinations. The hospital in turn

bills patients directly, adding a hospital service charge

of $3 on each unit. Another service provided by the group

is consultation and staff improvements. To render this

service, one of the pathologists visits Caledonia once a

month for several hours. The charge for this visit is $200.

R~venue for the'hospital laboratory was $34,160.

Expenses were $22,462.

A group of five or six Tadiologists rotates their

membership through Caledonia. They visit several hospitals

on a rotating schedule originating in Iowa. Their weekly

stop in Caledonia spans several hours. Remuneratioll is a

flat 40% of gross departmental revenue, less 5% for debts

and other expenses. All billing is done by the hospital.

The x-ray department had receipts of $29,485 balanced by

$14,236 total expenses including $10,409 for professional

fees.

5. Si\MARITAN HOSPITA.L

Six anesthesiologists provicle services to Samaritan as

well as two other hospitals. They are present only as needed
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since the hospital also employs a full-time nurse anesthetist

at $15,000 per year. The group is guaranteed a minimum of

$5,000 per month but the group bills separately. !he hospital

was' forced to ciake up a deficit in this monthly guarantee

eight months in 1973. Direct. charges by the anesthesiologists

are unknown. Patient revenue from the department was $66,558~

off-set by $51,448 in expenses including $9,379 in profession

al fees which the hospital paid the group ~o meet the,monthly

minimums.

Pathologic examinations are done by a group of five

physicians who also serve two other hospitals. They are

available at all times but are usually present about ten

hours per week. For this they are remunerated on a percent

of gross revenue at the rate of 14%. The hospital issues

combined bills to the patients. Gross revenue for lab

oratory was $373,067. Direct expenses for the department

were $255,768 including $50,970 in professional fees.

X-rays are interpreted by a group of six professional

radiologists, two of whom serve Samaritan regularly. This

group works at two other hospitals and covers Samaritan

as needed. A radiologist is usually there three to four

hours a day during the week. The group is paid a fixed

rate of 23% of gross departmental revenue. The department

brought $237,910 in revenue against $136,296 in direct

expenses. Professional fees paid for x-ray were $36,511;

outside professional fe~s totaled $20,9l5~ In addition,

specialized radiology services are provided by a different

radiologist who bills patients separately.
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6. MURRAY COUNTY HOSPITAL---_.----

There are no anesthesiologists salaried or retained

at Murray County Hospital. The county guarantees a C.R.N.A.

$12,000 a year. Number or location of 6ther hospitals

served by this individual were unavailable. Revenue for the

department was $,II. '704
l 'i , bl • Expenses were $3,872 and used to

supplement income from fees to guaianteed amount.

Murray County Hospital's pathological examinations

are done by a professional laboratory at established rates.

This group of pathologists docs not visit the hospital or

perform any other services besides interpretation of test

and examinations. Patients receive a combined bill with

a $2 hospital service charge on each unit of service.

Routirte tests such as blood counts are performed by

technicians on th·e premises and the results interpreted

by the attending phys·icians. Operating revenue was $44,041.

Expenses were $25,626 including $'7,676 for "tissue exam-

ination fees" paid to tll.e outside pathologists.

One radiologist from a group of unknown size visits

Murray County Hospital one-half day a week. All tests and

readings are done at this time, although attending physicians

lltilize and interpret films taken by a technician during

the remainder of the we~k. Remuneration is a fixed 40%

of gross x-ray revenue. Total radiology revenue was

$32,178. Expenses were $23,382 with $]5,402 expended for

professional fees.

7. BEMIDJI HOSPITAL

There are no anesthesiologists employed or retained by
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Bemidji Hospital. The hospital utilizes three nurse

anesthetists. They serve four or more hospitals and practice

in a group. They are paid a salary by Bemidji totaling

$41,733 or about $14,000 each. The hospital issues one bill

to patients including th~se professional expenses.

Departmental revenue was $119,083.

Bemidji employs a pathologist full time. This phy~ician

serves five 6ther hospitals from the premises. The path-

ologist receives 20 percent of adjusted departmental gross.

In addition, he is paid $50 per month from each of the five

hospitals in the B~midji area which contract with the h6spital

for his servites. His precise income for 1974 is unknown,

but will be 15-20 percent less than the 1973 revenue of

$77,246. These fees are in relation to $193,491 total

expenses and $226,490 laboratory revenue, excluding blo&d

"bank.

The hospital is visited by a radiologist in solo

practice. He is on-site three full days, two half days and

some weekends. This individual additionally contracts with

.two other hospitals. The hospital provides him $500 in

cash each year to administer the department. He pays the

hospital $500 each year to rent office space there. The

radiologist bills patients directly, and the hospital has no

connection with this reimbursement. In addition, however,

the hospital bills patients for other expenses. Depart

mental revenue was $110,160. Radiology expenses were

$72,128.
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Qo • MILLER-DWAN HOSPITAL

Miller-Dwan Hospital and Medical Center uses the services

·of. five anesthesiologists. They serve one other hospital but

provide service as needed fOT sUTg"ical schedule and erflergcn-

cies. The anesthesiologists bill patients directly. There

are no associated expenses for the hospital. Other anesthesia

expenses are billed to the patient. The amount of these

expenses was included with operating room expenses. Revenue

was attributed to anesthesia and totaled $9976.

·A group of two pathologists (three in 1974) perform all

tissue examinations for Miller Dwan and two other hospitals.

The group does all their work on the premises (including

services to other facilities). Miller-Dwan receives fees

faY their services to other hospitals. They aYe reimbursed

for 25% of adj us ted revenue. Labora tory revenue front 19 '7 ~5

was $422,872. Direct expenses were $274,017 including

$113,490 for "outside services". This figure includes other-

agreements but professional fees were about $101,000 for the

pathologists. Total djrect and indirect expenses were

$351,415.

Six physicians perform radiological services on a

rotating basis. They serve several other hospitals and

come to Miller daily. They have no contract with the hospital

and bill patients directly. Once again, the hospital charges

patients separately for technicians and supplies. According

to 1973 figures, departmental revenue was $131,145 and direct

and indirect expenses totaled $114,35'2.
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9. MT. SINAI HOSPITAL

A group of four anesthesiologists treat patients at the

hospital on a full-time ba~is. They are reimbursed directly

by patients on a fee for service basis. These charges were

not made available for this report. In addition, the hospital

pays the group $15,000 in salary and $2,254 in benefits to

provide supervision and education to students at the

hospital. The hospital receives $300,308 in revenue from

its own bills to patients and $17,254 from the University

for the supervision and education of students. This revenue

is against $279,412 in direct exp~nses, including the pro-

fessional fees and $201,553 for other salaries attributed to

the department.

The pathology department h~s three full-time physicians.

They serve no other hospital directly but provide training

for students resident or rotating at Mr. Sinai. The annu~l

salary was $77,334 for one and $71,385 each for the other

two. These individuals also receive benefits amounting to

an average of $9,171 per year. Revenue from the laboratory

was $1,353,760. Direct expenses were $1,069,241, including

$222,274 in professional fees~

Last year a group of three radiologists provided

coverage which was billed at 30% of adjusted departmental

revenue. Under this plan the hospital billed $290,938 for

professional fees. About $90,000 of this went into ~

special fund fOT the use of the department. Effective

August 1, 1974, Mt. Sinai contracted with a new group of

radiologists. They provide full time coverage. They are

reimbursed on a fee for service arrangement based on the
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Minnesota Relative Value Scale. In 1973, the department

had $874,324 in total revenue and $613,094 in direct expenses.

The hospital bills patients directly with a single bill for

professional and departmental charges.

10. NORTH MEMORIAL

North Memorial has a contract with a group of five

anesthesiologists~ They provide services- as needed including

"call" to Memorial Hospital. The anesthesiologists bill

patients dir~ct1y on a fee for service mechanism. Revenue

was not available. The hospital maintains a department of

anesthesiology staffed with nurse anesthetists. The depart~

ment earned $988,106 in revenue while direct expenses totaled

$603,789.

A group of five pathologists are available full time to

perform examinations and provide supervision and teaching.

They also work elsewhere. Reimbursement consists of 17 96 of

gross departmental revenue. The hospital issues a combined

bill to patients. Revenue from the laboratory was $2,146,294.

Direct expenses, includillg $367,809 fer professional fees,

totaled $1,366,770.

North Memorial has no formal contract with the gtoup

of six radiologists performing diagnosis and treatment at

the facility. The group provides services to others at an

independent laboratory staffed by one member of the group,

but is available as needed to the department.. They bill

patients directly and personal income was not available.

The hospital bills patients separately for the use of the

department: equipment, supplies, pe~sonnel, etc. Revenue
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from this charge was $1,256,695. Direct expenses were

$573,610 and indirect expenses were $278,610.
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Table 16

PROVIDER BASED SPECIALISTS AT TEN HINNESOTA,HOSPITALS

- REFERENCE SHEET -

68,099-._78,000$20,500

$2,400 plus \ $ 95,307 \ $ 64,123
direct bil- j. I
ing ;

1973 1973 1973 Direct
Professional Departmental Departmental
Fees Revenue ,Expense·

, I I
\ i .

\ - \ - I
\ j

$200/month and
combined billing

1 dc.y
monthly

Usual Time
Commitment

Other
Hos?itals
Served

Type of
Practice

6-10 hours/ 35% of hospital
\.veek plus reV8.'Clue combined
on call & billina
travel time .,-------------i--------'---'=-:::

Eospital
Spr-ialty

1. Lonq Prairie
)\nesthesiology None

Pathology Solo I 6

Radiology Solo I 5
~

..;::".

~

-
2. Hilaca

A.71e-sthesiology, None

Pa.thology

Radiology

Group {2) Several

Group (3)! Several
! .

6 hr.mthly

3 days/
week

$200 consultation fee
$150 ea. for autopsies
40% of gross revenue

3,975

32,344

125,987

82,713

55,388

62 f 63<!

3. Hid-;·.;av
AJ.i8schesiology

Fee for service/
Group (6) : 2 D2ily I Phvsician billing NIl>· 346,837 211,102

1,093,622Pathology Group (3) 1 Daily 16% of gross revenue
. $15 0 , 0 0 0 J:vh n . -.

$ 1 G5 , 0 0 0 jvJ ax . *

124,864
(l-1ic!\vay
on 1 y-!.) . _

688,353

DailyRadiology Group(6) 2
/ .

Unit Cost (RVI)/
Combin~d billing/exc·.

,11edica::ce sepa.rate'---------------'---

'.158,463 . . 890(722 528,232

W For service tb two hospitals.



PROVIDER EASED SPECIALISTS AT TEN MINNESOTA HOSPITALS

- REFERENCE SHEET - (Page 2)

1973 Direct
Departwental
E

1973 Gross
Departmental
R .

1973
Professional
F

Type of
Reimb

Usual Time
C .

Other
Hospital
Served

Type of
P

;-..::0.1010$Y : C,-':"") ! Several I As needed I Combined i?illing : 15,402 31,267! 22,538

Hospital
Special -, --------- - - - --- - - . - - -- -- - - - -- - - - - - --- - - ----

I I

I
i '.

4. Co.ledonia
I..\nes thes io logy Xonc - - - - - -

Pathology Prof. Lab.! Several Off site Set ratelCombined
exam mthly billing wi $3 ch.g'. ?'-Jone $ 34,160 $ 22,462

Radiology
I I . 140% of gross revenuej

S 10,409I Gro~l'o (6) i Several 4 hrs. /week I Combined billin~ 29,485 14,236

5. Samaritan I
Fee for service/

l-' About 20 Physician billingl.....
IN Anes.thes iologv! Grecl]} (6) 2 hours/wk $5,000 guaranteed mo 9,379 66,558 51,448

I 14% of gross revenue I
p~ tholog\- GrC't:p (5) i 2 2 hrs./day Combi'ned billing 50,970 I 373,067 255,768

I I 25% of gross revenue

iI
(6) I

Combined billing
Rz.diology I Gro'J]} 4 2-3 hrs./dav (inpatient)

J 36,511 237,910 136,296

6 '.''',..rav Coun"''' I I I I I•.. ,,-- • '-J r i I

I~~\:-,,"es thes iGlo~\'·1 ;:CT-:'C' - - - I - 6,783 6,384.08
i I I ;~xe~ Rate/Comb.

IPathology I n ...·.1r Lab.ISeveral None I oll11ng w/$2 chg. 7,743 40.675 28,573r.L ..... ..:... •
: , ~ <of gross/ I
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PROVIDER BASED SPECIALISTS AT TEN MINNESOTA HOSPITALS

- REFERENCE SHEET - (Page 3)

Radiology

C,.-l

r-'
...::::.

Other 1973 1973 Gross 1973 Net
HosPital Type of Hospitals Usual Time Type of Professional Departmental Departmental
Suecialty Practice Served Commit~ellt Reimbursement Fees Revenue -Expense

; I '~ I \ I
7. Bem i d ~ i. -I . _ I I \ I _

Anest11cslclogyJNone . - I - - - $ -119,08:> _ $ 53,901

I
I I . I 20% of adjusted I

Pathology - Solo I None. I Full time ~ss/Comb.billinO'(~74)1 77~246 266~490 I 193,491

I I i I I LSolo I 5 3 full - 2 . I Pee foY service/ !. 25,825 I
.______ I I I half daysli\.-k Physici2ll billing 'Retainer I 110,160 72.,128

8. Mi 11 c r Dwa n I I . I Fee for s e r vic e i II I I Par t 0 f o. R.
Anesthesiologyl~roup (5) I Several ; As needed ?~~:si.c.i~in_billing I N/A l 26,674 I EXpC.l"lS._t.::_"' _

• I I 2 S ',; 0 ± h d J. g r 0 S5 , I 1

Path 0 i 0 gy I Gr 0 up (2) 2 -l DG. 1.1y . ~ '? mb inc d ~~1 ~ i !2J~____ 113. 00 6 l 4 2 2 , 8 7} I 2 7 4 , 0 1 7
i I h.'clr;r S (:l'V'j C l~/ r I L

RaJiologv II G~'oup (5J z 11\':5 needed - Physician hilling I N/A ~__ 131,145 _8_~_1"-,_5_0_8 _

9. ~.!t. Sin?-ill Fee f 0 Y S e TV ice / I I I
'Anesthcsiology[Group (4) None I Full time Physician billing I 17,354 1 300 .. 308 I 279 1 412

P (l tho logy II Solo C:5 ) 1 Non e I, Fell t ime ISal ar'y"-_~ I 22 2 , 2 74 1 , 353 , 760 _ !--.J:..,.O 6 9 .-2-4-1.-'----.
I I Fcc tal' servlcej r --r

" ~adi010SY . '(rou (3) None Full time ICombined billing ,290,938 874,324. 613,094

.LO. ~? r~IcmOTJ.all _ . I F~e o:~ s:;:'--':1 c~/ I t I
AncstJ1e5i()logYl_Gro.u~J2.L~ Full tIme I I:-'n)~5'.' ClaD bl~l:lng I N/P. _ 988~106 ~. 603.789

I I 1 7 tel 0 r :: c elf 1. cer I
PathoI a gy i .9 r ~~l p (5) j Non e Full tim e 1 Com b ned,~ i 11 i ~E - I 3 6 7 , 80 9 ~~'!.!2 ' 29 4 1 , 3 66 , 7 70

i I ! Fee or seTV ice/ .'1 I ---'C.__---'- _

R<3.diology ! Group (6) \ None Full time !Phys ciano billing N/~ ! 1,256,695 573,610
_____. i____ --l _!__ I .__1 ..,-- -'-- _
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PART FOUR: MANPOWER

I. PHYSICIANS

The'physician is the most highly visible component of the

modern health care system. Consumers choosing a physician

ultimately purchase not only the personal service of the

physician, but also other goods and services 'which the physi

cian will select. Th~ physician will determine the number and

kind of tests to be peTformed; which patients aTe to be h.ospi-

talized; the length of hospitalization; the procedures to he per-

formed in the hospital; the prescription of generlc or name-

brand drugs; the consultation of spe~ialists; etc. Thus, by

exercising broad professional discretiori in the treatment of

a patient, the physician shapes the ultimate cost to the

patient for many other components of the health caTe system.

While physician fees are an important factor in the study of

health care costs, they may amount to only a fraction of the

costs over which the physician exercises varying amounts of

control.

A. PHYSICIANS' FEES

Between 1960 and 1965, national physicians' fees increased

at an average rate of 2.8 percent, compared with an average of

..L" 3 peTcent for all items listed in the Consumer Price Index ,1

In 1966, national physicians' fees began to increase at a fast-

er Tate. Three reasons are commonly attributed to this trend:

(1) the inception of the Medicare and Medicaid programs; (t~)
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the lowering of traditional financial barriers to health care

by participation in the government programs and by increased

enrollment in health insurance plans; and (3) increased

consumer demand 'for medical services. 2

The chait below indicates'national trends through 1971:

NATIONAL TRENDS IN PHYSICIAN FEES, 1960-1971

Period

Pre-Medicarf and Medicaid

1960-65 ...

Post Medicare and Medicaid

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971

All Items
CPI

1. 3%

2.9%
2.9
4.2
5.4
,5.9
4.3

Physicians'
Fees

2.8%

5.8%
7.1
5.6
6.9
7.5
6.9

Source: Consumer Price Index, Bureau of
Labor Statistics

Table 17 shows a cumulative compilation of the percentage

changes in national phjsicians' fees as measured by the

Comsumer Price Index during the period 1960-1971. It is clear

that physicians' fees rose over 57 percent during th~ decade,

with the largest jump (37.4%) occurring in the period after

the introduction of the Medicare and Medicaid programs.
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TABLE 17:

PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN THE CPI PHYSICIAN FEE INDEX AND COMPONENTS IN
THE UNITED STATES FROM 1960 TO 1971

Procedure 1960-70 1960-65 1965-70 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 1968--69 1969-70 1970-71

Pbys icians i . Fee 57.5% 14.6% 37.4% 5.8% 7.1% 5.6% 7.0% 7 .5% 6 O~• -./ 0

General Physician

Office Visits 61.4 15.0 40.3 6.2 7". 8 5.8 7.1 8 • 2 7.1
House Visits 63.3 16.8 39.8 6.8 6.9 6.5 7.5 6.9 6.6

Obstetrical Cases S3~5 12.2 36.8 4.4 7.6 5. 2 7.9 7 . 3 5. 2

Pediatric Care

~ Office Visits NIl\. N/A 42.9 7.7 8.1 4.9 9.1 '7 .... 8.3/ • L.
-D.

'.0

Pyschiatrist

Office \Tisi ts NjA N/A 29.7 4.4- 4.0 5.3 7.9 5 . 2 5.1

HernjoTraphy,
Adult N/A N/A 26.0 3.g r- c; 4.6 4.0 5 . 7 7.8::J • ..,

Tonsillectomy &
Adenoidectomy 45.8 13.3 28.7 4 7 5.3 4.9 5 • 2 6.1 6.6• ..J

Source: Consumer Price Index, Bureau of Labor Statistics



The escalation of physicians' fees was temporarily slowed

under the economic stabilization program (1971-1974). Basically,

physicians' fees were limited to an annual aggregate increase

of 2:5%, but the charge for any single service could be raised

more if the aggregate did not exceed the 2.5% limit. In 1974,

the allowable percentage was raised to 4%, but no single ser-

vice fee could be increased more than 10%. On April 30. 1974,

all controls expired. The following figures show the trends

under the economIC stabilization program:

PHYSICIAN FEES UNDER ECONOMIC STABILIZATION

Period

Economic Stabilization

All Items
CPI

Physicians'
Fees

1972 3.3%
1973 .6.2
1974 (Jan. thru May, annualized) 12.6

3.1%
3.3

12.6

Source: Consumer Price Index, Bureau of
Labor Statistics

It should be noted that the sudden rise In the January-

'May 1974 figures may be attributable to the expiration of

controls during that period.

It would appear that the lifting of controls precipitated

sizable increases in physician fees. The following figures,

computed from Bureau of Labor Statistics, indicate an upward

spiral of fees during the six months since the end of the eco-

nomic stabilization program. It is not possible at this point

to predict what pattern is likely to emerge over the next year
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or two, although some observers do not anticipate any slgnif-

icant change if the demand for service increases and the short-
• '7age of physician providers c..ontlI1Ues.·J

FEES AFTER ECONOMIC STABILIZATION

Period
All Items

CPI
Physicians'

Fees

1974
1974,
1974
1974
1974

(May - annua1ized)*
(June - annualized)*
(July - annua1ized)*
(August·- annualized)
(September - annualized)

10.7%
11',1
11.8
16.5
14.5

13.0%
11.0

9.7
16"9
13.2

Source: Consumer Price Index, Bureau of
LaboT Statistics

*Computed from Bureau of Labor Statistics figures

In Minnesota minimum office and routine hospital visit

fees were comparable to the national averages during 1971.

Economic controls appear to have been effective in the

state, so that increases Teported in the metropolitan area in

December of 1973 indicated that fees had remained stable dur

ing the year, with Jninor exceptions. 4 By April of 1974, after

the imposition of a 4% ceiling on increases, statewide fees

had risen 3% over the previous year~ which was less than the

Sgeneral inflation rate of 9%.~ The Minnesota pattern since

the lifting of controls seems to follow the national trend, and

an upward swing is discernible. By November 1974, an overall

increase of 7.7% was reported, bringing the 1974 fee level

10.7% over the 1973 level. 6

Sixty-three percent of Minnesota physicians indicated

they use the Relative Values Index in computing fee schedules.
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Approximately 20% indicated they follow the Index completely.7'

B. PHYSICIANS' INCOME AND EXPENSES

A study undertaken by the Northlands Regional Medical Pro-

,gram found that the avera~e Minnesota gross income for a physi

cian in 1971 was $66,603. Average expenses were $27,085,8

or 28% more than the national average.0 No explanation hn~

been offered for the variance.

A significant portion of the physician's expenses can be

attributed to increasing salary for office personnel, rising

costs of supplies, office space, and equipment. The cost of

fu~dical malpractice insurance may be offered as an explanation

for rising,fees, but a recent study in Michigan concluded that

the average cost of premiums accounted for only 2.4% of aver

age physician revenue. IO If the Michigan figures are correct,

it seems unlikely that an expense which amounts to so small a

percentage of the revenues could be a ~ajor impetus in rising

fees. Another reason mentioned for rising fees is the cost of

medical education. This would require a method by which the

educational 11investment" of the 'physician can be calculated

and reduced to a prorated sum to be charged patients over a

span of career years.

In 1971, the national average net income for a self

employed physician under age 65 was $32,371. This figure rep-

resents.a 26.5% increase over the five years immediate~y pre

ceding 1971. 11 In Minnesota, the average net income for

physicians in 1971 was $39 518.
12

The income figures vary

by specialty, with the general and family practitioner on the
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10v/er end of both the national and state scales .13

Physician income has risen mOTe dramatically than physi

cian fees during the decade 1960-1971. 14 This would seem to

suggest expanded physician productivity, which could be attrib-

uted to working more hours, seeing more patients, performing

more services for a stable patient load, ,using support person

nel more effectively, delegation of more procedures, 01' a

combination of any of the above factors.

Minnesota physicians worked an average of 54.9 hours per

week in 1971, and this figure may be sl'ightly higher than the

national "average. 1S The average number of hours spent in

direct patient care during 1971 was 46.2 (solo and partnership

practitioners) and 4~.5 (group practitioners).16 Minnesota

physicians worked an average of 5.3 days per week, and 47.0 weeks

per year,17 as compared to 46.8 weeks during 1970. The average

weekly patient visit count was 129.1, but the figure varied

considerably by specialty.lS The national average patient

vis its per '\\7 c: e k for the s am e per i 0 d was 13 7 . 19 I f conc 1us ion s

may fairly be drawn from these figures, the average Minnesota

physician serviced approximately 26 patients per ten and onc-

half hour working day.

Minnesota physicians respondin,g to c1 questionnaire devel-

oped by the Northlands Regional Medical Program indicated

that 81% of the daily patients aye seen by the physician, and

the remaining 19% are serviced by other office personnel. 20

This statement does not appear to correlate 'with the ans'wer to

another series of questions contained in the questionnaire

relating to delegation of functions.
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When questioned abOut the percentage of specific services

which are delegated to other office personnel, the physicians

were almost unanimous in the 100% delegation of the billing

fun~tion. Only -37% delegated all of the processing of insur-

ance claims; 22% delegated all of the injections, 9% delegated

all of the routine dressings, and 3% delegated all of the well

person physicals. 2l The figures may suggest a reluctance on

the part of physicians to delegate many substantive tasks to

subordinates, even in the face of increasing demand for service.

It was unclear from previous answers what procedures were pei---

formed for the 19% of the patients not seen by the physician;

it seems unlikely that the services would be only clerical in

nature. i
.)

C. REGULATION AND CONTROL OF THE PROFESSIONAL FEES

There are two commonly suggested channels of regulating

and controlling physician fees: Peer review. and third party

reimbursement. The former is clearly internal to the pro-

fession; the latter contemplates external regulation.

1. PEER REVIEW

While the federal mandate to the profession to form

Professional Standards Review Organizations (PSROs) was handed

down in the Social Security Amendments of 1972, there has been

no meaningful experience under the Act from which any conclu-

sions may be drawn. However, PSRO review is mandated only for

Medicare and Medicaid patients, and may leave unreviewed those

patients under private payor non-government third party
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reimbursement schemes. In effect, the problems inherent in

different reimbursement rates fOT the same service may continue

even with the advent of PSRO.

Minnesota, however, has had prior ezpeYience with the

PSRO concept. The Foundation For Health Care Evaluation has

been in operation in the metropolitan area since 1969. It

has recently been designed by HEW as the recipient of a federal

grant to perform PSRO· functions within the metropoli tan area.

Foundation review extends to all patients in the covered area.

The Foundation claims 83% of metropolitan physicians have

joined the organization and have agreed to abide by the rulings

of the peer review panels in fee disputes and utilization.

review proceedings. The Foundation only Tevie"vs fees \vhich

exceed norms established by its twenty-one specialist panels

in accordance with the usual and customary fees in the area.

The review process is initiated by a complaint from a patient,

a physician, or an insurance company. 1f the fee is found to

be exccsslve~ the doctOT is notified of the reduction. The

insuTance carrier is also notified, and it in turn. notifies

the patient of any disallowance. It was revealed at the hear

ing on August 16, 1974, that foY practical purposes the physi

Clan is not precluded from seeking recourse against the patient

faT the difference between the fee charged and the fee allowed

(or payed by ~he third party reimbuYser). The foundation may

provide ,expert testimony in any litigation arising from a

disallowed fee, and may inform credit agencies of the reason

for the patient's failure t.o pay the physician's fee. To the
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extent that the consumer may still be liable for a fee already

judged excessive, this system of peer review may be meaningless.

However, in the long run th~re may well be some ripple

effects within the profession. Fees which might ordinarily

have been charged may be voluntarily reduced by the provider

in the face of a possible complaint; or fees which may have

been less than the established norms may be.r~ised to those

norms. In addition, the standard of care may rise generally

if individual practitioners are subjected to scrutiny by other

members of the profession. There is no concrete evidence

available to substantiate any of these theories.

It is worth noting that the commercial insurance industry

works closely with the Foundation. Sixty-seven percent of the

administrative expenses of the Foundation were underwritten by

the industry in 1973. The remaining 33% was underwritten by

Blue Shield/Blue Cross of Minnesota. The funding pattern has

recently been changed, according to Foundation officials.

Sixty percent of the Foundation's expenses are covered by the

PSRO grant; thirty percent are now met by a $1 to $2 ch~rge

added to each hospital patient's bilL in the Metropolitan area,

and ten percent is covered by fees charged for the filing of a

complaint. The Foundation charges $15 for the filing of a

complaint.

Of the 1,989 complaints received January to October 1973,

1,906 were from the insurance carriers, 50 from physicians, and

33 from patients aggrieved by fees. This would seem to suggest

that the insurance carriers feel at ease in the peer review
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system, and that they benefit in amounts which were sufficient

in the past to justify the underwriting of significant purtions

of the Foundation's expenses. The low consumer complaint rate

may suggest that third party reimbursers aye assuming the role

of complainant, 01' that consumers are unaware of the process,

or do not feel at ease in the peer review system, or feel

nothing will be gained by engaging In a fee dispute. The

Foundation states that efforts are ln progress to inform

consumers of the fee review process.

In the end, however, it may be asking too much of the

profession to effectively control professional fees. In a

system in \~lich several parties (the p~tient, the physician,

the insurance carrier) may have conflicting interests in the

setting of fees, the delegation of a watchdog function to a

single interes ted grollp or a body under the control of a 's ingle

interested gioup may not produce equitable regulation.

2. THIRD PARTY REIMBURSEMENT

The most common mccheJnism for physician reimbursement is

the fc e fOT s e rvic E'. Becaus e so 111:=1.11 y pa t ients a ~ce covered by

third parties (the Blues, private insurance, government

programs), the physician deals ,,,,ith a small number of Tepre-

sentatives rather than a large number of patients. To the

extent t11at the physician ca.n negotiate diffe~.cent rates for

different groups receiving the sa~e services, he may increase

his income. If a single agent represents all patients, the

physician loses bargaining power and h~s income will be dcter-

mined largely by the third party.
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The state can attempt to control the negotiation and re-

imbursement system in three ways: (a) direct reimbursement

for service; (b) concentrated regulation of the insurance

industry; and (c) public information programs relating to

insurance policies and'physician fees.

In terms of direct reimbursement, unless the state is the

responsible party for a majority of the consumers, the physi~

cian will still be free to negotiate different (and many times

higher) rates with the private sector. As the state's direct

responsibility declines, its influence on the health care mar~

,
·1
!

ket diminishes. If the state engages in concentrated regulation

of the insurance industry, possibilitie~ of uniform or near

uniform rates increase. The bargaining position of the

physician is lessened if he is forced to deal with an industry

operating within certain constraints. Fin~lly, the state can

act as an information source for consumers purchasing insur

ance or health care. By chanrieling purchasing power to

certain economic alternatives, the state may effect a more

consumer-o~ientedmarket for health care.

D. MEDICAL,MALPRACTICE

It is generally accepted that the threat of malpractice

litigation prompts physicians to alter the services they pro-

vide in various ways, although the extent and ~ualitative impact

of such. altered modes of practice remain in dispute. The

general term "defensive medicine" is used .to describe all those

medical practices and procedures which are induced .by a threat

of malpractice liability. While this sort of definition is
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necessary to identify practices which constitute defensive

medicine, it may lead to the erroneous conclusion that such

procedures are all bad. However, what a physician does purely

to avoid liability may be sound medical ~ractice.

Two types of defens~ve m8dicine are identifiable:

positive defensiv~ medicine and negative defensive medicine.

1,1 Po sit i v e De fen s i iT e Me die ine" I' e fer s totest s or d i a g -

nostic or therapeutic procedures whic~ would not be performed

in the absence of a threat of liability. While some of these

practices may be wise in terms of liability, the tests may be

dangerous to the patient; they do increase the cost to the

patient; and scarce medical resources might better be used

elsewhere. Though the prevalence of positive defensive

medicine has not been measured) some trends may be observed in

a 1972 survey of members Df the American Medical Association.

Seventy percent of the 94,000 respondents indicated that fear

of malpractice liability caused them to order extra procedures.

Fifty-nine percent ordered extra consultations and forty-four

percent ordered extra hospitalizations. 22

Similar results were obtained by pell of the American

College of Surgeons. Over half of the respondents acknowledged

some use of defensive medicine techniques; 61 percent admitted

ordering more x-rays; S3 percent more laboratory tests; 51 per

cent more consultations; S5 percent amplifying medical records.
23

"Negative Defensive Medicine" refers to a -refusal to pe1.'-

form certain procedures because of the threat of malpractice

liability, even though they may be warranted by the patient1s
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condition. For the most part, empirical documentation of such

practices is lacking. I!owever, the Ribicoff Subcommittee on

Executive Reorganization concluded in its study. of mal-

Also, the American College of Surgeons survey found that 21%

of the surgeons polled admitted eliminating aT restricting

. d 2ScertaIn proce ures.

A special form of negative defensive medicine is the re-

fusal to delegate tasks to allied health personnel. The physi--

cian remains liable for acts of delegates when they perform

duties he assigns to them. Experience does not seem to support

the theory that use of physicians' extenders leads to an In-

crease in malpractice claims, but the fear of liability

apparently prompts physicians to refrain from the use of such

manpower. To the extent that the physician's refusal to del-

egate tasks curtails his own productivity, it may be seen as

adding to the scarcity and cost of medical care.

In addition to peer review, two other proposals have been

advanced to help eliminate the increased costs incurred through

the practice of defensive medicine. The first, no fault medical

malpractice insurance. would build on the concept now being

implemented in the automobile industry. The patient would be

compensated for injuries suffered if they fit into an estab-

lished legal definition of "unexpected outcome" of the treat-

ment. The second proposed sblution is patient insurance,

purchased before entering a hospital or submitting to treat-
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ment. The patient's insurer would cover [-:tIl injuries aTising

out of medical malpractice. Whether either of these two solu-

tions would in fact eliminate or even decrease the defensive

practice of medicine is speculati~e.

II. ALLIED HEALTH MANPOWER

A. NURSES

There are approximately 44,847 nurses in Minnesota. 26

The ratios of employed nurses to total population are 167.2

LPNs (licensed practical nurses) per 100,000; and 468.5 RNs

(TegistcTed nurses) per 100,000. 27 National figures show that

the MinJJesota -ratio of emplo;led RNs per 100,000 popll1a.tion is

hi g fJ. e r t han t. hena t iona1 av C l' a g2 0 f ~ 61 per 100 , 000; \\Th i 1 e t ]1 e

Minnesota ratio of employed RNs per 100;000 population is

lower than the national average of 206 per 100,000. 28 However,

37.1% of all LPNs and 43% of all RNs are employed only part-

time; and thus the ratios do not reflect full time coveJ'.'age of

the population. Only 80.9% of the currently credentialed LPNs

and 81,3% of the RNs a1'8 employed either pa.rt-time 01' full

. 29tl1ne.

The I'e 1a t i 011 S hip betwee 11 nur 5 e S ( 2.ndoth 8 TalI i e d heal t h

manpower) and health care costs lies in the salary 1ev~ls and

producti-vity of the industry as a whole.

1. WAGES

Salaries have risen steadily since the late 1960's. In

addition to general wage and price inflation" there are seveTal

factors which have a direct effect on the salary levels in the

health care industry: unionization of health care manpower;
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the civil rights and women's liberation movements; minimum wage

law trends; variations in wage rates for overtime, night or

holiday work, or hazardous duty stations. The following charts

indi ca te trends' for nul'S lng sala r ie s wi thin various occupation-

al settings.

OFFICE NURSES IN THE UNITED STATES

1965 1967 1970
Percent
Increase
1965-1970

Clerical Personnel
. Beginning
Experienced $3,952

Registered Nurse
Beginning
Experienced 4,576

Technician
Beginning
Experienced 4,784

·$3,432
4,368

4,264
5,512

5,460

$3,120-4,680
4,524-6,396

Midpoint-5,460

3,848-5,876
5,772-7,488

Midpbint-6,630

3,900-6,396
5,200-8,216

Midpoint-6,708

38

45

40

I
i

.1

U. S. Percentage Increases
Percent incr~ase in weekly earnings of nonsupervisory

.workers on total private ~onagricultural payrolls:
1965 to 1970 26

Percent increase in weekly earnings of nonsupervisory
workers on service (private nonagricultural)
payrolls: 1965 to 1970 31

Source: Rising Medical Costs in Michigan, p. 206
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· TABLE: 1"8 .

NON-OFFICE NURSES IN THE UNITED STATES

Occupation 1962 1963 1964 1965 1968

$4,498 $6,420
$5,486 6,630

6,000 8,820

5,035-5,820 $5 , 505- 6" 050 6,321-7,330

4,828 5,093 6,507
4,265 4,610 5,715
4~565 5,000 5,732

5,313 7,2254,902

$3,900
4,940-5,460

(3,900-6,162)

Nurses:
Registered Nurse:

General Duty Nurse
a non-Federal Hospital

Industrial Nurse
(Range by area)

Nurse Educators and
Administrators

Government Employment:
VeteranTs Administration
U.S. Public Health

Service
Military Service
Other Federal Agencies
Public Health Nurse with

Local Government
Agency

i--l
G\
LN

Licensed Practical Nurse in:
Hospitals

Federal Government Agencies
Public Health Agencies
Nursing Homes

Average-3,354
': 2 , 808 -' 3 , 79 6

3,320
3,757
3,757

4,005-6,485
4,630
4 600
5,063
4,420

Source: Rising Medical Gosts in Michiga~, p.202



Wage trends for other health manpower have [allowed

similar patterns. To the extent that some sa];l1'jes within the

industry may have been at artificially low levels in the early

1960's, the rai~es maybe justifiable on the grounds of equity.

However, continuing escalation of wages will only aggravate

rising llealth care costs, as salaries constitute a major expense

to both institutjons and physicians. Some equitable solution

should be worked out to balance the intcresti of industry

workers and the public.

2. NURSING FUNCTIONS AND PRODUCTIVITY

Commentators disagree as to whether a shortage of allied

30health manpower has been clearly demonstrated, but there is

little disagreement that the health care industry is plagued

by mal-distribution and mal-utilization of certain workers.

There 'i s 1 itt Ie evidence to sug ges t that increas ing the

number of nurses (and other allied health manpower) alone will

be the solution to the problem of mal-distribution in certain

'l
i

areas. In fact, there is some support for the theory that

allied health manpower may be subject to the same migratory

patterns as physicians, and that incentives to settle and

practice ln urban areas exist on all levels of the industry.

If this is the case, introduction of ,new incentives, such as

employment ln the public sector in underserved areas, must be

considered by the state.

Even if mal-distribution and shortages cease to be charac-
,

teristics of the health care industry, the problem of defining

the scope of nursing practice remains. The Minnesota Nurses
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Association takes the position that costs may be controlled

(but probably not significantly lowered) by widespread use of

public health nurses. By raising the genE?ral level of health

in the population, fewer individuals should become seriously

ill, and bills for acute c'aTe, when rendered, should' be lowel".

The Association also suggests relieving nurses of all non-

nursing functions they now are required to perform.

A recurring problem in the liberal'use of nurses for at

.least,preventive caTe in the private or public sector is the

seeming reluctance of physicians to delegate duties in the face,

of potential legal liability. In addition) procedures which

may be reimbursable by third parties if performed by a physic~an

may not be reimbursable if performed by a nurse.

Re-examination of utilization of nurses may require a

complete restructuring of the health care industry. At least

one commentator has suggested a job and task analysis of all

health care positions in order to arrive at a new functional

. 32integrated system of dellvery. An 0 the r C om,men tat a r su ggest s

such a restructuring will effect major social change and thu~

may be resisted by certain elements in the industry.33 Whether

more effective utilization of nurses will control ultimate

cost to the consumer has not been empirically dccumented. The

Nurses Association does point out that even if no significant

cost reduction does result from the expansion of nursing prac-

tice, better patient treatment for the same price may be effe~t

ed, and this too, is a valuable social goal.
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B. PHYSICIAN EXTENDERS

The potential use of nurses tb expand industry produc-

tivity and help contain costs has already been examined. With-

in the last few.years a new category of health personnel, the

phys ic ian extender, has emerged. . KnoloJn also as a phys ic ian 's

assistant, a medex, or a nurse-practitioner, the individual

is one who has been specially trained to perform cert3in

functions usually performed by a physician .. T11e physician

extender is trained to work In a setting with a fair degree

of autonomy, but still performs under the general direction

of a physician. The rationales for the use of physician

extenders are the alleviation of problems caused by the phy-

si~ian shortage; reduction o~ the cost of medical education;

increased access to primary and emergency care; expanded phy-

sicians productivity; more appropriate and economic use of

highly skilled physicians; more individualized treatment for

the patients; and possible reduction in cost ~o the patient.

Although there has not been sufficient experience with

physician extenders from which to draw definitive conclusions,

certain key issues have·begun to emerge:

(a) Will the quality of care remain constant? Can the

physician extender provide a quality of care equal to that

provided by the physician? The answer appears to be yes,

within the limited procedures performed by the extender.

(b) Does employment of a physician extender exp:=lnd the

productivity of the physician? How much time will be spent

supervising the worker? Is the physician in fact freed to

make better use of his or her own skills? Studies suggest that
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physician productivity can be expanded by as much as 149%,34

but experience seems to show that actual expansion is closer

to ~O-50%.35 At the lower end of the range, it simply may not

be economically feasible to employ an individual at a certain

salary level to expand productivity only 20%. A second key

to increased productivity is the assumption that the physician

will maintain his own productivity level once he has engaged

an extender. Some phy~icians appe~r to work fewer hours them-

'se1ves, and thus maintai~ or only slightly increase the pro-

ductivity of their practices.

(c) . To what extent is the physician reluctance to employ

extenders attributable to fear of potential legal liability fqr

the actions of the extender? Some commentators have suggested

the reluctance of the medical profession to make use of semi-

autonomous personnel can be attributed to other motives, such

f ' 1 h' f' 36as loss 0_ contro over t e entlre spectrum 0 pat18nt care.

(d) What is the extent of patient acceptance or rejection

-~ extenders? Public education may be needed to induce wide-

spread contid~~ce in and use of non-physicians.

(e) What is the scope of extender practice? Should each

individual extender be available for tasks delegated by ~he

individual physician according to his or her needs, or should

the scope of practice be strictly limited by law and licensure?

(f) Should the physician be allowed to profit from the

services of an extender? Should reimbursement for the services

Jf an extender be made at the same rate as for those of a physi-

cian, oyshould a cost reduction be passed on to the consumer?
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In summary, present experIence with extender personnel

is ina dequa t c . Man y issue s are un res 0 1vcd, soth ~l tit is

difficult to say with certainty that widespread use of

physician extenders should be actively supported by the

state.
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PART FIVE: CONSUMERS

The Subcommittee examined two aspects of the effects

of health care costs on consumers. First, the Subcommittee

considered the ~ffects of catastrophic medical expenses upon

individuals and families. Second, the Subcommittee briefly

examined the question of whether or not health care consumers

are receiving the full benefit for their health care dollars,

and whether or not these dollars are spent ill the most cost

effective way.

Mrs. LaVonne Dickinson testified as to the many problems

she has had with the health care delivery system as the mother

of two children with cystic fibrosis. Her problems arose from

dealings with many of the segments of the health care industry.

My. and Mrs. Dickin'son T s da'ughter, Sandra> and their san,

Michael, both have cystic fibrosis. Sandra's case has been

more serious in recent times. She was hospitalized in November

of 1973 and used up her major medical insurance coverage at

that time. (The Dickinson's insurance company has paid about

$20,000 for the treatment of Sandra Dickinson.) Sandra Dickin

son ,vas hospitalized again in January of 1974. She was

ineligible for the major medical coverage under her paient's

insurance policy since it required her to spend six months

without hospitalization in order to re-establish her eligibility.

The Dickinsons attempted to obtain assistance from the

Crippled Children's Services Division in the State Health Depart

ment.· However, those funds ran out about the same, time as the
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Dickin~onst insurance coverage expired. They nttemptcJ to

obtain Medical Assistance, but were told thnt they were

required to have a $3,000 "spend-down" before they could

obtain assistance.' When, they were finally notified of their

eligibility for coverage, in May of 1974, the eligihility

period had virtually expired. Eventually they obtnined some

coverage from Medical Assistance. The coverage was provided

for all of their children, and not just Sandra for whom they

had applied.

Mrs. Dickinson ~ndicated that when there W:J.S a question

,of coverage for their daughter, they started examining their

hospital bills more carefully than they had when their insur-

I

!

ance coverage was in effect. They discovered the bill from

the University of Minnesota Hospitals listed charges by the

date of posting rather than by the date the service was

provided. Mrs. Dickinson had provided therapy to her daughter

in the hospital on several occasions when the hospital personnel

were too busy to do so. She was unable to determine from the

bills whether or not they had been charged for services which

Mrs. Dickinson had provided herself.

Even though Sandra Dickinson is now out of the hospital,

the Dickinsons' expenses for her home care and medication are

extremely high. Their daughter requires a special diet.

This diet is not usually stocked in pharmacies since it is

available commercially through other sources. This means that

it is not covered by medical assistance or insurance. The

Dickinsons' expenses for home care services for their children

are set forth below:
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Cost Summary for, Mr. and Mrs. _James Dickjnson

Home Medical Expenses for Daughter - Sandra

Prescri.Etio~ Per Day Week

F1e:xica1 11.65 81.58
16 a day Cotagym 4.16 29.12

1 a day Vitamin A .04 .28
16 a day Cloxaci1lan 4.00 28.00

2 a day Digoxin .15 1.06
1 a day Vitamin K .09 .63
1 a day Multi Vit .03 .21
3 a day Vitamin E .27 1.89
4 a day Ampicil1an
4 a day Vitamin C

Mucomyst .79 5.53
Isuprel

Total Week $148.30

Per Year $7,711.60

Home Medical Expenses for Son - Michael

@ 8¢
1 - 4x a day
1
3
1

Cotagym
C1oxa.cilla~

:Multi Vi t
Vitamin E
Vitamin C

1.92
1.00

.03

.27

13.44
7.00

.21
1.89

Total Week $22.82

Per Year $1,186.64

Income last yeaI'
Income this year

$12,300 1
$13,800 probably

Dr. Warren Warwick of University Hospitals, who is

Sandra's treating physician, discussed the effects that cystic

fibrosis has on patients. He feels that existing medical and

social programs seriously shortchange these people:

I personally believe of all the adult patients
I have cared for, of those who have died, half
have died because they have been killed by the
social inequities developed in our medical and
social welfare system. Because these patients
are denied opportunities to get insurance, they
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are den i e cl em pIa ymen t : They are c1 en .i. ed e IIIpIay 
ment in that if they do get a job, they are not
covered by insurance. They cannot get <lssis
tance from Ivledicare .... The Welfare tells them,
"Well if you have a job, we cannot give )'ou
medical assistance." The patient says, "If I
spend the money I earn for my medical care,
I have nothing to live on. If I spend ~t to
live, I have nothing for medical care."

According to Dr. Warwick, many of these patients have chosen

to use the mane)' they earn from employment to live on. They

do not spend it for necessary therapeutic medical care and,

consequently, die. He reported that there have been many

instances when employment agencies, including the state, have

told cystic fibrosis patients that they will be unable to

g~t a job because of their medical condition, and that they

would be better off going on welfare. Dr. Warwick suggested

that the state should assist these people in obtaining

insurance coverage which includes prophylactic care. This

prophylactic carB is less expensive than tr~ating cystic

fibrosis patients once their condition has worsened. This

approach would also enable these patients to become productive

members of society. The state should help them in obtaining

employment.

Senator John Keefe addresse~ the Subcommittee on some of

the problems which he has personally observed in the relation

ship between health insurance and patients. He supported

Mrs. Dickinson's complaint that it is very difficult for some

people to understand the bills which they receive from 11OSj)i tals

and doctors. He also complained that many insurance companies

do not inform a subscriber as to the reasons for th~ denial
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of a claim. lIe also reported that in his experience, companies

are frequently slow in paYlng claims and'suggested that they

be required to pay all claims within thi~ty days.

Ms. Carolyn MacDonald testified as to the conflict between

the desire of many people to obtain employment and their need

to retain Medical Assistance to cover health care expenses.

Ms. MacDonald's son was born with multiple pneumonia and

several congenital birth defects. He was required to undergo

a great deal of surgery during the first few years of his life.

These expenses amounted to between $40,000 alid $50,000, and

were paid by Medical Assistance. He still requires clinical

visits and tests which amount to between $150 and $300 per

month. In addition, he requires a new back brace every six

months at a cost of $500. Ms. MacDonald, a recent college

graduate, is faced with the same dilemma which was referred

to by Dr. Warwick. If she obtains employment, she will be

no longer eligible for Medical Assistance and will have to pay

her son's heavy medical expenses out of her earnings. She

was not sure whether she would have enough money to live on'

after paying these medical expenses.

E~amples of the burdens placed upon individuals and

families by high health care expenses aTe unfortunately very

numerous. Dr. Walter McClure of Interstudy reported to the

Subcommittee on some of his studies on the overall problem

of catastrophic health care expenses. He concluded, based on

his studies, that:
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The percentage of people experiencing catastrophic expense
is small, but significollt. I\pproxilllCltely 1.2'A of all
families annually have expenditures made by them or on
their behalf which exceed $5,000. About 75% of these
expenses are currently covered by insurance .... · (For) the
small numbe~ of families that experience these kinds of
~xpenditures, the results are so serious that it seems to
me that society has a legitimate concern in trying to
protect such people.

Consequences of simply expanding insurance, simply
financing these people, can be extremely potentially
damaging. The consequences are these: (1) catastrophic
insurance could severely aggravate cost· escalation jn

this country which means that while we would protect people
against large bills~ the kind of dollars that al] of us
would have to shell out o~ the average could seriously
increase. (2) It could also distort the medical care
system. In other words, we would not only make care more
costly, we c6uld potentially make it less effective. That
is, we would concentrate our attention or concentrate our
effort on medical care episodes which help very few at great,
great expense to the detriment of medical care which could
help many at a lesser expense. (3) Another serious
consequence is that we could aggravate the maldistribution
of physicians. That is, we could aggravate the trend of
physicians to move out of primary care specialties,
general practice, internal medicine, and pediatrics, and
'into highly specialized types of care, and we could aggra
vate the trend of physicians away from rural areas in the
center cities to more affluent suburbs and areas that are
attractive to professionals. (4) Wewou~d create still
another open-end expense for government that could squeeze
already pressed discretionary income which would create
for us a growing commitment for medical care which we
would be hardpressed to avoid.

The difficulty of this problem does not mean we should
postpone work on it. It is a serious problem. It seems
to me that society should not try to limit its expendi
tures for medical care by bankrupting individuals, but I
would urge you to proceed extremely deliberatelyin this
area, if you are to avoid doing more harm than good. This
is one area that may be more than a state can handle; it
may require a national approach., .. 3

Dr. McClure reported that in 1963 the top 1% of families in

terms of total health care expendituTcs made by them or on

their behalf averaged $3,200 per episode. This constituted

i
• t
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9% of all health care expenditures in the country.
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this top 1% of families in terms of total medical expenses

were charged an average of $12,200 per episode, This consti-

tuted 16% of the total health' care ,expenditures in the

country for that year. The average annual increase for the

families in the top 1% of health care expenditures was 21%.

The overall average increase in health care expenditures was

orily 8%.

Dr. McClure reported that in 1970, 12.4% of all house-

holds had medical bills between $1,000 and $1,999; 5.0% had

medical bills between $2,000 and $4,999; and 1.1% had medical

bills of"$5,OOO or over. Approximately 8.5% of households

had out-o~-pocket expenditures for health care (including

insurance premiums) of $1,000 or more. Finally, 8.2% of

h 0 usehoIds had 0 u t ~ of - poeke t exp end i t ures f 0 J' he a 1 t h car e

constituting between 10% and 14.9% of their income; 6.4% had

expenditures constituting between 15% and 24.9% of their

income; and 3.8% had expenditures constituting 25% or more of

their income. Those households with expenditures in excess

of 15% of their income tended to be more poor, older, and more

rural than the general population. 4 Another study ha.s shown

that insurance coverage is more prevalent among higher income

households. In 1970, 95% of families with incomes in excess

of $15,000 had insurance coverage. This figure was 38% for

$
5

families ,·\lith incomes less than '3,000.

Several studies have been done on the effect of health

care expenses on families' financial situations. These studies

have usually involved small numbers of people. One of them

was reported in the book .§.~ckness and Societr by Dr. Raymond
. 6

S. Duff and Dr. August B. Hollingshead. They found that
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the economic cfCect of health care expenditures on ccrt:lin

randomly selected hospi tal patients was minor in 4()'I, of the

cases, moderate in 31%, severe in 20% and very severe in 9~.7

A referee in federal bankruptcy court in the state of Ohio,

John J. Dilenschneider, reported on a study of the 60 cases

which he bandIed during one week involving indivic1u3J b::lnk-

ruptcy:

Of the 60 consumer. bankruptcy cases, 16 were directly
due to hospital, doctor and prescription bills. I've
included only those cases where the bankrupts said that
were it not for medical bills, they would not have been
forced into bankruptcy and where the medical bills them
selves totaled more than half of the bankrupt's unsecured
debts. In each of these cases the medical bills resul t
from no medical insurance or inadequ~te coverage.

My experience over the past four years indicates that this
is a typical week's cases. Moreover, the list does not
include those cases where the bankrupt has gone to a
finance company or a credit union to obtain an unsecured
loan to get the hospitals off his back and later the
collection tactics of the finance company cause bankruptcy,
nor does it include cases where the bankrupt mortgages
his car or furniture for a second loan to pay his medical
bills and then cannot keep up the payments, nor does it
include cases where the bankrupt's medical bills were the
cause, but such bills are less than one-half of their
unsecured debts, nor does it include cases where the
COllection practices of hospitals have forced the bankrupt
to thi5 court to save his job threatened by garnishment,
nor does it include those cases where hospitalization was
adequate but the family went into debt while the bread
winner was off work. All of these latter situations are
frequent causes of bankruptcy, but cannot be as easily
documented in the short time we have for hearings. In
other words, this list is the top of the iceberg which as a
whole would include those persons who have been forced
into the ultimate extreme of bankruptcy beca~se of inabil
ity to provide for unexpected medical bills.

A similar situation was reported by Judge Roger Davis .of the

federal bankruptcy court in Phoenix, Arizona. A study of 75

bankruptcy cases filed with the United States District Court

in St. Paul showed that medical bills constituted more

than one-quarteT of a bankTupt person's outstanding Jcbts in
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approximately 14% of the cases examined.

The testimony and studies cited above demonstrate that

for many individuals or families, health care expenses do

create a serious burden. In some cases, they result in bank-

ruptcy. As Dr. McClure pointed out, any attempted solution

to this very serious need on the part of many people must be

designed so that it does not have major adverse affects on

the overall health c~re delivery systems and costs of it.

Rick J. Carlson, formerly of InterStudy and the Center

for the Study of Democratic Institutions in Santa Barbara,

a.ddressed the Subcommittee on the question of the cost effec

tiveness of current health care expenditures. He suggested

that medical care is not always as effective as many people

think it is:

If you look at the researah that has been done, you will
find that medical care is considerably less effective
than is g~nerally assumed. By that I mean that it has
considerably less to do with status of the health of the
population and with the status of the health of individuals
than is generally assumed by people .... Medical care is
indeed veTy uneven and, in many instances, Tather poor.
'There have been three recent studies which suggest some
thing of this sort. The first of those is that one out of
eighteen patients hospitalized contracts an infection
while hospitalized. A second study indicates that some
thing on the order approaching 25% of all hospital
admissions are due to injuries that people have as a
result of having received medical care. Third, conservative
estimates fyom the Secretary of H.E.W. t s Commission on
Malpractice suggested that about 7% of all patient
encounters ... with the medical care system result in
darnag~s whi~h Gould be the basis of a successful mal
practlce SUlt.-

In testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee,

Ralph Nader also criticized the product delivered by some

parts of the health care delivery system and waste in the

system. He stated that 5% of the nation's doctors are
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considered "incompetent". lIe ~Jlso stated th:lt one-h~ll r or the

nation's expenditures on health care are wasted. lIe blamed

high health care costs on. 2,OOO~OOO unnecessary surgeries per

year (at an average cost of $5,000 each); $3,000,000,000 wasted

on preventive drugs; $l,OOOiOOO,OOO wasted on uhnecessary drugs

such as tranquilizers; $5,000,000,000 to $10,000,000,000 lost

through profits to health insurance companie~ and other

components; wasted dollars on hospital beds; wasteful dupli-
10

cation of medical equipment; and unnecessary hospitalizatioll.

About 62% of the participants in the study by Duff and Hollings-

head expressed complaints about the way they were treated.

Only 62% were diagnosed correctly and 61% treated correctly

(including physical and mental conditions).ll It has also

been reported that:

In the United States, 22.1 out of all babies born alive
will die before they are one year old. By contrast,
in Sweden (which has the best record of medical care
in the whole world) only 12.9 babies die. This means that
some 35,000 American b~bies die needlessly each year. In
at least twelve other nations, a newborn baby has a better
chance of living than it does in the United States ....
The average American man can expect to live five years
less than his Swedish counterpart and 1.5 years less than
an East German. He is twice as likely to di~ between
the ages of 40 and 50 as a Swede. 12

Mr. Carlson also sugges.ted that the Subcommi ttee recom-

mend further studies on the most cost effective way to spend

health care dollars. He stated:

What would be nice to know in cost effectiveness or cost
benefi t terms, (would· be) whether on extra dollar spent
on improving the quality of air or on education would
produce more health than ,spending that same dollar on
medical care.
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My point is only that: Yes, there are many things that
influence health status other than medical care. Unfor
tunately, we dontt know enough about them, but in the
absence of that information we proceed to spend 99 cents
out of our health dollar on medical care and only roughly
1 cent on anything else - even though the studies that
have been done suggest that we might be more cost effective
if we spent it in different ways.I3

Mr. Carlson cited several studies which have shown' that

in some instances, education, nutrition, improved air quality,

and so forth, have a better potential fOr producing more

health per dollar spen~ than medical care.
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PART SIX: HEALTH INSURANCE

I: THE HEARING

The Subcommittee held one hearing to specifically

consider the effects upon health care costs caused by health

insUY8;l1Ce as it is, presently structi:rred. The Subcommittee

heard f~om six witnesses: Dr. Paul Ellwood from InterStudy;

Mr. Lou Orsini of the Health Insurance Association of America;

Mr. Harry Atwood, President of the Northwestern National Life

Insurance Company; Mr. John Tracy Anderson of Minnesota Blue

Cross/Blue Shield.; Mr. Bernard Brummel' fTom Council 6 of 'the

Minnesota State Employees Union; and Mr. Andy Schneider of

the Health Law Project at the University of Pennsylvania.

DR. PAtTI. ELL1VOOD

Dr. Ellwood addressed the Subcommittee on the topic "Truth

lTl Health Insurance".· He indicated that the question of

consumer confusion and misunderstanding with regard to health

insurance arises most significantly in the area of individu~l

health insurance, which is roughly 20% of the market. Group

health insurance is roughly 80% of the market. Nonetheless,

he stated that the percentage of persons with individual cover-

age is not of minor significance and that attendant problems

should not be dismissed.

Dr. Ellwood stated that the very existence of health

insvrance has a powerful, though unintentional, inflationary

effect on health care costs. Although third patty payors

(insurors) pay bills for services which are basically ordered
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by providers, they (the third party payors): have little

influence on how much is paid or how many services are pro

vided. He further stated that, if the insuror should refuse

to pay the full price charged, on the ground that it exceeds

reasonable and customary charges, the additional coSt can be

passed on to the consumer by the provider. Further, while

th.ere is subs tan tial competition among heal th insurors, this

competition is not guided by efforts of the insurors to control

health care costs.

Dr. Ellwood remarked that structural reforms of the

health delivery system should accompany changes in its financ

ing apparatus (insurance), and that Minnesota's act enabling

the establishment and maintenance of HMO's was a good first

step toward cost control. He went on further to urge that the

legislature promote mandatory multiple choice provisions ln

all employee group health plans, giving the employee the option

of remaining covered by health insurance or enrolling in an

HMO. This would help create competition ln the health care

industry.

The proposals for ItTruth in Health Insurance" offered

for the Subcommittee's consideration by Dr. Ellwood were

generally aimed, he said, at helping consumers to become more

knowledgeable buyers by making it easier for them to under

stand and interpret health insurance policies. Prior to outlin

lng these proposals for the Subcommittee, Dr. Ellwood indicated

the problems in the existing health system which prompted his

concern: first, the inordinate complexity and variety of

benefits and coverage information that is presently available
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to the consumer; second, the liability of consumers for

provider charges which exceed policy limitations; third, the

exclusion of infrequently occurring but expensive diseases

such as diabetes; fourth, the offering of single-illness

'dread diseases coverage by less reputable companies; fifth,

the inability of individuals to convert .their group insurance

into non-group coverage with comparable benefits beyond a

specified date after they leave the group; and, sixth, the

cancellation 01' non-renewal of individuals with bad claims

experience.

After deljneating these concerns for the Subcommittee,

Dr. Ellwood set forth his proposals, for ameliorating the cur~

ren t s i tua t ion. They included: fi rs t, a, proposal to 11 grade H

health insurance policies with reference to the benefits

they provide and the comprehensiveness of pTovided coverage;

second,a dual proposal to mandate that insurors disclose the

information to consumers that insuroys are already required to

report to the state, and to compel insurors to disclose certain

essential information on the cover of the policy (this later

informat,ion could include the "grade!! of the policy, its

benefi t- to··premium ratio, and a "protection index lf
); a~d,

third, a proposal to make uniform the standards governing

eligibility for health insurance coverage, as well as the

standards for permissable termination of coverage.

LOU ORSINI

The second witness, Lou Orsini) testified on behalf of the

Health Insurance Association of America. His remarks to the
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Subcommittee addressed themselves to several major issues,

with emphasis on control of provider charges. Mr. Orsini

indicated that, in order to discover whether an oversupply

of acute care beds resulted in unjustifiable inflation, a

number of factors must be examined. Among these factors were

the length of patient stay, the utilization rate (patient

days per 1000 population), bed availability (hospital beds

per 1000 population) and the occupancy level. Mr. Orsini

predicted that if present health care cost levels were infla-

tionary, the'implementation of PSROs would, at least temrD 

rarily,decrease costs. However, he further noted that, if

PSROs cause lower bed utilization, costs may ultimately rise

because of the consequent non-use of beds.

With regard to whether there were unjustified increases

in the unit cost of care by physicians and hospitals, Mr;

Orsini testified that the insuror's problem was the task of

determining exactly what was a "usual and customary" fee.

He.pointed out to Subcommittee that this problem was somewhat

alleviated in Minnesota by the establishment of the Foundation

for Health Care Evaluation. He estimated that, since the

Foundation came into existence, the escalation in doctors'

fees in Minnesota was only 50 percent of the national increase.

Mr. Orsini endorsed the use of certificate of need and

planning legislation in order to eliminate duplication of

facilities and unjustified expansion of services. He urged

the Subcommittee to consider the coordination of these programs
,

with a PSRO program in order to achieve an optimum level of

cost control.
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Effective planning to convert surplus facilities to meet

other community needs presented a difficult problem, according

to Mr. Orsini. He indicated that a useful tool in this process

might be prospective rate review.

In response to Subcommittee questioning, Mr. Orsini

pointed out that in Minnesota overall in 1969, the average

hospital cost per diem was $61.33 as opposed to the national

average of $69.93. By 1972, he stated those figures had

increased to $88.66 and $105.08, respectively.

HARRY ATWOOD

Mr. Harry Atwood testified on behalf of the Northwestern

National Life Insurance (NWNL) Company, stating that his·

testimony would emphasize his personal experiences and those

of NWNL, but should be considered to be representative of

hea~th insurance industry activities in general.

Mr. At"\\1 00 d po inted. 0 u t tothe Sub committ ee t hat c omme r -

cial health insurance carriers have been instrumental in the

de~elopment of alternative health care delivery systems. Accord

ing to him, the insurors sponsored eaTly ~~velC?pment of both

peer review mechanisms and HMOs. He stated that 44 percent of

the HMOs presently in operation have commercial carriers as

their primary sponsors. NWNL and other insurors in Minnesota

have been .directly involved in financial support of the

Foundation for Health Care Evaluation and the Twin Cities

Health Care Development Project, which is promoting the devel

opment of HMOs in the State.
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Referring to speed of health insurance claim payment j Mr.

Atwood indicated that auditing experience had shown that NWNL

paid 80 percent of their ~laimswithin 2 days, and 98.6 per

cent of their claims within 15 days.

With regard to Northwestern National's experience, Mr.

Atwood stated that in the group health insurance end of the

busine.ss, his company had been "in the·red" for 7 out of the

last 10 years. In response to Subcommittee questioning, Mr.

Atwood stated that insurors writing health insurance often

do so to maintain a competitive group life and health insurance. .i

~ -

marketing package, in spite of the fact that the health insur-

ance end of the business is frequently a losing proposition.

Mr. Atwood made several suggestions to Subcommittee

members. He urged further encouragement for the establish-

ment of PSROs. With regard to HMOs, he advocated the open-

ing up of opportunity to "for profit" HMOs, and the altering

of existing legislation to make it less restrictive for HMOs

to "start up" and operate. Ultimately, he urged the Sub-

committee to avoid adding an expensive layer of regulation to

the current scheme.

JOHN TRACY ANDERSON
I

i '

Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Minnesota was represented by

Mr. John Tracy Anderson. Mr. Anderson stated that Blue Cross

has a nine member utilization review board which has cost-

containment responsibility. The review board gears its efforts

toward the education of the provider,' and does not take

generally "punitive" steps against them.
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Mr. Anderson indicated that Blue Cross would cooperate

with PSROs and with other such efforts. Blue Cross is

studying prospective reimbursement as a method of cost con

tainment. Furthermore, he alleged that Blue Cross recognizes_

its accountability to consumers. He suggested that education

of consumers was a significant mean~ with which to reduce

costs. According to Mr. Anderson, Blue Cross is tlvigilant in

utilizing every possible economy and control in offering the

consumer effective, viable health care programs at the lowest

cost possible".l

With regard to expansion of the scope of benefits, Mr.

Anderson stated that Blue Cross/Blue Shield does provide'some

ambulatory and preventive coverage, but that the cost is

relatively high. Mr. Anderson further stated that he was un

able to find any 'study which would support the theory that

the provision of more preventive care would reduce the overall

cost of health care. He suggested that the single most impor

tant: factor in reducing hospital costs was the full and ap.pro-:

priate utilization of hospital beds.

In response to questioning by the Subcommittee, Mr.

Adnerson explained that absorption of the financially troubled

Blue Shield by Blue Cross in 1972 was the reason why Blue

Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota had the lowest payback OT

return on the premium dollar of all Blue Cross plans in the

United States - 77.8 percent in Minnesota vs 91.8 percent

nationally. This was so, he testified, even though Blue

Cross's administrative cost in 1972 was around $.15 on the

premium dollar - well below the na~ional average. 2
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Subcommittee questioning elicited the fact that Blue

Cross/Blue Shield writes approximately 25 percent of the

total available business in Minnesota. Mr. Anderson, in

response to questions concerning the speed of payment of

claims by Blue Cross/Blue Shield, stated that Blue Cross

hospitalization claims were paid quickly and that any delay

therein was occasioned by the slowness of providers in send

ing in the appropriate forms. Lastly, he told the Subcommittee

that 80 percent of Blue Shield or doctor-related claims were

paid within a week of filing.

BERNARD BRUMMER

Bernard BrummeT appeared on behalf of Council 6 of the

Minnesota State Employees Union. He stated that his organi- _I

zation represents 15,000 state employees who were generally

covered by Blue Cross/Blue Shield. He delineated a number of

difficulties he personally encountered with regard to late

Blue Cross/Blue Shield claim payment. He also sketched similar

experiences of a number of employees whom he was repre

senting. Mr. Brummer indicated that, in addition to the often

late payment of claims by Blue Cross/Blue Shield, he had other

concerns. He pointed out that subscribers are not often

notified, in his experience, of Blue Cross/Blue Shield receipt

of the claim filed by the provider. Hence, he stated, the

consumer/subscriber is often in the dark about whether a claim

has been filed at all. Finally, he indicate~ that Blue Shield

claim forms were misleading in that, -in attempting to coor

dinate benefits with other applicable insurance, the forms
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neglected to state that this coordination should have been

applicable only to other "group" insurance, not all other

insurance. Hence, he stated~ empl,oyees with other "individual"

insurance were discouraged from submitting claims which might

have been, in fact, payable.

ANDY SCHNEIDER

The final witness befoTe the Subcommittee was lvII', Andy

Schneider, Counsel for the Health Law Project at the Uni

versity of Pennsylvania Law School. Mr. Schneider testified

about his experiences in researching and preparing a Model

Consumer Blue Cross Statute. He indicated that interlocking

memberships among hospital boards of dir~ctors and Blue Cross/

Blue Shield boards of directors existed nationwide, creating

at the very least, appearances of conflicts of interests.

Blue Cross/Blue Shield, according to Mr. Schneider, has no

accountability to its subscribers for the cost and quality of

the medical care which it helps finance. MT. Schneider urged

the Subcommittee to examine statutory possibilities for grant

ing the insurance commissioner the authority to intervene not

only in the Blue CrOSS/Blue Shield rating structure, but also

in the contractual negotiations between the providers and Blue

CrOSS/Blue Shield. Furthermore, he asserted th~t consumers

interests would be best served by requiring stronger consumer

representation on the boards of Blue Cross/Blue Shield, with

representatives being elected by the subscribers.

Finally, in response to Subcommittee questioning, Mr.

Schneider stated that he thought that present statutory re-
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serve corridors of 25-50 percent of annual premiums plus

administrative expenses were too high. He suggested that,

since Blue Cross/Blue Shield claims experience is fairly

predictable, a lower reserve requirement should suffice,

with some minor and modifications for periods of open enro11-

men t.

II: HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE IN MINNESOTA

A. PERSONS COVERED

In 1971, Minnesota had a population of 3,396,000 persons

under the age of 65. Based on data prepared by the Health

Insurance Institute, 2,983,000 or 87.8 percent had hospital

insurance; 2,439,000 or 71.8 percent had major medical insur-

an~e in Minnesota in 1971. Blue Cross was the largest with

about one-quarter of the population. Five commercial car

rierseach h~d in excess of 100,000 subscribers. 3

At the end of 1972, the most recent year for which data

are available, the following numbers of persons in Minnesota

were covered under major medical expense policies:

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE COVERAGE IN MINNESOTA

Individual Policies
Group Policies

Supplemental
Comprehensive

998,000
352,000

215,000

1,350,000

1,565,000

(Source: Information submitted by the Health
Insurance Association of America, letter of
January 25, 1974.) ,

The above does not include the number of persons with extend-
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ed protection under Blue Cross, Blue Shield and other type

plans. The 1,565,000 figure alone represents over 45 per-

cent of the Minnesota.population under age 65 with major

medical coverage as of the end of the year 1972. See Table

18 for national figures on insurance coverage.

B. APPROXIMATE COST OF HEALTH INSURANCE
-----COVERAGE IN MINNESOTA

Despite the wide variety of policy packages, there are

several methods avaiiable to estimate the cost of health

insurance coverage. The most accurate would be to accumu··

late premium and claim data for the annual statements of the

insurers authorized to do business in the State of Minnesota.

As an approximation, in 1972, there were $314,000,000 in

health insurance benefit payments in Minnesota. It can be

assur e cl t hat, . if Paym en t s we r e r 0 ugh1y $31 4 , 00°,°0° and if

the.population covered were roughly 3,000,000, then the health

insurance benefits paid out amounted to about· $105 per person

covered. The benefit to premium ratio breakdown for Minnesota

in 1972 is as follows:

BENEFIT TO PREMIUM RATIOS IN MINNESOTA

Insurance Companies
Group Plans
Individual Plans

Blue Cross!
Blue Shield
Other Plans
TOTAL

'Benefi ts

$166,600,000
40,600,000

$207~200,000

94,800,000
12,000,00~

$314,000,000

Premiums

$208,400,000
80,500;000

$288,900,000

122,000,000
·,13,500,000

$424"-;4()0 ,000

Benefit!
PT8mium
Ratio

'79.9
50.4
71.7

77. 7
88.9
74-:11

(Source: Information submitted by the Health Insurance
Association of America, January 5, 1974.)
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TABLE 19
HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE

.c=JPercent without insurance~~
~~ Percent with insurance

-About four-fifths of the uruler-age-65 population has hospital and
surgical insurance, but for many other health services insurance covers half
or less of the under-55 papulation

Percei:t of under age 55 population

40.1%
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c. SOURCE OF PREMIUM PAYMENT

Almost two-thirds of the persons in Minnesota insured

for health insurance "by insurance companies "are protected

under group insurance plans. Nationwide, e~ployeTs pay about

80 percent of the total premium cost for such employed persons.

About 50 percent of the employed people with group coverage

have the full premium cost paid by employers; about 25 per-

cent have 75 percent of the premium cost paid; about 16 percent

cent have 50 percent of the premium cost paid; and about 6 per-

cent have 25 percent of the premium cost paid. Less than 1

percent of employees have to pay the entire cost of such group

pl~ns. Employed persons normally pay a larger percentage of

the premium for any dependents who recei~e coverage through
L1the group ..

For group insurance, an individual nrust be a member of a

group in order to qualify for health insurance coverage. If

a person is a bona fide member of the group, he or she will

be covered by any h~alth insurance for which the group is

eligible. Coverage for dependents of the insured is usually

optional according to the wishes of the insured.

For individual insurance there is a general underwriting

r~quirement that the applicant provide evidence of good health.

Occasionally insurors, including Blue Cross and Blue Shield,

have open enrollment periods during which indiviuduals can

enroll ~ithout evidence of insurability; however, these

periods of open enrollment often exclude from coverage claims

which stem from a pre-existing conditon. It is estimated
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that about 5 percent of the population would not be offered

some form of health insurance on an individual basis if they

'applied for such 5coverage.

E. CATASTROPHIC EXPENSE

The incidence of catastrophic illness or accident induced

expense is, of course, dependent upon the dollar amount beyond

which an expense becomes catastrophic. Estimates, therefore,

vary as to the individuals incidence of catastrophic illness.

If the expense level beyond which an illness is catastrophic
.,

is placed at $5,000 in 1973, one estimate states that about

4/10 percent of all persons may be expected to incur a single

catastrophic incident in a 12 month period. 6

An older study, based on 1969 data places the incidence

7much lower at .0013 percent. The average cost of a catas-

trophic expense is estimated to be $4,000 in excess of the
8

$5,000 threshold level, or $9,000. (See also Part Five:

Consumers.)
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FOOTNOTES

lTestimony of Mr. John Tracy'Anderson,' Minnesota Blue Gross/
Blue Shield, October 11, 1974 he~ring.

2According to information submitted by Minnesota Blue Crossl
Blue Shield on December 2, 1974, the actual 1972 figures
were 16.6% for Blue Shield, 6.6% for Blue Cross, and 10%
for the two combined.

3lnformation submitted by Northwestern National Life Insurance,
January 24, 1974.

4Information submitted by the Health Insurance Association of
America, January 25, 1974.

5Information submitted by Northwestern National Life Insurance,
January 24, 1974.

6 Ibid .

7Information submit·ted by the Health Insurance Association of
America, January 25, 1974. .

8Information submitted by Northwestern National Life Insurance,
January 24, 1974.
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PART SEVEN: GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

There are three main programs by which the government

finances health care for citizens: Medicaid, Medicare, and

tax subsidies. The first two programs are directed at lower

income beneficiaries and senior citizens, while benefits

under the third program accrue mainly to middle and upper

income individuals. The following table shows the distri

bution of federal beriefits by program and beneficiary income

level in 1970.

DISTRIBUTION OF BENEFITS BY INCOME AND PROGRAM

By Program

. ~

Total
Federal
Benefits

Medicare
Payments

Federal
Medicaid
Payments

Federal
Tax
Subsidies

Source: Testimony of Ms. Karen Davis, The Brookings
Institution, before the Subcommittee on Consumer
Economics of the Joint Economic Committee,
May 15, 1973.
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T. TAX SUBSIDIES

Federal tax regulations allow a deduction of all m~dical

expenses, including health insurance premiums, over three

percent of the taxpayer's gross income. In addition, health

i.nsurance premiums paid by the taxpayer's employer aTe not

considered part of the employee's taxable income. In Minnesota,

state law permits deduction of all medical expenses. Since

fewer low income families itemize deductions on tax returns,

these provisions are most often use~ by middle and upper income

taxpayf)rs. In addition, the tax benefit is grcateT in higher

tax brackets. For example, if a family of fOUT with an annual

income of $10,000 incurred medical expenses of $4,000, i~s

federal taxes would be reduced by $703. On the other hand,

a family of fouY with an annual income of $40,000 and medical
1

expenses of $4,000 would have a tax reduction of $1,176.

Even though the three percent threshold is higher for the

upper income family, the higher marginal tax rate payed by the

family makes the ultimate tax savings greater. In other words,

the government pays a larger amount of the higher income

family's health bill through the income tax mechanism.

Thus, the present tax subsidy form of public health

financing may be aiding most those who can most afford to

absotb medical costs; those who cannot absorb the loss do not

take advantage of the subsidy program, or do not benefit in

amounts equal to upper income taxpayers.
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II. MEDICAID (MEDICAL ASSISTANCE)

The Medicaid program (Title XIX of the Social Security'

Act) is designed to provide medical services to the medically

indigent and the categorically indigent. The medically indi

gent are those individuals or families who are in need of

medical care, but cannot afford the costs of needed services.

In addition to certain "spend down" requirements, applicants

must meet prescribed state income eligibility limits. In

Minnesota, a family of two may have an annual income of up to

$3,250, plus $625 for each legal dependent. Eligibility

standards for the medically indigent are required by federal

law to be at least as liberal as the most liberal eligibil-

ity standards for any state income maintenance program in which

the federal government participates. The categorically indi

gent are those individuals or families who are eligible for

or receiving supplemental security income or aid to families

with dependent children. There are no co-payments or deduct

ibles in the Medicaid program.

Since the inception of Medicaid ln the mid-1960's, costs

for the program have continued to rise sharply. In the Social

Security Amendments of 1972, Congress attempted to contain the

costs of the program by mandating certain cost saving devices.

S~ecifically, federal participation in capital expenditures

not approved by planning agencies was limited; optional and

mandatory patient cost-sharing procedures were introduced;

federal matching grants were made available to states design

ing and implenlenting centralized management systems; and
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Professional Standards Review Organizations (PSROs) were

mandated to study utiliza~ion of facilities and services by

Medicaid and Medicare patients. Thereh?s been little signif-

icant experience under the new provisions; it is too early to

tell whether the new efforts will be effective in c~ntrolling

the cost of the Medicaid program. 2

In Minnesota, Medicaid is known as medical assistance.

The program is administered on the state level by the Depart

ment' of Public Welfare (DPW) , and was formerly administered

on the local level by the eighty-seven county welfare boards.

The state is now in the process of implemellting a statewide

central payment disbursement system. All medical assistance

administration will be on the state level after complete

implementation of the system.

Under the ~edical assistance program, doctors and dentists

are reimbursed on a fee for service basis, subject to limita-

tions of the 75th percentile of usual and customary fees and

not to exceed Medicare rates. Nursing homes are reimbursed

under DPW Rule 49, which sets forth a procedure for determining

the cost of care in each home, subject to regional limitations.

Hospitals are reimbursed on a charge basis, which may not

exceed Medicare charges.

In Minnesota, medical assistance expenditures have risen

from $121,106,134 in 1972 to $227,389,859 in 1974. However,

$85,500,000 of the increase is solely attributable to the

inclusion of Intermediate Care Facilities CICFs) as medical

vendors under medical assistance.
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ICF care was made under income maintenance programs. 3 The

chart details medical assistance expenditures during the

period of 1972-1974:'

MINNESOTA MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
BY CATEGORY OF SERVICE

FISCAL YEARS 1972 - 1974

Physicians Services
Surgical Services
Other Practitioners
PrescTibed Drugs
Medical Supplies
Dental Care
Dentures
Inpatient Hospital

Care
Intermediate CaTe

Facility (ICF)
Skilled Nursing ,

Facility (SNF)
Extended NUTsing Horne
Visiting Nurse

,Eye Glasses
Prosthetic Appliances
Health Insurance
Ambulance SeTvice
Transportation
Outpatient Hospital

Care
Lab &X-Ray
Horne Health
State Hosp. Inpatient
TB Sanatorium
Other

Fiscal Year
1972 - Total

$ 14,830,122
2,273,166
1,236,606

12,662,241
241,657

5,273,935
939,630

35,261,053

Not included

34,467,736
1,822,577

428,334
1,:"07,230

722,068
1,357,432

465,841
409,812

3,712,872
664,355
166,072

1,938,853
229,019
695,522

Fiscal Year
1973 - Total

$ 16,570,559
2,718,459
1,288,645

13,196,189
264,271

5,547,634
938,343

39,345,482

59,048,506

36,322,374
254,822
429,548

,1,362,712
828,916

1,280,247
462,580
555,413

4,481,447
749,059
165,717

2,047,020
90,457

963,623

Fisca.1 Year
1974 - Total

$ 17,167,074
2,826,833
1,378,290

13,181,191 '
23 5 , 71°--,'

5,698,861
828, 139 ~-'

41,719,081

85,573,152

42,261,459
146,000·r-
539,304

1,338,908
743,781

1,309,441
448,510
719,408

4,619,672
781,328
156,018-/

4,290,307
40,543

1,386,844

I
I
i

Total' $121,106,134* $188,912,024* $227,389,859*

Federal Share: $ 68,812,805 $108,378,828 $130,453,562

Source: Minnesota Department of P~b1ic Welfare

* Ma.y not add due to rounding
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The state and county shares are determined by subtracting

the federal share from the total expenditures and dividing

the resulting figure in half. The Federal Government pays for

more than half of the total cost.

The number of persons on medical assistance in the state

has increased considerably. With the exc~ption of 1971 and

1972, the average payment per recipient has risen, and can

be expected to rise over the next several years. The estimated

average payment per recipient in 1977 will be over two times

as much as the average payment per recipient in 1967. The

following chart sets forth these trends. Figures were not

available to show what percentage of the rise in expenditur~s was

due solely to inflation, and what percentage was due ·to the

increased number of services delivered.

MINNESOTA
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

Caseload, Average Grant, and Gross Cost Trends
Fiscal Years .1966 thru 1977

Average Average
Fiscal Yr. Eligible Monthly
Ending Monthly Recipients
June 30th Persons (Persons)

Average
Payment
Monthly

Average
Payment
Per Total
Recipient Payments

$ 99.88 $ 34,054,849
91.03 69,048}737
95.94 76,563}124

104.02 92,681,171
118.51 110,668,483
109.83 111,269,453
106.3]. 121 t 106,079
152.55 188,912,017
171.27 227,236,707
187.48 261,196,000
211.68 303,801,000
231.91 336,178,000

11 months

$ 5,675,809
5,754,061
6,380.:)60
7,723,431
9,222,374
9,272,455

10,092,173
15,742,668
18,936,393
21,766,000
25,317,000
28,015,000

** Based on

1966* 124,645 56,825
1967 143,335 63,210
1968 157,833 66,506
1969 161,791 74,249
1970 172,766 77,822
1971 201,685 84,425
1972 221,352 94,936
1973 223,301 103,194
1974** E 212,000 110,566
1975 E 222,600 116,100
1976 E 229,300 119,600
1977 E 231,600 120,800

* January, 1966 - June, 1966.
E - Estimate
Source: Minnesota Department. of Public Welfare.
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The Minnesota experience of escalating costs is similar

to the national trend.
\

In an effort to control the cost of

the medical assistance progr~m, the Department of Public

Welfare currently uses the following devices:

(a) Prior authorization of medical services. (As a

control device, prior authorization has limited application

in the field of medical services. Itis used mostly in cases

of dental appliances and cosmetic surgery.)

(b) Rate setting, especially for long term care facili
ties.

(c). Surveillance to detec t patient or vendor abuse.

(d) Utilization review of all patients admitted to

health facilities.

(e) Post-payment investigati6n and recovery of wrongful

payments.

(f) Recovery of benefits from responsible third parties

(commercial insurance, Workmen's Compensation, etc.).4

However, it was admitted by the Department that post-

service cost controls are far less effective than prospective

5controls. Unless some provision is made for expanded pro-

spective controls, the costs of the medical assistance program

. i

i
. ,

may not be significantly reduced. In addition to procedures

now used, the Department proposes the following mechanisms as

means of containing the costs of the program:

(a) Implementation of the centralized disbursement

system. Once fully operational, the system should enable state

officials to detect abuse and overpay~ent, and to compile mean-

ingful data on the cost effectiveness of the entire program.
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(b) Legislative requests for rights of subrogation and

assignment in cases in which third party reimbursement is

available.

(c) Enrollment in Health Maintenance Organizations.

While Minnesota experience has been limited to HMOs operating

in the Iron Range and Two Harbors, it has shown cost savings

of $5.00 per month per beneficiary. Experience in California

tends to indicate that significant annual savings ($20,000,000)

may be possible. However, the Department is not currently

r~ceiving contract offers to cover the Medicaid population. 6

It was the ultimate opinion of the Department that truly

effective cost control may only be effected by either reducing

the number of voluntary services offered in the program, or

by. setting a ceiling on the total state expenditures and

thus forcing a reduction in the number of services covered.

III. MEDICARE

The Medicare program (Title XVIII of the Social Security

Act) is designed to aid individuals over age 65 to pay medical

bills. The program consists of two parts. Part A, Hospital

Insurance, covers up to 90 days of hospitalization per benefit

period, up to 100 days of post-hospitalization care at a skilled

nursing facility, and up to 100 post-hospitalization home health

care visits. Part A is financed prilnarily by social security

payroll contributions. There is an $84 deductible per

benefit period, which will be raised to $92 in 1975. There

is a $21 co-payment per day for the 6l-90th days of hospital-

ization per benefit period; the co-payment will be raised to
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$23 in 1975. There is a $10.50 co-payment per day for the

2l-l00th days of post-hospitalization care in a skilled

nursing facility; this co-payment will be raised to $11.50

in 1975. In addition to the benefits detailed above, there

is a single lifetime reserve of 60 hospital days, with a co-

payment of $36 per day.

Part B, Supplemental Medical Insurance, covers physicians'

services, certain diagnostic laboratory and x-ray pro~edures,

some home health visits not preceded by hospitalization, and

some outpatient speech and physical therapy. Part B is

funded primarily by premiums payed by beneficiaries ($6.70

per month) and federal contributions. There is an annual $60

deductible and a 20% co-payment on most covered services.

The program is administered by HEW, which contracts with

fiscal intermediaries to administer the program in the various

states. The major national contractor is Blue Cross-Blue

Shield, which in turn subcontracts with 72 state plans.

Payment of benefits is on a reasonable cost basis for

institutional providers, and a reasonable charge basis for

non-institutional providers. The fiscal intermediary deter-

mines reasonable cost on the basis of actual costs, subject

to ceilings mandated by the Social Security Amendments of

1972. Reasonable charges are determined by the fiscal inter-

mediary on the basis of customary and prevailing charges

within the geographical area.

Of the estimated 21.7 million individuals over 65 in

the nation, 21.1 million, or 98% are enrolled in Part A.
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Approximately 20.8 million or 96% are enrolled in Part B.?

Critics of the Medicare program point out that out-of-

pocket expenses may present a substantial burden for the

majority of elderly beneficiaries. In 1972, the average

per capita personal expertditure in the Medicare population

was $404. 8 In addition, after 150 days of hospitalization,

the individual must pay all expenses. The 20% co-payment

under Part B must always be met, even if the physician's bill

runs into thousands of dollars. Even the protection of a

II rea son o.b1 e cha r ge" may bel0 s t ~ I f th e phy sic i ;) nag y eesta

accept assignment of the beneficiary1s claim for reimburs~ment,

the physician agrees to be bound by the reasonable fee, and

the patient is billed for only 20% of that fee. If the

physician refuses to accept assignment (and it is optional),

the patient submits the claim to Medicare, and is reimbursed

only for 80% of the reasonable fee. If the physician's bill

is higheT, the patient must pay the 20% co-payment and the

remaining amount. Thus, in certain cases, the Medicare

program does not offer adequate protection against catas-

trophic illness or excessively high bills.

The primary fiscal intermediary for Medicare in the state

is Blue Cross - Blue Shield of Minnesota. Commel'cial insurance

companies and the Department of Public Welfare perform

limited roles as fiscal intermediaries. The state has 417,095

enrollees in Part A and 408,385 enrollees in Part B.
IO

The

Minnesota hospital admission rate in the Medicare population

(369.5 per 1,000 beneficiaries) is higher than the national

rate (305.2 per l~OOO benefjciaries). However, the state
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nursing facility admission rate per 1,000 beneficiaries is

lower (19.0) than the national rate (20.4). Minnesota also

has 2.6 ~ore home health care case starts per 1,000 benefi

ciaries than did the nation (14.6 as opposed to 12.0).11

Further comparisons indicate that Minnesota has 5 more hrispi-

tal beds per 1,000 beneficiaries than the nation as a whole,

b 5 f d d b d 1 000 b f "· " 12ut ewer exten e care e s per, ene lClarles.

In reimbursement dollars, Minnesota paid less per enrollee

in Part B ($97) than the national average ($103); but more

($298) than the national average for payments under Part A

($268) during 1971.
13

The number of claims in Minnesota has increased steadily

since the inception of the program; the amount paid out

under Part A has doubled since 1966. The chart below indi-

cates these trends.

BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD OF MINNESOTA
CLAIMS ACTIVITY FOR PART A OF MEDICARE

NUMBER OF TOTAL AMOUNT OF
FISCAL CLAIMS INPATIENT
YEAR PAID CLAIMS PAID

TOTAL AMOUNT OF
OUTPATIENT
CLAIMS PAID

TOTAL AMT.
OF CLAIMS

PAID

. I

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

210,000
246,000
276,000
260,000
267,000
283,000
312,000
323,000

$ 79,000,000
83,450,000
96,203,000

101,557,000
115,665,000
127,250,000
137,000,000
151,000,000

$ 900,000
1,016,000
1,652,000
3,445,000
5,151,000
5,387,000
5,346,000
9,369,000

$ 79,900,000
84,466,000
97,855,000

105,002,000
120,816,000
132,637,000
143,346,000
160,369,000

Source: Blue Cross - Blue Shield of Minnesota
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Cost containment in the Medicare program presents a

disturbing dilemma. The most effective method of controlling

costs is to increase the dedtictibles, co-payments, and pre

miums. However, the elderly population which the program is

designed to aid cannot afford significantly higher costs, as

many of them are living on fixed incomes, in an era of rapid

inflation. The setting of flat "reasonable rates" is an empty

prospect if th~ physician may still refuse to accept assign

ment of the claim.

Blue Cross-Blue Shield of Minnesota testified that the

measures enacted in the Social Security Amendments of 1972

(PSROs), limited federal participation in capital expendi

tures, etc.) will aid in controlling the'costs of the program.

In addition, an increase in the social security payroll

contribution and an increase in the tax base may have some

effect in financing rising costs.
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FOOTNOTES

lTestimony of Ms. Karen Davis, The Brookings Institution,
before the Subcommittee on Consumer Economics of the
Joint Economic Committee, May 15, 1973.

2p.L. 92-603.

3Minnesota Department of Public Welfare.

4Testimony of David Van Wyck, Minnesota Department of Public
W~lfare, November 15, 1974.

5Ibid .

6I bid..

7National Health Insurance Resource Book,
W~ys and Means, April 1974, p. 431.

8 . SDavIs, upra.

10 B1ue Cross-Blue Shield of Minnesota.

llIbid.

House Committee on

I
.1

l2National Health Insurance Resource Book, Supra., pp.434
-ancf 458.

l3Ibid., pp. 434 and 458.
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PART EIGHT; RECOlvIMENDATIONS AND COMMENTS

.1. RECOMMENDATIONS

NATIONAL HEALTH IJ'.ISURANCE

1. Endorse the concept of national health insurance as a

plan that would remove financial barriers for Americans

in need of medical care and encourage quality health

caTe for all.

HOSPITALS

1. DeclaTe a two year mOTatorium on the constTuction of

new hospital beds and authorize a one year study of the

effect of the moratorium and the certificate of need

process. This study should commence at the end of the

1975 Legislative Session and be reported to the 1976

Legislative Session.

2. Amendments to the Certif iea te of Need LaVI:

a) Prohibit automatic renewal of a Certificate of Need
if the present certification expires prior to the
commencement of construction.

b) Include doctors' clinics and physician group practices
with over five members under Certificate of Need Law.

c) Repeal the Appeal Board section of the Certificate
of Need Law and leave the appeal process to the
courts.

d) Require all health care facilities to share the use
of expensive technical equipment and services. Any
request for special units and equipment should be
reviewed in light of existing services in that area
or community and not just on whether they are avail
able at the particular facility. Comprehensive
Health Planning should study the distribution of
existing special services and, on basis of population
and geographic distances, set guidelines for needs.
A study should also be conduct(~d of the existing
services including recommendations for closing of
certain units where duplication exists. Prior to
approval for acquistion of spe~ial service equip-
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ment a health care facility must show a three year
analysis of the anticipated effect on rates. A
similar analysis should be made for debt financing
programs. .

e) Mandate the establishment of bed banks when
facilities fall below a minimum for hospitals in
cities of the first class. Facilities will be
permitted to maintain the bed level of the
existing occupancy rate plus a 10% allowance for
flexibility and emergencies. Once beds have been
banked, facilities must show a need before re
opening beds beyond the 10% level.

f) Allow state agencies to decertify the need for
existing fac~lities as well as certify the need
for new facilities.

4. That rate regulation of health ~are facilities and all

types of health insurance be conducted by appropriate

existing agencies.

5. That the alternatives to retrospective reimbursement

of health care facilities be explored.

6 .. Require uniform accounting and financial reporting by

health care facilities on a state level and attempt to

work out an arrangement with Federal agencies to coor-

dinate with their accounting and reporting requirements.

7. Coordinate all regulation and inspection of health care

facilities in one state agency.

HOSPITAL BASED SPECIALISTS

1. Require all tax exempt hospitals to employ all pathologists,

radiologists and anesthesiologists on a salaried basis.

Pathologists, radiologists and anesthesiologists should

be prohibited from billing patients directly for service

performed for patients while in hospitals on an in-patient

or out-patient basis.
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2. Require public disclosure of all personnel salaries by

hospitals claiming tax exempt status.

The above recommendations are made in an attempt to

reduce costs through the least restrictive regulation. By

mandating disclosure, it is hoped that a more comp~titive

market for the services of specialists will develop and

that hospital administrators will haie an effective means

of controlling the purchase of unnece~sary equipment and

services.

MANPOWER

1. That immediate attention and priority be given to th~

expansion and orderly development of the allied heal t'h

manpower training system, and particularly those

programs designed to 'train allied health personnel in

short supply. Special education programs, including

refresher courses, should be developed in rural areas.

2. That the Board of Health and appropriate licensing boards

shall define the scope of practice for nurses and

paraprofessionals and shall delineate those procedures

which may be performed independently of a physician and

those procedures which may be performed only under the

direction of a physician. Special emphasis shall be

placed on the delegation of functions to the next lowest

grade professional; e.g., the delegation of well-baby

care to a pediatric nurse associate. In addition, the

legislature should clearly defin~ the legal liability of

the supervising physician in instances in which a nurse

or paraprofessional is performing duties independently
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or under the direction of the physician.

3. Require third party reimbursors to pay for services

performed by physiciahs, assistants and nurses. As

additional types of paraprofessionals are credentialed,

reimbursement coverage should be extended for services

performed by each new paraprofessional classification.

4. Encourage general practitioners and specialists trained

in Minnesota to remain in the State and to locate and

practice in medically underserved areas.

CONSUMERS

1. That public health education programs be expanded.

Particular emphasis should be placed on the development

of programs:

a) On all levels of the public school system, including
health conswner education courses on the secondary
level;

b) Integrating educational components in the delivery
of health care services.

c) Emphasizing the availability and use of screening
programs.

2. That the legislature enact legislation permitting the

substitution of generic drugs for name brand drugs.

3. That public information brochures on rates and services

of physicians and hospitals and other bealth care

facilities be made av~ilable in all communities.

4. That the appointment of consumers to hospital boards, and

planning and licensing boards be encouraged. In addition,

the consumers appointed should reflect the various in-

terests within the community and their effective partici-

pation in board activities should be ensured through
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orientation and continuing education programs.

5. That the legislature enact legislation prohibiting

collection agencies from pursuing consumers in matters

of health care payments until 'the issue of liability,

between the consumer and any third party reimburseI',

is settled.

HEALTH INSURANCE

1. It is recognized that competitive pressures will cause

the existing health care system, based on retrospective

reimbursement, to behave in a more cost effective

fasllion. The major form of competition which can have

this result is a system based on pre-payment> or the

concept embodied in the Health Maintenance Organization.

Mandatory dual choice for employers with 150 or more

employees will help HMOs compete more effectively with

the present system and should be adopted.

2. Encourage further work and study in mandating minimum

benefits provided under health insurance policies sold

in the State, including minimum benefits for catastTophic

coverage, and development of a plan of health insurance

providing catastrophic coverage to the handicapped,

uninsurable and others not having health ins~rance

available. Both of these acts should provide coverage

for ambulatory services. Minimum benefits in group

health insurance plans should cover services including

but not limited to periodic screening, immunization

and non-communicable disease control (coronary disease,

hypertension, etc.).
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3. Require uniformity among all health insurance claim forms,

be they of the type submitted by the individual, or of the

type submitted by a provider (and attempt to make them

uniform with Federal forms).

4. Require payment of insurance claims within a specified

period or an explanation for the delay; failure to comply

would result in a penalty to the insuror which would

accrue to the insured.

5. Consider enactment of laws similar to the 1974 California

law whicl} requires an understandable disclosure of

benefits under health insurance policies.

6. Prohibit the sale of health and accident insurance which·

is so limited as to be of no substantial economic benefit

to the insured (dread disease policies). 1. [

7
I • Require insurors to provide subscribers with a written

reason, including citation to poJ.icy language, for denial

of a claim.

8. Require effective consumer representation on Blue Cross

Board of Directors by having them appointed by some

public agency from among the subscribers of Blue Cross.

9. Require health insurance and health service contracts to

have coordination of benefits provisions.

10. The insurance division~ the Minnesota State Medj.cal

Association and the Minnesota Hospital Association should

jointly study and recommend steps to be taken to reduce

the escalation of the costs of medical ma~practice

insurance and to encourage full disclosure of experiences

and expenses incurred by insurors writing such coverage.
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11. Clarify the statutory authority of the Insurance

Commissioner to explicitly state that he or she shall

disallow the sale) offering, etc., of health insurance

policies, including Blue Cross, where the anticipated

relationship of benefits to premiums is unreasohable.

12. Blue Cross/Blue Shield and other health insurance plans,

other than HMOs, should be treated the same as commercial

health insurance with respect to the premium tax.

GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

1. That the Health Department evaluate the effectiveness of,

and the department of Public Welfare provide Medicaid

coverage faT, home care models having the following

charasteristics:

a) the use'of instutional facilities on a part-time
basis for day care~ hospital day care, and
intermittent institutionalization:

b) the provision of services on an as-needed basis
to people in their own homes, 'wi th horne heal th caTe
agencies coordinating additional needs, such as
housekeeping and transportation;

c) the provision of crisis intervention and management
programs to aid families in the care of their aged
members;

d) the development of opportunities for independent and
assisted living for the aged.

2. That the state take advantage of funding for alternatives

to institutional care projects currently available through

payment for services under existing federal benefits

programs, as well as federal grant monies available for

implementing demonstration programs' in this area.

3. That the Legislative Audit Commission, in conjunction
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with the appropriate legislative committees, provide

appropriate output measures for periodic review and

evaluation of the cost containment efforts of all major

state h~alth related agencies 'including the Departments

of Health, Public Welfare, Insurance, Comprehensive

Health Planning, Workmen's Compensation, and their

constituent units.

4. That the Minnesota Department of Public Welfare take

steps to improve the effectiveness of the Medicaid cost

control program which would f·
,'.

a) encourage more Medicaid receipients to enroll in
'HMOs;

b) engage in cost control experiments such as pre
admission. s.creening;

c) develop alternatives to institutional care;

d) participate in peer review mechanisms.

II. COMMENTS BY SUBCOMMITTEE MEMBERS

It has been both a privilege and a valuable educational
experien~:e to have served as a Public Mcmbel' of t.h.e Sub··
COllllTli t tee, The Report speaks well for the s inceri.ty wi th
\'-ihich both the Leg is In t i ve and Pub 1ic Hemb 81' S di spa tched
their responsiBilities. There are many RecOimllend<:~tions

in the Report w.hich} if adopted, IA.ril1 have a substaatial
impact on health care costs in the State of Minnesota. How
ever, in the case of some Recommendations, I would have
preferred that the Subcommittee alloH provider oTganizations
the opportunity to assess the actions of members rathei
than call upon:the State's regulatory powers. In the final
analysis, it is the responsibility of providers themselves
and third party payors to ensure that the health care system
works in the most efficient and effect.ive manner.

Finally, special recognition should be reserved for
the Subcommi ttee Staff, who '·Ilorked long 11011'[5 wi th great
diligence and skill in bringing the Report to. its final
form.

John G. Turner
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